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INTRODUCTION
With great joy I present to all the partners in our mission –
brothers, laypeople, and others – the history of our Superiors General during the period from 1952 to 1988: Brothers Josaphat
(Joseph Vanier), Jules (Gaston Ledoux), Maurice Ratté and JeanCharles Daigneault.
This history is meant as a remembrance, a grateful recognition,
and an encouragement. In the first place, it is meant as a remembrance, profoundly rooted in our spirit and in our heart, full of esteem toward each one of them. We remember them especially for
their human and spiritual greatness and their closeness to God. We
recall their remarkable service of authority in the animation of their
brothers and in the revitalization of the prophetic mission of our Institute on behalf of young people, particularly those most in need.
Calling to mind the lives and the works of our brothers, we
thank the God of all goodness for the magnificent gifts which he
placed in each of them. In doing so, we recognize the evangelical
wisdom of our protagonists, who throughout their life knew how to
multiply the talents they had received.
Our brothers experienced the joy of feeling loved by God. He
wanted them to know the depth of his divine love toward all humanity and toward each one of them personally. This experience
moved them to follow Christ, to make of their lives a continuous
act of love for the Father and for all his children, and to identify
themselves with Jesus in a distinctive life of love and service. In
this journey they found their joy in spite of difficulties.
Following Father André Coindre, our Founder, and Brother
Xavier, Brother Polycarp, and all our predecessors, Brothers Josaphat, Jules, Maurice, and Jean-Charles invite us by their lives to
look upon the pierced Heart of Jesus. Thus, with the help of the
Holy Spirit, we can continue to discover in this Heart the mercy, the
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goodness, and the tenderness of a God who, in the person of his
Son, gives himself entirely through love. The lives of our brothers
attract us, motivate us, and encourage us to follow in their footsteps, always confident in the Lord’s grace. In this way, remembrance of the past becomes a source of strength for the future.
May the Lord grant that this publication encourage us to center
our Christian religious life on the essential, returning to the fundamental heart of the Gospel. That heart is none other than the very
person of Christ in his profound awareness of the love of the Father, which brings him to live entirely for God, to love all the Father’s children, and to spend his life in doing good for all.
In the name of the Institute, I thank Brother Bernard Couvillion
(US) for having channeled his abilities and effort into the writing of
this history. How many documents consulted, how many hours of
work, how many persons contacted! I also thank Brother Guy Dussault (CAN) for his splendid translation of the English text into
French. My thanks go as well to Brother Severino González Muñoz
(ESP) for the care with which he has translated the text from
French into Spanish. Finally, I address gratitude to all those who, in
one way or another, collaborated so that this history might be published and distributed.
In reading these pages we realize the profound changes that
have taken place in the world, in society, in the Church, and in the
religious life during these last sixty years. There are those who say
that we are living through the changing of an era, and not merely an
era of change. We discover also in this account how the Lord has
accompanied the Institute, blessed it, guided it, and how he has
helped us to respond to new challenges in the exercise of our mission.
The great achievement of Brother Bernard Couvillion has been
to show through this history the concern and effort of our four
brothers to adapt the Institute to new times through the promotion
of a religious life founded on the essential, able to give concrete responses to the questions and needs of today’s world. It is also to his
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credit that Brother Bernard has successfully expressed his narrative
in an engaging style and in accessible language. I invite you to experience this for yourself by reading these pages attentively and
being enriched by their content.
May the Hearts of Jesus and Mary help us, so that encouraged
by Father André Coindre, our Founder, by Venerable Brother Polycarp, by Brother Xavier, by all our predecessors and by the witness
of our Brothers Josaphat, Jules, Maurice, and Jean-Charles, we may
continue to realize in our lives the motto Ametur Cor Jesu, Ametur
Cor Mariae!
From Rome, 22 November 2015
The Feast of Christ the King
Brother José Ignacio Carmona Ollo, S.C.
Superior General
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Reverend Brother Josaphat, S.C.
(Joseph Vanier 1902-1982)
Superior General 1952-1964
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FOREWARD
In the previous volume of this series on the superiors general of
the Brothers of the Sacred Heart, Brother Stanislas includes a partial account of Reverend Brother Josaphat’s two terms. Written
eight years after the superior general left office, the account covers
the General Chapter of 1952, profiles the newly elected superior
and his council, and gives details of his administration: his relations with the Vatican Congregation of Religious; his presence to
the whole institute; expansion to new countries; the creation of new
provinces; new formation programs; publications; and, finally, the
main lines of the general chapters of 1958 and 1964.
Brother Stanislas saw the limitations of writing his account
while Brother Josaphat was still alive. He foresaw that there would
be a need to complete the account with “the perspective of time.”
Many of Reverend Brother Josaphat’s initiatives were still in
process at Brother Stanislas’ publication date.
This present volume will complement what is found in the third
volume of Superiors General. It will begin with an overview of Brother Josaphat’s life, then, with valuable insights gained from his memoirs and other sources unavailable to Brother Stanislas, will focus
chiefly on the later years of his twelve-year term as superior general,
which took on a special tenor after Pope John XXIII’s announcement
of the convocation of the Ecumenical Council Vatican II.

6
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BIOGRAPHICAL OVERVIEW1

Family
Joseph Vanier was born February 9, 1902 in the mountain village of Saint-Faustin, Québec, Canada, the seventeenth of twentytwo children of Joséphine Meunier and Pierre Vanier. Joseph’s
sister, Lucie-Anne, who admired their mother for her joy and resourcefulness, liked to point out that she “said her fiat to the Lord
twenty-two times.”

Province de Montréal – Saint-Hyacinthe
Joseph said his own fiat to the Lord when, with another of his
classmates, he left home for the Saint-Hyacinthe juniorate July 20,
1915. It would be the first yes of many for the young man. He took
the habit and the name Brother Josaphat on Christmas day 19162 at
the age of fourteen.3 There were twelve novices in his group. Two
days after his sixteenth birthday he made first vows.
After six months of scholasticate, he was named teacher of the
th
7 grade in the juniorate. While there he pronounced his perpetual
vows in 1923 and passed the exam for the Diplôme Modèle. His
secondary education complete, he consecrated all his free time to
college studies preparatory to earning his Diplôme d’Enseignement
1

cf. Annuaire de l’Institut des Frères du Sacré-Cœur, 76-404. These numbers indicate that is the “Annuaire” n. 76, page 404. In all similar references of this book the first
number indicate the number of the “Annuaire” and the second the page
2
Annuaire 46-23
3
Brother Josaphat Vanier, S.C., Mémoires, 7, General Archives of the Brothers of
the Sacred Heart (Rome 1982), A11.057
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et de Pédagogie from the University of Montréal.4 Brother Jules
Ledoux, his contemporary, said, “He was studious. He had at heart
the desire to acquire an intellectual formation worthy of his mission
as a teacher.” He taught 12th grade classes in Marieville and SaintVictor in Montréal from 1922 to 1928, then was named sub-director
and teacher at the juniorate of Saint-Hyacinthe until 1931.
Marked for significant roles of leadership early in his apostolic
life, Brother Josaphat brought the schools under his direction recognition in Québec for their impeccable results. In 1937 he and some
confreres wrote and popularized National Education in the Schools,
a volume that became an important instrument of pedagogy in the
Canadian Province of Québec.
During this time of great apostolic activity, he was also local
superior of a community of thirty men in an era when the brothers
were young and demanding of his time because most were themselves in studies. The superior in those days was simultaneously
counsellor, formator, pedagogical mentor, and guarantor of the
community’s regularity.
The respect and admiration which his brothers had for the leadership qualities of Brother Josaphat were not lost on Reverend
Brother Albertinus (Juge 54-0235). After an emergency meeting, the
superior general received Brother Josaphat’s yes in February 1943
to serve as provincial of Saint-Hyacinthe to replace a provincial
whose term was cut short.6 At the time, the vast Saint-Hyacinthe
province comprised no fewer than 647 brothers. In the interest of
downsizing for a more effective administration, the new provincial
recommended to Reverend Brother Albertinus the immediate organization of the New England sector into an autonomous province.
The superior general in turn asked Brother Josaphat himself to
make a tour of the houses of that sector to propose concrete provi4

Mémoires, 12
Refers to VOLUME-PAGE of biography published in Annuaire de l’Institut des
Frères du Sacré-Cœur
6
Mémoires, 47-48
5
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sions for the division. His recommendations included naming a
member of his own provincial council, Brother Jean-Marie
(Bouchard 42-240), as provincial of New England, which became a
province April 18, 1945. Nearly three years later, Saint-Hyacinthe
would see another division, into the provinces of Montréal and
Granby.

10
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GENERAL COUNCIL
As one of three Canadian provincials at the post-war General
Chapter of 19467, the last to be held in Paradis, he was elected first assistant to Reverend Brother Albertinus.8 His yes to the trust of his peers
and of the superior general was pronounced through tears. On his return
to Canada, he was received in triumph and celebrated by his confreres,
once again through tears. “I realized that the brothers were rejoicing
not so much about me personally, but because it was the first time a
Canadian, and one from Saint-Hyacinthe at that, was vicar of the Institute.”9 The brothers’ excitement was heightened because two other
Canadians were elected to the general council, making a total of three
out of five assistants, a possibility they had never imagined.
One of the new vicar’s first duties was to visit his home
province. During the visitation, Brother Gaétan (Helms 74-340),
who replaced him as provincial, wrote to the superior general:
“Everywhere he goes, he does great good. How much courage he
has been able to revive! How much fervor he is able to re-ignite!
How I wish I had his tact and his powers of persuasion!”10
The same general chapter decided by a strong majority to move
the general house to Rome. Brother Albertinus was opposed to and
tense about the decision, partly because of the loss it would mean to
the older men at Paradis, chiefly Brother Arthème (Labes 50-133),
who was elected second assistant despite his very poor health.
Brother Albertinus did not want to leave Arthème, so he remained,
sending his new vicar and the other assistants to Rome without him
to choose from among six properties for the new general house.
They picked Via del Casaletto.
7

Cf. Annuaire de l’Institut des Frères du Sacré-Cœur 1906-2006, 128-129
Mémoires, 70-73
9
Mémoires, 80
10
Letter April 10, 1948, Archives L15.401
8
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Back at Paradis to prepare for the move, Brother Josaphat expressed his consternation at the Reverend Brother’s lack of interest
in or knowledge of the archives. He was finally referred to the juniorate, where Brother Marie-Liguori (Fontanier 86-331) showed
him a suitcase and a box full of archives; Josaphat immediately had
some juniors bring them up to his room. He recounts what happened next:
I opened the precious packages and what a treasure I found: the
manuscripts of Father André Coindre including his letters to
Brother Borgia; letters of Brother Polycarpe; the account of the
beginnings of the institute by Brother Xavier, first Brother of
the Sacred Heart; the registers of general council meetings; the
bound minutes of general chapters, etc. They were all rolled up
and tied, in a perfect state of preservation.11

Brother Josaphat’s happiest moments at Paradis, where he
often felt pensive and sad, were the evenings, when Brother Albertinus and the other Canadian assistants came to his room to play
Five Hundred. When the Reverend Brother arrived the evening of
the discovery, Brother Josaphat showed the unwrapped archives to
him. “He was enormously interested. He had never before seen
these documents. He read avidly through some of them.”
Leaving behind the superior general and Brother Arthème12, by
now staying in the infirmary, in June, 1949 Brother Josaphat definitively left Paradis, the nexus of the institute for nearly eighty-five
years.13 He was accompanied by the two other members of the general council: Brothers Gonzague (Bourke 82-289) of Arthabaska,
and Louis-Gérard (Campagna 77-392) of Québec. On the way, they
visited Lyon and the places where Father Coindre lived, reaching
Rome July 1, 1949.
11

Mémoires, 85
Brother Arthème died in January, 1952; Brother Camillus (Bonnet 53-360) of
Chirac served the remaining months of his term.
13
Paradis 1836-1906; Rentería, Spain 1906-1936; Paradis 1936-1950
12
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After being warmly received by the brothers at Cristo Re, who
gave them lessons in Italian, the three assistants took up residence
in the farmhouse on Via del Casaletto, which they nicknamed
“Nazareth,” to oversee the building and financing of the new construction, which took sixteen months of time and the astute leadership of Brother Albertinus. His arrival in Rome was an immense
consolation to Brother Josaphat. The general council left
“Nazareth” April 1, 195114 to begin putting its mark on its Roman
headquarters. They would make the new general house into a model
of fidelity to the Rule, a center of ongoing ascetical formation, and
a support station for dynamic new foundations fueled by a steady
wave of missionaries, most notably from Canada and France.

SUPERIOR GENERAL
The 1952 general chapter15, the first held in Rome, had fortythree delegates from fourteen entities, including six in Canada. It
elected Brother Josaphat superior general and Brother Gonzague to
replace him as first assistant. The council also included Brothers
Victorius (Mirandon 60-519), Alexis (Klee 67-262), and Émile
(Durand 54-381).
After presiding over the growth of the institute to 2,797 professed brothers16, he was re-elected to a second term by the general
chapter of 1958.17 To reflect the brothers’ increased presence
throughout the world and recent missionary implantations in seven
new countries in Africa, South America, and the Pacific, the chapter
expanded the council to six assistants. Brothers Victorius of Chirac
from France and Alexis of the United States were re-elected. The
four new members named to the council were: Brothers Jules
14

Mémoires, 90
Cf. Annuaire 1906-2006, 130-131
16
Ibid., 150-151
17
Ibid., 132-133
15
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(Ledoux 84-496) of New England from Basutoland; Fortunato
(Martínez 92-319) from Spain; and, from Canada, Brothers Bruno
(Bergeron 76-320) of Québec and Gaétan (Helms 74-340) of Granby.
During the final years of his term, Brother Josaphat had to direct the institute through a difficult transition. He did so with his
characteristic determination, but not without experiencing feelings
of anxiety. The transition required negotiating a sharp turn away
from canon law’s definition of religious life as a “State of Perfection” toward the new model of “Consecrated Life” emerging from
the Second Vatican Council.

Expansion of the Institute
During the years Brother Josaphat was on the general council,
the institute grew in number by nearly 1000 professed. He brought
to the council a laser-like focus on recruiting and formation. When
he became superior general, his first circular of October 26, 1952
dedicated a segment to “recruitment, formation, and perseverance
of members.” He proceeded to cast all fifty-two of the acts of the
1952 general chapter as indispensable means to assure those three
goals. At the end of his generalate at the chapter of 1964, without
realizing it, he planted the flag on the summit of highest statistical
peak of our membership, reporting a total of 2,894 professed
brothers.18 In his memoirs, he expressed disappointment at the slim
margin of increase over his first term: “We’d grown by only 117
brothers instead of by 360 in the previous six years.”19 That
notwithstanding, he forecast to the delegates, “By our next general
chapter, we shall be over 3,000 brothers.”
What he did not know was that he would be the last superior
general able to report an overall increase in the number of brothers.
18
19

Ibid., 151
Mémoires, 183
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Over his thirty years as a brother, the institute had doubled in size.
So, under the leadership of Brothers Albertinus and Josaphat, the
institute felt it could indulge in the luxury of entertaining optimistic
expectations for indefinite progress. Nevertheless, as Brother Josaphat’s term wore on, he found recruits becoming harder to attract
and form. What he called defections were augmenting, and perseverance in houses of formation was proving harder to insure. In the
period 1958-1964, 505 brothers departed, 245 of whom were temporary professed. He noted that the total of departures equaled twothirds of the newly professed.20
Brother Josaphat often spoke and wrote regretfully that a major
cause of defections was “the religious crisis,” suggesting that he saw
scary handwriting on the wall, particularly in Canada where growth
had once been exhilarating. Ongoing sociological research of the
postwar period shows in hindsight what was beginning to happen in
society during Brother Josaphat’s watch. A study of four Christian
countries in the northern hemisphere reports that in the early 1950’s
the religious culture of Canada was among the strongest in the western world, with sixty-five per cent of families regularly attending religious services. By 1957, cultural changes, economic prosperity, urbanization, consumerism, and secularization began to undermine that
religious culture, such that by 1965 “relatively few Canadians gave
evidence of being profoundly influenced by any organized faith.”21
A more recent analysis of data from the same period in the
same countries concludes, “Between 1956 and 1963, spectacular
collapses came in Church affiliation and Christian rites of passage,
signaling an end to the dominance of Christian culture.” Canada experienced “a very sudden church attendance collapse, reaching remarkable intensity in Québec.”22
20
Registre des chapitres généraux, 1964, “Rapport du Révérend Frère”, 12,
Archives B05.001
21
Reginald Bibby, Unknown Gods (Toronto: Stoddart 1993)
22
Callum G. Brown, Religion and the Demographic Revolution, (Boydell Press
2012), 123
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What Brother Josaphat knew as “the religious crisis” in Québec
was dramatized by a media event in September 1960 which touched
a nerve of dissatisfaction with the Church-dominated or confessional
system of public education. In response to a series of critical-minded
articles in the Montréal newspaper Le Devoir, a Marist teaching
brother using a pseudonym published Les insolences du Frère Untel,
translated into English as The Impertinences of Brother Anonymous.
The 150-page book was a biting insider-attack on the quality of faith
and language education in the Catholic-run public schools. It hit
Québec like a bombshell. The identity of Brother Jean-Paul Desbiens, FMS, was revealed; he was sent to Switzerland. His superior
was called to Rome. The clergy attempted to halt its publication.
Newspaper, television, and radio coverage reached fever pitch. The
book sold 100,000 copies, astonishing at a time when 10,000 sold
made a bestseller. The Impertinences of Brother Anonymous and Le
Devoir also took aim at social injustices that privileged the classical
college, a veritable national reserve of priestly vocations, and at the
controlling presence of the Church. What was in crisis was the very
system which had formed young Joseph Vanier and which generations of brothers in Canada had helped to build.
Many credited this media event as a major inspiration of
the Quiet Revolution toward secularism and statism in Québec. Paul
Gérin-Lajoie, future Minister of Education, said that Brother
Anonymous “buried the Department of Public Instruction controlled
by the clergy and undermined the whole education system of the
time.”23 In 1960 the Liberal Party took power and in 1962 created a
commission led by Msgr. Alphonse-Marie Parent to recommend a
total overhaul of education.24 Soon afterwards, the Ministry of Education was created, and it systematically factored the Church out of
the direction of the school system.

23

Michael Gauvreau, The Catholic Origins of Québec’s Quiet Revolution 19311970 (McGill-Queens University Press, 2005), 253-254
24
Mathieu Pigeon, Education in Québec, before and after the Parent reform, 2008
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The grace flowing from Brother Josaphat’s forebodings and
prayers about the religious crisis was a determined energy to stoke
the institute’s missionary fervor. He searched out the apostolic delegate for West Africa, Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre, to establish a
presence and a house of formation in Cameroon. The Rimouski
province was searching for a mission field; he made connections
with the bishops of New Caledonia and New Hebrides.25 With Brother Alexis, he visited Cardinal Bernard Griffin to arrange the Province
of New England’s acquisition of a school in St. Albans near London.
Back in Rome, the papal secretary of state asked him to open a high
school in Colombia to counter Protestant evangelical inroads; the
provincial of Spain took over from there. With no small irony, after
receiving some financial help from Granby and Rimouski, the
province of Spain bought a failed Protestant school. And so on for
Montréal’s mission to Côte-d’Ivoire, Rimouski’s to Australia, New
England’s to Rhodesia; then in 1959, Ottawa’s to the Philippines and
Granby’s to Senegal, where vocations were plentiful enough by 1963
to build a novitiate in Nianing (SEN) for five novices.26
In his account of an implantation in Guinea, Brother Josaphat
gives a contemporary glimpse of the relation between the missionary impulse and self-emptying:
“France, cradle of the institute, after having sown seeds in the
United States in 1846, in Canada in 1872, Spain in 1903, in
Italy, via Spain, in 1930, seemed to be exhausted. The province
had never recovered from its ordeal of 1903, [when religious
were expelled from the country]. Nonetheless, France is essentially missionary. Solicited over and over to work for the Lord
in an apostolic field in Africa, our French provinces believed
that if they did so they would be tempting Providence. The
oldest and strongest province, Paradis, with ninety brothers,
made an act of faith and accepted.”27

25

Mémoires, 116
Mémoires, 167
27
Mémoires, 127
26
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At the end of Brother Josaphat’s mandate, the general chapter
expressed its gratitude to him for the presence in the institute of
more than 200 “brothers of color” whose formation was due both to
the considerable resources and precious personnel consecrated to
the missions by the provinces and to the way he, as superior general, was able to synchronize and harmonize financial aid in a discreet way according to need.28 He finished his two terms with the
Brothers of the Sacred Heart present in 24 countries, 97 dioceses,
and 300 establishments.

Exercise of authority
In 1946 when Brother Josaphat was first chosen to the general
council, a general chapter delegate gave as the reason for putting
Josaphat’s name into nomination that he was “infinitely more constitutional” than an alternative candidate.29 After Josaphat’s election
as superior general, he reflected on how he would shape his role of
authority. He recalled how Brother Albertinus had functioned:
Since the Reverend Brother didn’t support any opposition, he,
partisan of ‘unanimity’ that he was, under the condition that his
way prevailed, there was tension often enough, which explains
why the meetings of the council were spaced out as much as
possible and lasted the shortest time possible. We [assistants]
felt merely tolerated. We imagined that the true exchanges of
view were happening between the Reverend Brother and
Brother Arthème [Albertinus’ former vicar]. … The distance
which separated us was so great that we could not overcome it
between 1946 and 1952. Nothing appeared on the outside, to
the brothers, either on his part or ours, of the lack of cohesiveness of the council. We supported the Reverend Brother, and he
certainly deserved it.30
28

Analyse du rapport du Révérend Frère, 1964, Archives B05.001
Mémoires, 71
30
Mémoires, 78, 101
29
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Part of the tension was a “different way” of viewing authority.
Partly in reaction to Brother Albertinus, Brother Josaphat developed
a more fraternal approach to his work with his council, finding in
Brother Gonzague, his first assistant, a close advisor and a friend.
He relied on him as a “wise and prudent counselor.”31 He divided
work and decision-making authority with his assistants in the areas
for which they were responsible and encouraged them in their various roles. He allowed dissenting opinions and gave time to
reaching decisions.
He communicated regularly with the provincials and the district superiors through administrative circulars. In one of them he
quoted an address of Pope Pius XII to an assembly of Superiors
General:
Although certain religious might believe that the yoke of obedience is too heavy for people of today’s times, you must never
lose sight that it is the responsibility of superiors to direct those
submitted to them … with firmness, and that the Divine Judge
will demand an accounting not only of individual souls, but also
of the superiors to whom they have been confided.32

As superior general, Brother Josaphat took seriously the pope’s
“state of perfection” model of religious life with its muscular model
of authority. He expected major superiors to do the same. In an administrative circular to them in February, 1962, he wrote:
We live in an era of emancipation, an era that has something
against the common life, disciplinary rules, and decisions of
chapters and—without malice but also without virtue—treats all
these prescriptions as outmoded. Today’s times cry out, ‘Let us
change things and take a stand; let us create a new way of life;
then, faced with our actions, the authorities will have to give
in.’ What is the duty of the superior faced with such an attitude?
Hold fast. Hold fast to the common life, to the discipline pre-

31
32

Mémoires, 157
Circulaire 10a, Archives A11.003
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scribed in the Rule, and to chapter decisions. To give in would
be to betray the mandate he was given. The superior, representative of God among his brothers, cannot close his eyes to what
God is asking him to observe and to see that others observe; he
cannot shirk his duty.33

The reports which Brother Josaphat presented to the general
chapters at the end of both his first and second six-year terms confirm his preoccupation with perfect religious discipline, the wearing
of the habit, and regularity, all of which he saw being undermined
by the increasingly prevalent overuse of television. He attributes
these abuses to the brothers’ “false sense of pragmatism” and “mistaken desire to adapt” to dangerous trends in society.
In the area of religious discipline, his official report to the 1964
Chapter has a harsher tone than his report of the first term. In 1958
he had said, “Our religious discipline, without being rigid, can be
said to be understandable, human, of good quality, and in conformity with social exigencies. The brothers are generally faithful
to it.”34 In 1964 he said, “Neglect of the chapter of faults, the bimonthly exhortation, and local council meetings continues to undermine our discipline. The fault is not with the exercises themselves, which are salutary and produce a good spirit, but rather with
our lack of faith.”35
The list of neglected exercises in the 1964 report calls to mind
that Brother Josaphat had developed questionnaire sheets, as seen
in the extract below,36 for provincials to use when making visits to
local communities, in order to call them to stronger supervision, to
help prevent defections, and to favor perseverance.
One side of the page listed, in two columns, numbered criteria
for evaluating the director, the community, and the school. A space
33

Circulaire 18a, Archives A11.004
1958, Rapport du Révérend Frère, 8, Archives B04.001
35
1964, Rapport du Révérend Frère, 9, Archives B04.001
36
Circulaire 2a, May 12, 1956, Archives A11.003
34
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was provided for the provincial to give a rating of 5 - 0 on more than
eighty criteria of observance, particularly those which had been confirmed by general chapters.
15
16
17
18
19

Vocal Prayers
Meditation
Holy Mass
Communion
Examen 15 min.

39
40
41
42
43

20

Spiritual Reading

44

Rating scale

543210-

Ordinary Silence
Great Silence
Silence at Breakfast
Reading at table
Class Preparation
Relations with
the Director

Excellent, nothing to reproach
Very good, neglected rarely
Good, neglected from time to time
Passable, neglected somewhat frequently
Mediocre, neglected frequently
Bad, serious abuse or omitted altogether

The back of the sheet listed short-answer questions about use of
newspapers, alcohol, tobacco, peculium, holiday schedule, cars, and
other details of observance, followed by spaces to comment on individual brothers.
Brother Josaphat asked the provincials, after their visits, to
send the completed sheets to him at the general house to give him
an overview of how the Rule was being observed throughout the institute. By 1962, after he had accumulated and studied the data, he
grew concerned and sent his findings back to the provincials with
these instructions: “I would appreciate it if you would study in
council the following topics and others which you would judge
useful and send me a report of your study.”37 Nine topics for study
included the following questions:
37

Circulaire 20a, December 8, 1962, Archives A11.004
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• Are we doing everything we can to keep alive the fervor of
our brothers? On what points could there be improvement?
• Why are we neglecting the chapter of faults, the interview,
the bimonthly exhortation, [monthly recollections], local
council meetings? What can be done to re-validate these exercises?
• Are recruiting and formation of our members what they
should be? What improvements do you want to make ?38
Through this consultation, Brother Josaphat was extending to
major superiors the listening attitude that had become important to
him in the general council. One superior responded, “It is a wonderful idea to consult the brothers on these issues. It’s the first time
to my knowledge that we are asked our opinions. Our men
throughout the world have the answers but they must be encouraged to voice their opinions without fear of repercussions.”39
The responses surprised the superior general by their force,
breadth, and depth. Arthabaska sent in a document of twenty-four
pages, the first part of which is about fervor: “We must give each
religious enough liberty for personal initiative in the choice of his
prayers, all the while keeping a minimum of exercises of piety in
common. It is important that we eliminate as much as possible the
monotony and routine which creep in through the recitation of the
same formulas.”40
Some councils went well beyond the framework of the consultation to question its fundamental premises, as expressed in a response from Chirac. “Too many rules are neglected because they do
not come across as a real means of committing our lives. We see
them as outmoded prescriptions with no vital connection to our real
world. We don’t see how the many crucial problems we face could
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ever be resolved by insignificant prescriptions.”41 Another response,
from the missions, was more blunt: “Stop overloading the
brothers.”42
The message from the provincials was unmistakable: it was not
that the brothers were unfit in observing the Rule, it’s that the Rule
no longer fit the brothers. Brother Josaphat, who knew he was at an
important threshold, worried, “I sensed that, because of the troubled
times we were living through, our traditional structures were about
to explode.”43 In January 1963 he brought his worries to the general
council, which decided to send a circular under its name addressed
to the provincial and district administrations, asking them to do a
study of the rules and constitutions in order to indicate elements
they considered outdated. They could do the study themselves or
invite “serious and discreet brothers” to do it. The council allowed
them a year to report back to the Reverend Brother.44
The invitation released energy. The studies were thorough,
thoughtful, and complete.45 For example over a six-months period,
Arthabaska, which took the lead in Canada under the guidance of
its provincial, Brother Paul-Hervé (Ratté 80-76), conducted twelve
full-day sessions, resulting in a complete re-writing of the constitutions, some sections of which underwent six distinct drafts. Besides, there were three plenary assemblies of the inter-province
committee of the Canadian provinces. Together they made a concerted effort to rethink the constitutions completely and to imagine
guidelines for a new rule so that it would offer motivations capturing the spirit, not just the letter, of newly-worded directives.
In Brother Josaphat’s view, half of the provinces and districts
accomplished the work as he had expected, but Canada “went much
41
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farther, too far. They wanted to change everything.” He and the
general council were not ready to do that. They had made it clear in
their letter to the administrations that the general chapter would
seek the approval of the Church for any changes through the Sacred
Congregation for Religious, which permits constitutional modifications “with great difficulty and at rare intervals.”46 To follow up
with the suggestions, Brother Jules Ledoux offered to produce a
draft of revisions to the constitutions in vigor, to be presented to the
upcoming general chapter of 1964. One council member chose not
to participate at all in the revision because he considered some proposed changes too daring and extreme. Brother Josaphat supported
only a limited revision.

In the line of Vatican Council II
Pope Pius XII, whom Brother Josaphat described as the “most
impressive” of the three popes he had seen in private audience, died
October 20, 1958. Three months later, Pope John XXIII announced
the plan for Ecumenical Council Vatican II, which would be preceded by three years of preparatory consultations. The Council
would open in September, 1962 and would stretch over four sessions, through 1965. That timetable meant that the 1964 general
chapter would come and go before Vatican II completed its official
work. Nevertheless, heightening expectations were already having
some unofficial effects. As we saw, the superior general, his
council, and the 1958 chapter had already set into motion a limited
revision of the constitutions while Pius XII was still pope, but with
the ecumenical council on the horizon, Brother Josaphat wasn’t
able to control the process. “The stirring up of ideas about aggiornamento created a climate of criticism and contestation at the very
heart of Church institutions. … Fundamentalists and progressives
46
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were pushing and shoving each other under the action of the Holy
Spirit.”47 It was in this climate that the consultation about modifying the constitutions was taking place.
In his circular48 about Vatican II to the brothers three months
before the ecumenical council opened, he cites only one document,
the preparatory report of the commission on religious life. It was no
surprise that he selected what would reinforce his own priorities—
recruiting, formation, and perseverance—the same three that led off
his very first circular in 1952.
Surprisingly, in an administrative circular a month later to the
provincials and regionals, he quotes from an address of John XXIII
to religious superiors in Rome. This time, what he quotes does not
reinforce his usual language of fidelity and observance. He ventures
beyond his personal comfort zone. By presenting it, in contrast to
the authoritarian model of Pius XII which he had promulgated earlier, he opens his perspective.
“Understand well the expression life of prayer,” wrote Pope
John. “It is not a matter of repeating prayer formulas, but of an
indispensable process of entering into intimacy with the Lord.
May your prayer be nourished from the springs of a deepening
knowledge, first of the Holy Scriptures, especially the New Testament, and then of the liturgy and the teaching of the Church in
all its plenitude.”49

Further signs of Brother Josaphat’s opening his perspective as
Vatican II approached can be seen in the following reflection:
General chapters are evolving toward greater democracy. In
1946, everyone submitted. The superior general presented what
he wanted and heads nodded assent; not one of the proposals
sent in by the provinces or individual brothers was read out.
The chapter of 1952 allowed for diverging opinions on various
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points. The chapter of 1958 took democracy a step further. Delegates spoke their minds with emotion. The provincial of Sherbrooke introduced subsidiarity and preached decentralization;
the chapter, without making a specific resolution, was marked
by both.50

THE GENERAL CHAPTER OF 1964
The content of the general chapter of 1964 will be reported as
part of the term of Brother Jules Ledoux, who was elected right at
chapter’s outset and who presided over it. Nevertheless, since
Brother Josaphat was responsible for its preparation, its tone-setting, and its dynamics, it is fitting to describe some of those elements here.
At the chapter, French being the official language of the institute, there was no translation. The ecclesiastic “perfect society”
model showed in the way that delegates, always in habit, were
formed into a hierarchy. They received assigned places in the
chapel, in the dining room, and in the chapter room according to
their rank of seniority as determined in the order of precedence. The
youngest members51 of the chapter were at the end of the line in the
chapter room and in the dining room, but in the front pew in the
chapel, which was overseen from a row of high-back chairs in the
rear for general councilors. In the chapter room, the general council
was on a raised level, on a dais in front. From its center the superior
general presided. The agenda, already prepared, provided only for a
question period. There was no steering committee, no moderator,
no committee of auxiliaries. There was a single microphone for delegates, who, if they wanted to make a point to the assembly, had to
walk across the floor to where it was located next to the dais.
50
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When the delegates arrived in Rome, among the documents
they received were three files dealing with the constitutions: 1)
Constitutions with only minor revisions; 2) Constitutions with more
extensive revisions; 3) Constitutions amply revised. Brother JeanClaude Éthier, delegate from Ottawa, one of the two youngest
members, recounted that, shortly after his arrival, Brother Alexis
Klee, second assistant, invited him into his office to tell him that, as
a basis for the study of the constitutions he should support file 1)
Constitutions with only minor revisions. Brother Jean-Claude adds,
“I told him that I was open to the Spirit.”

PREPARATIONS FOR VATICAN II
In his opening report to the 1964 general chapter, Brother Josaphat made no reference to any institute-wide preparations underway for Vatican II. Neither he nor his council was involved in
the Roman preparatory commissions. Nevertheless, he was conscientiously, albeit discreetly, preparing himself to decide on two issues simmering on his own back burner: the status of religious
brothers in the Church and the introduction of priesthood into the
institute. In his memoirs he sketches out his ongoing personal discernment of those two topics.

The Place of Brothers in the Church
The first issue requires us to go back in time for some background. In December, 1950, under the auspices of the Sacred Congregation for Religious and at the request of Pope Pius XII, there
was a General Congress of the States of Perfection. It treated religious life as inseparable from priesthood. The vocation of lay religious brothers was nowhere to be found. The brothers resented the
close-minded clericalism of the congress, Brother Josaphat among
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the first of them. He asked the general council to request from the
Sacred Congregation of Religious a statement which would situate
the teaching brothers unequivocally in the Church. To give more
weight to the request, the general council opened it up to the De La
Salle Brothers, who took the project to heart and obtained from the
Holy Father an audience to which the procurators general of the different institutes of brothers were invited.
At the audience, first assistant Brother Gonzague represented
the Brothers of the Sacred Heart. Pius XII listened to the complaint
and promised to do something. He finally wrote a letter March 30,
1954 to Cardinal Valerio Valeri, prefect of the Sacred Congregation
for Religious, in which he affirmed that brothers are religious in the
fullest sense, that they exercise an indispensable ministry, and that
they deserve to be encouraged. The general council would have
wished for more, but considered it progress over the past. Regardless of these efforts, in 1956, at the second Congress of the States of
Perfection, all of the topics considered were again treated only in
function of the priesthood, that is, as though all religious were
priests. The secretary of the congregation, after hearing Brother
Josaphat’s expression of disappointment at the conclusion of the assembly, admitted his error.52
As a complement to the above frustration, Brother Josaphat
made the following reflection:
Over the fifteen years I spent in Rome, I acquired the conviction that brothers count for little in the Church and that to have
a right to be present at the ‘Chapter’ one has to be a priest. I will
explain with a few examples: never does a brother figure in the
papal corteges, processions, or ceremonies, at least unless he
belongs to an Order or a clerical congregation. The brothers’
only visibility in the Vatican is when they queue up to present
candles to the Holy Father on the Feast of the Presentation February 2. The De La Salle Brothers, with 17,000 members and
the Marist Brothers, with 9,000, come after the Canons Regular
52
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of the Immaculate Conception, with 300, because the latter are
clerics.
At Vatican II the brothers were ignored, whereas each of the
clerical institutes participated in its workings through their superior general, who had a deliberative vote. At Vatican II’s last
session, as a kind of consolation prize, the brother superiors
general were admitted, but only as auditors, one at a time,
taking turns. In the Sacred Congregation of Religious, they
hardly know us.
Here is another proof: a certain bishop borrowed money,
1,500,000 lire, from Cristo Re. This bishop worked at the Sacred Congregation for Seminaries; why refuse him? He made
many promises, but did not repay the money. In vain we contacted him. In vain we appealed to his superiors. Finally, the Sacred Congregation for Seminaries offered to pay back fifty percent, saying, ‘Take it or leave it.’ Since we had no standing, we
had to accept.53

To honor the 100th anniversary of the death of Brother Polycarpe,
Brother Josaphat published his fourteenth circular in 1960, Our
Beloved Institute. In it he affirms:
The congregations of brothers are only at the beginning of their
mission in the Church. The evolution of society is such that,
more and more, the Church needs to have armies of laity
working side-by-side with her ministers. In the teaching
brothers, she has consecrated laymen whom she can rely on
with assurance. In my opinion the congregations of brothers are
only at the dawn of their mission.54

Brother Josaphat’s commitment to promote the vocation of
brothers in the Church found some expression in 1957, when he
met with twelve institutes of teaching brothers and delegates from
the congregation for religious to establish the Jesus Magister. This
53
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Institute of Jesus the Teacher was designed to give theological,
moral, dogmatic, and catechetical higher degrees in the spirit of the
works of masculine teaching congregations. He promoted the program to the provincials in a robust way. Beyond responding to the
unique needs and problems of the teaching brother, the program
raised the profile of brothers in Rome and at the congregation for
religious.55 Some of the brothers who studied at the Jesus Magister
were delegates to the general chapter of 1964.

Introduction of Priesthood into the Institute
In December 1960, while Vatican II was in its preparatory
phase, the Sacred Congregation of Religious initiated a survey
among the congregations of brothers to find out their opinion about
the possibility of introducing priesthood into their institutes. When
a written consultation arrived, a number of members of the general
council were on canonical visits, including Brother Josaphat. Out of
deference, because the superior general was not present, Brother
Victorius, first assistant, did not want to speak for the general
council. Instead, he wrote to each one, and then reported to the Vatican the individual opinion of each member of the council. He himself approved the principle of priesthood in brothers’ congregations.
Brother Josaphat also responded favorably. Brother Alexis was opposed. Brother Jules was favorable, as was Brother Fortunato.
Brother Bruno said he was indifferent, and Brother Gaétan did not
see the need.
The De La Salle Brothers, especially the superiors, set into motion a campaign against the project and requested each institute to
sign a petition asking the council fathers not to permit the introduction of the priesthood among teaching brothers. Our general council
did not sign even though all of the other congregations had done so.
55
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At the second session of Vatican II, the De La Salle Brothers distributed to each of the council fathers a copy of the petition, publishing the names of the institutes of brothers opposing priesthood
in their communities. Evidently no Brothers of the Sacred Heart
were among the signatories.
Considering the complexity of the question, Brother Josaphat
doubted himself, struggling to make a decision that would leave
him in peace. He explains:
To have a clear heart, I went to consult Cardinal Antoniutti, prefect of the Sacred Congregation of Religious, who said he was
favorable. For more guidance, I asked for and obtained an audience with Pope Paul VI, who received me in his private office
February 11, 1964. After asking me about myself and after I
presented my respects along with information about our congregation, I asked him his opinion about the introduction of priesthood into the communities of teaching brothers. In a nuanced
response, he let me understand that the proposal would please
him. I was reassured.56

The question of introducing the priesthood into our institute
came up formally at the general chapter of 1964 on October 13.57
Already two or three brothers had proposed the theme to the
chapter of 1952, which did not judge it opportune to study their
proposals. In 1958 similar proposals arose, with the same result. In
this chapter, besides individual proposals, the provincial chapters of
Spain and of Granby asked for the introduction of the priesthood.
On the weight of their request, the chapter agreed to study the question. The commission in charge reported that it was not at all favorable. In general assembly exchange, while some delegates spoke in
favor, more numerous were those who expressed themselves as opposed. The superior general did not say anything, nor did the members of the general administration. The vote resulted in 10 For and
56
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49 Against.58 Even though a vote was taken, it could not be considered definitive because Vatican II had not yet pronounced itself and
would only do so at its fourth and final session, in the fall of 1965.
At that final session, despite the ardent opposition of the De La
Salle Brothers, the Marists, the Brothers of Christian Instruction,
the Brothers of St. Gabriel, the Brothers of the Holy Family, and
some others, the Council Fathers chose to include a carefully parsed
declaration: “There is nothing to prevent some members of religious communities of brothers being admitted to holy orders by
provision of their general chapter in order to meet the need for
priestly ministrations in their own houses, provided that the lay
character of the community remains unchanged.”59
The publication of this decree opened the possibility that the
question of priesthood in our institute might come to the floor again
at a future general chapter.

JOYS AND SOROWS60
In his state of the institute address opening the 1964 general
chapter, Reverend Brother Josaphat took stock of his joys and sufferings during the six-year term which had just ended.
His sufferings: the passing away of Pope Pius XII and Pope
John XXXIII as well as the loss of his own “illustrious and venerated predecessor,” Brother Albertinus; our withdrawal from four
countries; the “too-high number of defections”; and troubles in
some of the seventy-four houses of formation, which were all close
to his heart. He deplored the “crisis of obedience.” He also suffered
to see “a certain disaffection for the wearing of the cassock.”61
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The joys which he enumerated in the realm of Church life included the “gloriously reigning” Pope Paul VI, who had received
him personally; the Vatican Council; the liturgical renewal, and a
new cardinal protector. Within the institute, he counted first among
his joys a deepening awareness among the brothers of their role as
catechists. He saw them teaching catechism not so much as “formulas to learn” but as “a life to live” in imitation of Jesus. His other
joys: “giant” and “fervent” steps taken by the brothers in higher
studies; the provinces who were sparing nothing in a great missionary effort resulting in our presence in five new countries; and
the good spirit and perseverance of indigenous brothers in “mission” countries.
Some of his sorrows from his first term moved into the column
of joys. The practice of corporal punishment in the schools was one
of them: “Thanks be to God, corporal punishments are rare. May
the day come when they disappear completely!”62 Another was that
the brothers, under pressure for exam results, whom he had earlier
seen falling into the trap of giving too much time and energy to instruction, were recuperating time needed for students’ formation. In
his 1958 report, he had warned school directors to be vigilant that
instruction not take precedence over formation.63
Reverend Brother Josaphat closed his 1964 chapter opening address with these last official words as superior general: “The balance is definitely positive. Courage and trust. The world is pursuing
its noisy amusements around us; an infernal conspiracy is plotting
our fall, while Jesus wants us to be holy like our Father in heaven.
Courage! He is the God of hope, of peace, and of love.”64
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FINAL YEARS
After six years as first assistant and twelve as superior general,
Reverend Brother Josaphat, at the age of 62, moved from the general house, leaving behind his indelible imprint but not his deeply
ingrained spirit of service. After a stay in England, instead of returning to Canada, he became master of novices in the District of
Senegal at the invitation of its regional director.65 By doing so, he
said his personal yes to the missionary call which he had so effectively broadcast and supported. The following year he became local
superior of the community of the regional house in Nianing, a responsibility he assured until 1972.
The Senegalese brothers who had him as teacher, formation director, or superior looked up to him as the very image of a convinced and convincing religious. “Until the end of his days, he was
a model, the prototype of religious observance. To be faithful to the
exercises prescribed in the constitutions was a sacred duty for him.
He did not brood about innovations; he was too honorable and too
virtuous for that.”66
At the age of seventy, Brother Josaphat returned to Canada as
archivist at Mont Sacré-Cœur in Granby. There he shared with his
confreres the feelings he had during the crisis caused by changes in
the life of the institute to which he did not subscribe, but which he
suffered for the sake of family spirit and the greater good.67 His unexpected death the night of March 10, 1982 after sixty-six years of
exemplary religious life, including twenty-two in the demanding
service of leadership as a major superior, evoked tributes of gratitude from the 1,800 brothers of the institute, especially from those
in the missionary districts which held a special place in his heart.
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One tribute, from Brother Charles-Émile Leblanc (1920-2003),
prototype of other hundreds of young brothers whom Brother Josaphat nurtured on the road to commitment and perseverance, adds
depth to Brother Josaphat’s two-dimensional reputation as a principled guardian of tradition, discipline, and observance:
He was presiding over the long retreat before perpetual profession. I was twenty-three years old and in total confusion, not
knowing if I should vow myself to God or to the devil. I told
him I wasn’t going to make my profession. He listened to me
attentively, speaking without passion, but with assurance,
warmth, and conviction about taking a risk on the goodness and
mercy of the Sacred Heart, so well that I told him I would reflect and pray some more. I have no doubt that Brother Josaphat
was praying for me, since a little while afterwards I went
through a convulsion of tears, which left me in consolation, interior peace, and joy. I made a firm decision to commit myself
for life in the institute. … A mighty push from the Holy Spirit
stronger than any I have ever felt helped me, despite myself, to
pronounce an unconditional yes.68
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FOREWORD
Church historians say that the three most transformative periods for religious life in modern times have been the Reformation,
the French Revolution, and the Second Vatican Council. All marked
the demise of a dominant guiding synthesis and a mighty effort by
the Church to respond to changing human and social realities.
“Vatican II was a remarkable council” Norman Tanner, SJ,
wrote.
“In recent years I have had the privilege of giving many lectures
on the councils of the Church, and Vatican II appears ever more
extraordinary. Indeed for all the problems in the Church today,
which at times seem formidable, we are nevertheless the most
fortunate Christians ever because we are the only generation to
have lived in the light of this great council.”69

It is not certain that Brother Jules Ledoux considered himself
more fortunate for having been superior general during the council,
but it is crystal clear that his generation of superiors was completely absorbed, if not totally depleted, by it.
There were 2,540 bishops present at the council, from every
continent, and at least 480 theologians as representatives of reform
and orthodoxy, thus expressing and ushering in a new age of dialogue. One goal of Vatican II was to promote dialogue within the
Church and with other faiths and religions to counterbalance the
preoccupation of Vatican I with strengthening authority to the point
of infallibility. Brother Jules, who inherited a role in an institute
69
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with a strongly authoritarian tenor, had to fight many interior tensions to reset his bearings and retune his voice to be in harmony
with the remarkable shift in the Church’s method of leadership to
which he was called by the council.
Oliver P. Rafferty, Irish Jesuit historian, looks beyond the
churchyard to paint the complex social landscape which Brother
Jules had to negotiate during his tenure. Every sector of the institute was disturbed by events in the 1960s over which he had no
control: reactions against colonialism and its missionaries; the
civil rights resistance in the U.S. and in South Africa; the influential
student riots in Paris; war crimes trials in Europe; the Vietnam
war; and the general turmoil in culture besetting an increasingly
secular world. It fell to Brother Jules to guide the institute in
changing some of its fundamental assumptions, especially about the
exercise of authority, during a worldwide crisis of authority.
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The lives of Brothers Josaphat and Jules follow in close parallel for the first thirty or so years of their lives – and then again for
the last thirty, as we shall see later on. The two were born only two
years apart in French-speaking Catholic towns in Québec into large
families. Gaston, the younger of the two, was the fifteenth of nineteen children of Raphaël Ledoux and Louise Ménard of Saint-Hyacinthe, born February 11, 1904. Both did primary and secondary
studies at schools directed by the Brothers of the Sacred Heart in
what was then the Province of Saint-Hyacinthe70. Jules entered the
juniorate just two years after Josaphat. Both, showing great promise
and maturity, were recognized for their leadership at a young age
during their years teaching in the schools and houses of formation
of the Province of Saint-Hyacinthe.71

FOUNDER OF BASUTOLAND
The first force that nudged Brother Jules to an alternative career was the irrepressible energy of Brother Lucius (Vincent 52295), provincial. As part of the wave of missionaries incited by
Brother Urcize, superior general, in 1927 to bring the Gospel to
youth of the developing world, the province had already sent missionaries to Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. Brother Lucius established a
missions committee to organize home-side support and coordination. In January, 1934, he passed on to the brothers a challenge
from the committee. “It would like to see all the houses, without
exception, become actively involved in the missionary movement
in honor in our province.” Next, in November of the same year,
70
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Brother Lucius announced that he had named Brother Jules to the
four-man committee.72
The next force was an Oblate priest who visited Granby in
April, 1936 in the name of Bishop Joseph Bonhomme, OMI, of Basutoland73 to request brothers to teach in an upper secondary school
for boys in that snow-covered mountain kingdom. The small
country was being evangelized by about thirty Canadian priests,
Oblates of Mary Immaculate, “who wear black cassocks, proof that
the climate is excellent.” Our archives preserve the letter of the
president of the missions committee, Brother Stanislas (Roux 74365) to Reverend Brother Urcize asking permission to proceed with
a missionary foundation.74 The heading of the next letter in the file
reads, “At sea, August 17, 1937.” It is from Brother Jules to Reverend Brother Urcize:
In the African breeze and sun, your five Basuto missionaries
send you greetings. We left August 4 and since then we’ve been
chugging along across the immensity of the sea, whose horizon
is always fleeing from us. This morning, however, we are
skirting the islands of Cape Verde. We’re no more than 2½ days
from Freetown and 30 days from Durban, where we will disembark.

He would finally arrive September 6, 1937 with Brothers
Rodolphe Brûlé, Fabian Béliveau, Xavier Frigon, John Beaudry,
and four Oblates of Mary Immaculate.75
The brothers threw themselves into their mission, applying
themselves to learning the language of the country, Sesotho, and
that of education, English. In sparse conditions, with no water and
no electricity, they took charge of the boys’ division of St. Monica’s
mission, which housed fifty boarders in grades 2-8. Their success
72
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was rapid. Brother Rodolphe had perfect 100% passes in government exams with two ‘First Class,’ entitling them to a government
scholarship for their secondary school. This had been unheard of
until the brothers came. Their reputation as teachers was established
quickly and impressively.76
By the time the New England Province took charge of the
young mission in 1945, there were eleven brothers in three houses:
Roma College, St. Monica’s Mission, and Our Lady’s House, a juniorate directed by Brother Jules. To the provincial chapter, he
wrote a note accompanying a report of the first seven years of the
Basutoland mission: “Please excuse me if I am once more annoying
you with my proposals. I am sure you think of me as being mad. Indeed I am struggling hard between obedience and duty; I am afraid
sometimes that I am between ambition and humility.” He reported
the slowness of progress caused by misunderstandings with the
Bishop, including salaries; the inability of the understaffed New
England Province to send missionaries; and difficulties of recruiting. He saw promise in new foundations in neighboring South
Africa and made six proposals which he asked the provincial to
bring to the 1946 general chapter.77
Brother Jules remained director general until 1955. Throughout
his eighteen years in that role, besides the usual challenges of leadership, communal organization, financial administration, and the
guidance of personnel, he fought in the front line of the missionary
movement. By responding fervently to the Church’s missionary
call, the institute had launched itself without formal preparation
into unknown territory. Brother Jules, brilliant, self-taught, and engaging, approached his mission as a learner. He soon became aware
that the naive expansionism and the cultural baggage which missionaries often brought with them begot problems. He may not have
known it at the time, but his first-hand knowledge of missionary re76
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alities would become a valuable contribution to the leadership of
the institute as it ventured into the world of developing Churches.
He earned a doctorate in the realities of missionary life.

MISSIONARY REALITIES
Poverty
Beyond the poverty of everyday circumstances such as insect
infestations, unhealthful living quarters, and scarce supplies,
Brother Jules felt the constant tension between trying to develop
educational institutions and the reality of inadequate or absent
funding. He wrote to Brother Albertinus in 1945:
We have now been here in Roma five years. Actually we are at
a standstill, the war being a check. … On the whole, we live
very poorly, from hand to mouth, and the present arrangement
will never allow us to develop anything that is ours. What can
you economise on a yearly [government] salary of $175.00 [per
brother], when the least thing is so costly? … The least qualified young native teacher leaving our [teacher preparation]
school receives a higher salary than the head of the college. …
A raise would do some good, but thank the Lord if we have to
remain poor.78

There was a constant struggle over whether the vicariate would
finance repairs to its buildings or whether the brothers were responsible. When the vicariate supplied living space to the brothers, it
was often inadequate, so there was the question of whether the
province should pay for improvements that would not belong to it.
Brother Jules felt constrained to request money from family and
Canadian benefactors to finance the basic needs.
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Territorial Issues

Brother Jules’ rudest awakening and greatest suffering was the
territorial nature of mission life. He felt that the Oblates conspired
to keep the brothers from having a work of their own, or success
which might rival theirs. Bishop Bonhomme’s very first letter to
Brother Albertinus had a territorial tenor: “We are in the process of
conquering the country through our schools. We must, at all costs,
take over higher education if we are to keep our positions.”79 When
the brothers first arrived at Roma College, it was the territory of the
Oblate fathers. The brothers worked in the teacher training department. In 1941, the bishop put the brothers fully in charge of the secondary school, but the local Oblates claimed that their superior general was opposed.80 Nevertheless, the bishop definitively put the
brothers in charge. Brother Jules described the situation to Brother
Albertinus this way: “The reverend fathers were playing a game of
cards and they lost, to our advantage.”81
The conflict caused a lasting chill in the relationship between
the brothers and the priests. Brother Jules lamented, “There is
nothing more unilateral than the ways of thinking and acting that
many Oblates in this country have.”82 At one point in 1945, the
bishop changed his mind, announcing that he had reassigned the
brothers to St. Monica Mission so that a planned Oblate university
could be installed in the buildings of Roma College. Brother Jules
learned of the announcement when he met him casually at a ceremony after kissing his ring.83
Jules felt angry about the decision to move the brothers from
Roma and about the lack of respect, recognition, and trust it
showed. He admitted to the superior general:
79
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There is a little fighting devil in me. The Vicar Delegate of the
Bishop asked me for information concerning the qualifications
of each brother. I answered, giving in full the details he wanted,
and I added: our brothers lack one qualification: happiness
about surrendering themselves entirely to a cause for which
they seem to have been only tolerated for a short time, as
nothing but auxiliaries.84

His words got the attention he wanted so that a face-to-face dialogue could take place. After it did, he obediently told Brother Albertinus, “draw the conclusions and tell me whether we must now go.” He
ultimately acceded to the “arduous” plan of moving “to fulfill the
bishop’s desire, yours, and Brother Josaphat’s” even though he pitied
the brothers for the living conditions they would have to bear. He
thought that the bishop’s plan was “challenging the Sacred Heart.”85

Isolation and discouragement
A long visit during the war by Brother Arthème, first assistant,
on behalf of the superior general had been a huge consolation and
support, but Brother Jules experienced long doses of the loneliness
and isolation of missionary life. He needed support in the trials
caused by the war, for example embargos, shortages, and the imprisonment in a concentration camp of five brothers who had been
traveling on the freighter Zam-Zam as reinforcements to Basutoland.86 Letters he addressed to the general house were returned
with the label, “Service Suspended,” and he lost all hope of hearing
from the superior general during the war. He finally succeeded in
1942 by writing via America. In that letter he wrote about the
brothers’ isolation not only from the institute, but also within Basu84
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toland, from the Church on one hand and the Basotho people on the
other, “both critically spying our steps in all directions. … It eats us
up to the marrow, physically and morally.” Later he wrote:
I have lost much confidence in myself and I have not enough
confidence in the bishop. I would be so much relieved if a visitor would come along and put me back on two feet again; as I
stand now, I am afraid – something like a dead fright – of marring the whole undertaking, a young undertaking that has already cost [my] heart so much.87

As previously quoted correspondence shows, he mitigated his
isolation by long and frank letters first to Brother Arthème and then
to Brother Albertinus, who never failed to respond. Just as he was
not afraid to express his true feelings to the bishop, he was brutally
honest with Brother Albertinus after six years had passed without a
visitation. In a July, 1946 letter to the Reverend Brother, he says,
“We in Basutoland deeply regret that a visitor did not come here in
advance of the upcoming general chapter, for we believe that a visit
would have been a great occasion to reconsider the situation of the
missions in view of every detail of their organization. Fiat!”88

Personnel Tensions
The province of Granby and, after the formation of a separate
province in 1945, that of New England, did not follow through consistently in sending new brothers to Basutoland. Consequently,
Brother Jules was beset with shortages of personnel. He himself
took up all the slack he could by serving simultaneously as regional
director, principal of the secondary school in Roma, and director of
the juniorate, while teaching seventeen periods a week. After a site
was found on the grounds of the Oblate seminary to build the pro87
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jected university, he also taught education courses there. During the
school break in 1945, he wrote a book in English, Teach Ye All, specially devised to assist the teaching of catechists.89 He was busy
“beyond expression.”
After the capture of the Zam-Zam, all the brothers were transferred to Roma in one school and one residence for the duration of
the war. “Frankly,” said Brother Jules, “the rubbing of the same elbows day after day ended up by creating some rivalries and created
problems.”90 In response, Brother Albertinus wrote a series of recommendations to the brothers which used the word “teamwork”
twelve times.
The most obvious solution to the personnel shortage was recruiting. Having been director of the juniorate in Granby, Brother Jules
was quick to establish a house of formation for indigenous brothers
at Our Lady’s House near Roma College. The first recruits were nine
boys who entered in 1940, but perseverance was not good and
novices were slow to materialize. The Oblates considered him to be
too strict; he considered the boys and families too frivolous. In
longevity, Basutoland was the fourth-oldest of our missionary implantations, but by 1952 it had only three novices and one temporary
professed Masuto. None of those persevered. The difficulty of forming indigenous brothers could be added to the list of missionary realities which Brother Jules would have described to the general chapter.
He also learned that personnel issues could not be resolved
only by importing brothers, that the picture was bigger than the
good of the institute. He noted that respect for indigenous lay
teachers could not be ignored in the staffing of the school and that
adding a new brother would create discontent since it would mean
letting go of a lay teacher. He came to understand that it would be a
bad policy to give a post to a brother who had lesser qualifications
than a local layman, or even equivalent ones. In addition, he ex89
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plained in one of his letters, “We cannot, in the eyes of the indigenous teachers, become more numerous than they are.”91

Reaching a Level of Stability
Thanks to the persistence of Brother Jules in articulating needs
and appealing for help, by 1952 the district stabilized somewhat. Roma College was not transformed into a university; it was returned to
the brothers, who taught 50 seminarians there as well as 150 boarding students. There were twenty-two professed brothers, three of
whom were Basutos. Two perpetual professions were in the offing.
Reverend Brother Albertinus made a welcome visitation. The New
England Province sent more reinforcements, built a residence at St.
Monica, and began sending an average of $10,000 per year.92

MISSIONARY HOMAGE
In 1955, the general council ended Brother Jules’ tenure in Basutoland by naming him to create and direct a second novitiate formation program for perpetual professed brothers of the U.S. and
Canadian provinces.
“The removal of Brother Jules was a blow to the district. After
nearly twenty years at the head of the mission, he had left his
mark on our work and on the brothers too. He was respected by
all who knew him. He was feared and loved by the students. His
brothers recognized in him a man of great understanding of
human nature and a great religious.” So testified Brother Reginald Plouffe, who was teaching in the juniorate at the time of
Jules’ departure.93
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Jubilee Celebration
Philemon Molefi Rasekoai, Lesotho’s Ambassador to Kenya
and an alumnus of Roma College, at the celebration in 1988 of the
50th anniversary of the mission, said,
“The Brothers of the Sacred Heart came to Lesotho to train
Christian leaders and followers. This message was clearly set
out in 1945 by Brother Jules, who said, ‘Leaders and enthusiastic followers are wanted for all the good that is still to be done
and for all the evil that is still to be fought. You are wanted. Go
ahead! Quo non ascendam?’”

Alluding to the same motto of Brother Jules, Brother Michael
Mateka, himself an alumnus and at the time Director of Catholic Education in Lesotho, said this of the first five Canadian missionaries:
They succeeded far beyond expectations. Some of their products ascended to positions of prominence, responsibility and
leadership in the society and within the Church. They produced
people who became civic and business leaders. They taught two
archbishops, nine bishops, and numerous priests and brothers.
The most famous of their alumni is his Majesty King
Moshoeshoe II.94

The King invited Brother Jules, at age 83, back to Lesotho to
receive the Most Meritorious Order of Mohlomi, the highest civil
award granted by the kingdom, in recognition of his exceptional
achievements in the domain of education.

Letters of Pleading
Perhaps the greatest homage to Brother Jules was not given in
a jubilee tribute or by a brother; it came after he ended his service
94
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in Basutoland in a plea from Oblate Bishop Joseph Delphis
DesRosiers of the Diocese of Maseru. After Brother Jules became
director of the second novitiate, the bishop wrote to Reverend
Brother Josaphat, pressuring him to find someone else for that job:
The foundation of the Church in a pagan country is an enormously difficult work. … There is no question that it requires
men of the highest caliber. … I am convinced that good Brother
Jules, a man of exceptional judgment and experience, an excellent religious, beloved and respected by the Basotho people,
could effortlessly return our college in Roma to the way of success.95

After Brother Josaphat replied in the negative, the bishop made
a second appeal:
I sincerely believe that the interests of your religious family in
Basutoland as well as those of the Church would profit from the
return of good Brother Jules to our missions. … He is a superior
man with a remarkable degree of maturity, excellent judgment,
a cooperative spirit, and exceptional understanding. … In a mission country we especially need such sterling men to coordinate
others, infuse a spirit, and set the tone! Would there be any way
for you to make arrangements for this good brother to return to
Basutoland at the beginning of 1958 to resume his missionary
work?96

FOUNDER OF THE SECOND NOVITIATE: SAINT-ANICET
The trajectory of Brother Jules’ life began to re-converge with
that of Reverend Brother Josaphat in 1955 when the latter named
him to be a founder of another kind. The General Chapter of 1952
resolved to create a second novitiate.97 The superior general was
looking to locate it in America, where the number of brothers was
95
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considerable. Many had made their novitiate at a very young age,
and the general chapter saw a need for a second formative experience which would better meet their needs at a more mature stage of
religious life. Formation at this level required a man with a deep
spirituality, matured by a rich experience of life, and respected by
both Canadian and American brothers. Jules met those criteria. Besides being bilingual, he had worked closely with brothers on both
sides of the frontier. Once he accepted the invitation to create and direct the new program, he wanted time for personal preparation, so he
enrolled in the grand novitiate in Rome in the fall semester of 1955.
The program of 100 days which he created at Saint-Anicet,
P.Q. on the banks of the St. Lawrence River, scheduled ample free
time and leisure activities. It included a twenty-one day retreat
along with courses in the spirituality of the Sacred Heart, Scripture,
liturgy, and the spirit of the institute. Brother Jules did not want the
courses to be “bookish learning,” but a “process to adapt those
topics to the intimate life of the brothers.”98
He worked closely with his assistant, Brother Gaston (Gauvin
66-364) of the province of Rimouski. The two made a complete
pair; Jules was calm, steady, and methodical, while Gaston filled
the program with energy, passion, and activity. Together they directed seven three-month sessions from September 1956 until February 1959. Over that time, 112 brothers from nine different
provinces participated, one third of them from the United States.
Part of the schedule involved what was called “Second Novice
Forum,” during which the brothers discussed practical topics about
religious life as lived in their home provinces. The discussions centered on open-ended questions such as:
• How could spiritual activities in our schools be given the importance they deserve?
• What can be done to make our room into a place of real solitude and recollection?
98
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• What reading material should be available in the brothers’
community room?
Written results of each forum’s exchange were sent to the participants’ provincials.
The archives conserve an individual letter from a brother
telling the second novitiate’s effect on him:
At first, when I arrived, I had all but decided to leave the institute during vacation. But the wonderful spirit of brotherhood
which reigned as well as the very helpful exchanges we had
with each other made me change my mind. The program enabled me take stock of my life and see what was lacking; it also
held my finger to the dynamic pulse of a charitable fraternal
community where true dialogue took place in a climate of
healthy freedom.99

As a result of his experience with the 100 jours, Brother Jules
had his finger on the pulse of the North American provinces. Since
the brothers who made the session did so voluntarily out of a desire
to grow in spiritual and communal life, he had gained insights into
concerns of brothers of good will. When the program was coming
to an end, Jules wrote to the provincials with whom he had been in
regular correspondence to express words of final evaluation and
gratitude. He told them that he found himself growing to like it too
much.100

GENERAL COUNCILOR
Brother Jules was an elected member of the New England
Provincial Chapter which met in Pascoag, RI, on June 22, 1958,
under the presidency of Brother George Aimé (Lavallée 97-438),
99
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provincial.101 Balloting for provincial chapters was done from electoral groups constituted by combining local communities; in New
England there were eleven such groups. At the time the elections
took place, Brother Jules was not in a house of the province; he was
directing a session in Saint-Anicet. The provincial chapter elected
him to be its first delegate to the General Chapter of 1958.
The chapter, after convening in Rome September 22, proceeded
directly to the naming the general administration. It easily reconfirmed Reverend Brother Josaphat for a second six-year term and
elected Brother Jules to be his third assistant. Jules was the first director general of a district to serve on the general council. Districts
had become an important but fragile part of the institute, and his experience taught him the importance of resolving the kinds of frustrations which he had faced in Basutoland. He was now well-placed
to accomplish what he formerly depended on a visitor from Rome
to do, namely to assure that the realities being lived in mission
lands be faced directly at the highest level of leadership.
At the 1958 general chapter, he took leadership in revising the
“Statutes of Districts”102 originally passed by the 1946 chapter. The
revisions streamlined governance such that the local authorities,
that is the director general and his council, received the authority
they needed to operate. What once was decided at the Vatican was
moved to the general council, what the general council once decided was given to the level of the provincial council; and what the
provincial council did—approve candidates for profession, for example—now the district council did. Furthermore, the director general was given more authority, thereby gaining a higher and more
effective profile in relation to local Church authorities.
At the chapter, Brother Jules served on the formation committee.
One of its contributions was to delegate interviews and permissions
to masters of formation. A second was to identify ways to favor
101
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greater perseverance, and a third was to see that scholastics be given
more time for professional studies in their teaching fields.103

AN ENFORCED PARADIGM
Upon his election to the general council, Brother Jules became
the close confidant of Brother Josaphat, more so than his first and
second assistants. The superior general greatly appreciated what his
third assistant added to his administration. Even though the two had
very different personalities, they became bound together as a
leading force. The Reverend Brother considered his old companion
“an excellent religious with sure judgment, balance, self-mastery,
and understanding.” 104 Just as he had trusted him with the 100
jours, Brother Josaphat began to count on Jules’ wisdom and background in contentious religious matters, especially in facing the
questions inhabiting the institute during the lead-up and the response to the Vatican Council. It is important to grasp the dynamics
of the presence of Brothers Josaphat and Jules together on the same
council from 1958 to 1964 and at the helm of the general chapter of
1968/1970. They would become the two plates of a hinge controlling how the institute would open itself to a momentous turning
point in the history of the Church.

Standardized Formation
To understand their solidarity, a good place to start is the formation they received. For novice master, both had Brother Lucius (Vincent 52-295). He was noted by Brother Josaphat for daily catechism
class from 3:30 to 4:30 a.m., recitation of the catechism of the vows
from memory Sunday morning after high mass, and admonition of
103
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faults in the interest of building the “male virtues of sacrifice, humility, and obedience.”105 Brother Jules remembers him for the “especially hard work details of brush clearing, logging, and ditch-digging, which were followed by a snack of bread covered with molasses that seemed a little less diluted than on ordinary days.”106
The historical fact is that Brother Lucius’ sixteen years as master
of formation came at the culmination of a two-decade long effort by
the Vatican to standardize and control religious life, particularly newer
apostolic institutes of simple vows like ours. In the view of some
canonists, the publication in 1900 of Conditae a Christo and in 1901
of Normae (Norms) had a dampening effect. They impeded the flowering of the originality of the new apostolic institutes. … “The way
the norms were applied restricted the free expression of the charisms
proper to the diverse institutes which were asking to be approved.”107
The catechism of vows that Brother Lucius had the novices memorize
was a collection of texts from these Church documents, which had
“diluted the juice” of our own founding charism.
The promulgation of the first Code of Canon Law in 1917,
while Josaphat was in the novitiate and Jules in the juniorate,
pressed the rest of the juice out of the individual constitutions of
apostolic institutes. “The Code assimilated as strictly as possible
the institutes of simple vows into the big religious orders [monastic
and contemplative]. The uniformity decreed by the code went only
one way: from the orders to the institutes and never from the institutes to the orders.”108 The effect of the standardizing effort was to
“alter the characteristic traits of the more recent apostolic institutes,
who too hastily adopted for themselves norms meant for monks and
contemplatives.”109
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For our superiors general, this period of standardization was
marked by a strong desire to be approved as an institute of pontifical right. Superiors general from Brother Norbert (1892) through
Brother Urcize (1925) made extraordinary international efforts to
conform to the constantly evolving standards, which they presented
to general chapters to codify into our constitutions. “Controlled by
the Sacred Congregation for Religious, the revisions borrowed from
the norms and the code were not only those about essential elements; they included an overabundance of arid prescriptions about
lesser details.”110 Some of these had to do with reading at meals,
rules of silence, exhortations by superiors, and the chapter of faults.
The approbation we so anxiously sought required that our General Chapter of 1925 be held under the presidency not of our superior general, but of the Most Reverend Abbot Don Maur Etcheverry, O.S.B, a canon lawyer delegated by the Sacred Congregation
for Religious. He would have the last word about the constitutions
before their final approval. Some changes he required had to do
with canonical matters like the age of recruits and the dismissal of
brothers, but many others involved nonessentials like the length of
retreats. One gave local superiors the right to open mail sent to
brothers; and another set the number of mass offerings for deceased
novices and postulants.111

Assuring a Cult of Rule
The long-awaited day of pontifical approbation came February
7, 1927. Reverend Brother Urcize seized upon it as a day of glory
and praise. In a circular full of exclamation points112 he announced,
“What might I write about our Constitutions since they are already
written! Open them, my good brothers, and, after having pressed
110
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your purified lips against them, surrender yourselves to them out of
faith, obedience and love as to the soul of your mother.” He appealed for exact observance: “The more scrupulous is our fidelity,
the more abundantly will the Spirit of God spread his grace.” He
called for a genuine “cult” of fidelity to the constitutions, which
“have been anointed with the gracious benediction of the Church.”
To promulgate our pontifical approbation, Brother Urcize also
asked superiors to organize holy hours of devotion and thanksgiving in houses and schools. Brother Josaphat was sub-director at
Saint-Victor and Brother Jules was sub-director in the Saint-Hyacinthe juniorate when they received the circular and joined in the
celebrations it decreed.
The event of approbation and the call for a “cult of the constitutions” decisively marked the way Josaphat and Jules would exercise their increasingly important future roles of leadership. Brother
Josaphat, shortly after he became superior general in 1952, encouraged by the general chapter that elected him, collected the writings
and circulars of Brother Urcize into a book of some 300 pages, to
which he gave the title On the Paths of Perfection. It was meant to
be put in the hands of the brothers for use in meditation and as a
manual of perfection. It held out the pursuit of perfection in observance and in virtue as their foremost obligation.

The Paradigm “States of Perfection”
The point of the preceding eight-paragraph foray into the formative years of Brothers Josaphat and Jules was to sketch out the
context that influenced them to become men deeply devoted to and
highly disciplined about their adherence to the paradigm of religious life as a “state of perfection” as defined in the Code of Canon
Law and as taught in their novitiate. They structured their personalities around that paradigm. They led from it and reinforced it as a
part of the vow of obedience. In 1958 they found themselves at the
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head of the institute. Both of them made frequent references to the
“triple oath” they took as superior general, one of which was “to assure in the institute the observance of the constitutions.” It was both
inevitable and admirable that they would operate out of the paradigm that gave them energy, meaning, and canonical authority,
from two points of view.
From the Church’s perspective, the promulgation of canon law
and the decrees between 1900 and 1925 was an intentional effort to
standardize all classifications of religious life into the single paradigm “states of perfection.” To help promote the paradigm, in 1950
and again in 1956, the Sacred Congregation for Religious convoked
a General Congress of the States of Perfection in Rome.
From the point of view of the institute, our chapters and superiors wanted us to be part of the vital 20th century ferment in the
modern universal Church. We found grace in the uplifting challenge. Brother Jules told in his first circular how Reverend Brother
Paulus had sent to Rome a complete text of our constitutions in
1900. In response, the canonist Msgr. Albert Battandier wrote:
“Your constitutions have been honed to a degree of perfection that
we very rarely encounter.”113 That anecdote is significant for two
reasons. For one, it has remained part of institute lore for decades
as a trophy of pride and self-respect – we delighted in being a perfect member of the state of perfection. For another, it illustrates our
superiors’ spirit of active obedience to the magisterial Church. Obedience to the pope meant embracing the pope’s model of religious
life as our own, and living it as our own.
In practical terms in the lives of the brothers, the cult of Rule
meant that there could be no local exceptions made to any of its
provisions, including to the daily schedule, which was set by the
general chapter. Assuring perfect observance was the local superior’s responsibility. Any variation had to be cleared by the general
council, and the general council led by Brothers Josaphat and Jules
113
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was not ready to give permissions. General council minutes show
that a number of provincial councils asked if the hour of rising
could be delayed from 5:30 to 6:00 on Sundays and holy days to
give the brothers more rest. Each time, the response was, “The last
general chapter saw to remedying the fatigue of the brothers by delaying the rising time until 5:30 [from 5:00] for the whole year.”114
To requests for allowing the brothers to study catechism in their
rooms the answer was similar: “By statute of the last general
chapter, the study of catechism is done in the community room.”
The general council also insisted that the brothers of Montréal wear
their cassocks even when going on picnics with students.115

Strict Observance
Father Marcel Dufresne, the Jesuit chaplain who gave retreat
conferences for the first three groups at the second novitiate, wrote
and spoke to Brother Jules with negative remarks about the superiors in the Canadian and United States provinces.116 From his exchanges with the brothers at the sessions, the chaplain had formed
the opinion that, instead of fatherly authority based on service, superiors in the provinces lacked trust in the brothers. They seemed
imbued with a spirit of domination, not tolerating respectful differences of opinion, disagreements, or suggestions coming from the
brothers. Superiors, he perceived, were much more concerned about
the letter of the Rule than its spirit, which was causing them to lack
understanding, willingness to adapt, and fraternal charity.
Jules took the priest’s feedback in, writing to Brother Josaphat
to express his own doubts that our superiors were sufficiently understanding and human. This was an important and even dangerous ad114
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mission on Brother Jules’ part, since strong authority enforcing religious discipline was a major pillar of the state of perfection model
of religious life. In that model, the constitutions are sacred and protected by a seal of the Holy See; they could not be abrogated even if
living them required heroic sacrifice. Constitutions could only be
modified by a general chapter, and that only with Vatican approval.
After the death of Pope Pius XII, the Vatican began expressing
second thoughts about the heavy-handedness it had used to standardize religious orders and institutes as “states of perfection.”
Pope John XXIII, as early as 1958, began talking about a complete
remake of canon law, where that paradigm was enshrined. The consultations underway in preparation for Vatican II showed that
“many religious institutes of simple vows were awaiting, in ways
that were sometimes confused and sometimes not, a degree of liberation.”117 The De La Salle Brothers counted themselves in that
number, believing that their evolution into a canonical entity shaped
by the Vatican was turning out to be a detour from their founding
impulse, almost a turning away from their original purpose.

PRESIDING OVER THE GENERAL CHAPTER OF 1964118
In April of 1963 our council refused to join with the De La
Salle general council in preparing a paper for submission to the Vatican II preparatory commission on religious life. However, Brother
Jules, as third assistant, stepped up. At some point, possibly
drawing from his experiences in Basutoland and at the second novitiate, he began seeking practical solutions to new realities, while
trying to protect what he considered to be essential elements of religious life. By November, instead of flatly rejecting the De La Salle
paper, he was suggesting revisions to it.
117
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After reprimanding the provincials of Canada who were conducting inter-province meetings in view of proposing constitution
changes, the general council reversed itself and gave them permission to meet together.
Brother Alexis, second assistant, staunchly objected. Brother
Jules tried to keep the dialogue going, offering to consider some of
the Canadians’ proposals and make some of his own so that he
could propose alternative revisions of what was outmoded in the
constitutions. The alternatives would be put into the hands of the
delegates at the 1964 general chapter. He spent an intense six
months getting his study ready.
After convening on Foundation Day 1964, the chapter119 proceeded quickly to the election of a new administration. To no one’s
surprise, the assembly of sixty-one brothers, by a margin surpassing
two-thirds, elected Brother Jules to be the 11th superior general.
The ritual of obeisance to the newly elected superior was an
enactment of the “perfect society” model of the institute: After
prayer and reflection in the presence of God in the chapel, each
elector passes before the president, places his hand on the Gospel,
and says aloud: “I promise under oath to elect as superior general
the brother who, before God, I believe it is my duty to elect.” He
then writes his vote secretly. Once the results of the ballot are tallied and accepted, the tellers lead Brother Jules to the main parlor
of the general house where each delegate genuflects on one knee to
kiss the new superior’s hand in recognition of his authority. They
say, “Reverend Brother, I promise to obey you as the representative
of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
All return to the chapel, singing the Magnificat, for a solemn
benediction of the Reverend Brother, who pronounces his oath, “I,
Brother Jules, Superior of the Brothers of the Sacred Heart, make
the triple oath
• to remain forever in absolute dependence on the Holy See;
119
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• to keep the Institute faithful to its spirit and its aims;
• to assure in the institute the observance of the constitutions, especially those concerning the virtues and the vows of religion.120
Everyone sings the Te Deum. Then Brother Jules is led to his
office suite. There is a break from work for the remainder of the
day for reflection on nominations for the election of assistants.
In response to a 26% increase in membership since 1946, the
chapter increased the number of assistants to six. It re-elected
Brothers Victorius (Chirac) 2nd assistant; Alexis (New Orleans) 3rd
assistant; Fortunato (Spain) 4th assistant; and Bruno Bergeron
(Québec) 6th assistant. It added two Canadian assistants: Brother
Paul-Hervé Ratté (Arthabaska) 1st assistant and Brother GeorgesAlbert Barabé (Sherbrooke) 5th assistant.
The re-election of most of the previous general council signaled that the Constitutions of 1927 would remain intact; voting on
resolutions bearing on legislation showed a deep attachment to the
reigning paradigm. Nevertheless, the brothers’ experience and
needs in some areas led to a few concessions, each of which signaled a small crack in the perfection model. Simplifications were
made to the cassock. French as the single language of the institute
lost its universal consensus; the chapter asked for all documents to
be translated into Spanish and English. Formation programs were
prolonged, strengthened, and given a psychological dimension.
Besides those minor changes, there was one departure from
the perfection model that had long-term significance. The government committee broke new ground by adopting and persuading
the chapter to accept the principles of subsidiarity and autonomy
for provinces.121 Important decisions made up to this point by
120
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the general council moved downward, closer to those who would be
affected by the decision. The provincial councils would now regulate visits to families, the conduct of juniorates, and exceptions to
the daily schedule. This option for limited subsidiarity came as a
balm to the tensions which had surfaced during the chapter between
the general council and the provincial councils.

Change from Religious to Civil Names
His experience as regional director in Basutoland had convinced Brother Jules of the efficacy of subsidiarity. He showed his
conviction in the way he enacted the chapter’s decision to change
from religious names back to baptismal names. He could have
asked the general council make a centralized decree; however, in
his follow-up circular122 to province and district administrations,
Brother Jules offered options to be made at the lowest level of governance. This highly visible shift was the first effect of the new
principle of subsidiarity that the brothers would feel. Each brother
was asked to choose one of the following options:
• keep his religious name;
• keep his religious name and add his family name afterwards;
• change to his baptismal first name followed by his surname;
• change to his surname only.
Provincials were to report the brothers’ choices to the general
secretary. Most name changes were made by the spring of 1965.
For that reason, from this point on in this account, the names of
brothers as of 1965 will be used, even if, during the events being recounted, the brother bore a different name. Thus, the members of
the general administration will be referred to as:
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Reverend Brother Jules Ledoux, Superior General
Brother Maurice Ratté, 1st Assistant
Brother Victor Mirandon, 2nd Assistant
Brother Alexis Klee, 3rd Assistant
Brother Fortunato Martínez, 4th Assistant
Brother Fernand Barabé, 5th Assistant
Brother Bruno Bergeron, 6th Assistant
Brother Paul Monty, General Secretary
Brother Jean-Marie Bourke, Procurator
Brother Maurice Boisvert, General Treasurer

Ongoing Tensions
The 1964 chapter ended in a state of tension. Delegates who
had hoped to go to Rome to be immersed in the exhilaration surrounding the Second Vatican Council, underway since 1962, left
disappointed. While the Church was calling for the adaptation of religious life to the times, the chapter’s ordinances were reinforcing
the letter of the existing constitutions.
The new superior general was caught in the middle. His mandate to modernize the constitutions would depend on post-chapter
commissions led by the general council. Unable to reach consensus
itself, the chapter asked him to study more ample revisions of the
constitutions and the Rules, with assistance from theologians and
canonists. The chapter expected that a revised text would in relatively short order be “presented to the Holy See for approval ad experimentum.”123 Brother Jules would base the submitted text on the
draft he had already made modified by the reports that the various
commissions made during the chapter.
He recognized that the chapter had not finished resolving every
controversy, but believed it had laid the groundwork. In his first cir123
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cular he said, “Today the brothers at the chapter offer you, in part,
the fruit of their work. … Their labor will be continued by the general council, whom they delegated to complete the revision of the
Rules and Constitutions.”124
The resolve for a “more ample revision” of the rules had grown
from pre-chapter inter-province Canadian meetings, of which
Brother Maurice Ratté, provincial of Arthabaska, was the principal
coordinator. His presence on the general council as first assistant to
Reverend Brother Jules would be a dynamic challenge to the paradigm “state of perfection” from which religious institutes and the
Vatican were starting to retreat.

1966: A VERY BIG YEAR

Vatican II celebrated its closing December 8, 1965. On December 26, Brother Victor Mirandon, 2nd Assistant, died suddenly
of a heart attack. The general council asked Brother Marcel Costes
of the French Province of Chirac to replace him; he arrived in April.
Brother Jules would need the help. For him and his council, 1966
would be a year of high intensity and great dispersal. The canonical
visits of the Canadian provinces and of Cameroon were due, comprising more than 1,400 brothers—half of the institute. This was
also Brother Jules’ busiest year for writing circulars; he apologized
to the provincials and regional directors that he could not get away
from Rome. Unfortunately, they would not be able to talk with him.
They would have to read him.

124
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Priority on Formation
Brother Jules was on the formation committee at the 1964
chapter. He was an avid reader in French, English, and Italian and
an astute researcher. He saw it as his role to feed formation directors and superiors with the fruits of his reading. Seeing the need to
prepare the formation guidelines and structures promised during the
chapter, in successive administrative circulars he undertook a twopart study. The first125 was dedicated to vocations and recruiting; his
emphasis was on criteria for the choice of candidates. The second126
was a detailed treatment of psychological stages of development as
related to stages of formation. He proposed a pedagogy of trust:
“For formation directors to fill voids, heal consciences, and correct
bad habits, there is nothing better than an atmosphere of trust.” His
support of a formation model based on human psychology was a
step away from the perfection model and a counterbalance to the
view of formation as purely spiritual.

Revision of Constitutions
In the Spring of 1966 he completed the enormous work of
completely reorganizing the constitutions and rewriting parts of
them to capture the ideas of the commissions of the chapter of
1964. It was entitled Revision of the Constitutions, a title with an air
of finality. With cross references to the existing constitutions and
rules, it was an impressive synthesis. He was preparing it for submission to the Sacred Congregation for Religious for final approval
as the new law of the institute. However, events overtook him.
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A Bombshell
In August of 1966, the motu proprio (instruction) Ecclesiae
Sanctae arrived, screaming. It set challenging norms for implementing Perfectae Caritatis about the renewal of religious life. It
raised the bar high and changed the rules for approbation: “The task
of chapters is not limited to decreeing laws, but extends to the point
of marking the institutes with a new impulse of spiritual and apostolic life.”127 It shut until further notice the Sacred Congregation’s
office for approving constitutions. It demanded the free consultation of the whole institute, asking that all provinces be given
enough time to prepare their chapters spiritually. It required an extraordinary general chapter. It wanted a time of experimentation. It
asked for nothing less than conversion. In effect, it peeled the red
cord and papal seal off the bound blue book of the approved Constitutions of 1927, un-canonizing our perfect paradigm. We would
have to start all over.
It was as though Jules were a hockey coach who, after he’d
been honing his team’s skating skills and team play for three generations, got a call from the team owner saying, “Turn in your skates.
I’m investing in cricket. Teach the team to play cricket.” Even
better: the owner says, “Go ask your players to teach you how to
play cricket.”
The work of producing Revision of the Constitutions which had
been the centerpiece of his work for years with the general council
hit a brick wall. Brother Louis-Régis Ross, a delegate to the extraordinary chapter mandated by the motu proprio, saw what was at
stake for the Reverend Brother:
This was the great ordeal of his term as superior general, if not
of his whole life. When Revision of the Constitutions reached
the brothers of the institute, it was already outdated. The winds
of Vatican II were blowing in new directions. Brother Jules suffered enormously when he saw the scant attention given his re127
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vised text by the brothers and the delegates to the extraordinary
general chapter. In a word, they simply ignored it.128

Circulars

Brother Jules rallied to obey the provisions of Perfectae Caritatis and Ecclesiae Sanctae. His circulars 3 and 4 in October were
reflections on the conciliar documents. He began investing his energy in empowering the brothers to enter into the Church’s thought
and to begin preparing for the extraordinary chapter. He explained,
but mainly he exhorted. “Let everyone pray, meditate, study for the
glory of the Sacred Heart, the good of the institute, the spiritual
growth of each brother among us and even of those who will consecrate themselves after us in the service of Christ and his Church.”
What became of his 166-page Revision of the Constitutions?
He re-routed it. Instead of presenting it to the Vatican, he mailed it
to the brothers at the end of November as Circular No. 5, appealing
to all to read and meditate on it under the beacon of the Church’s
call to renewal and conversion. After the shock of the motu proprio
in August, Brother Jules made an appointment in September with
Archbishop Paul Philippe, secretary of the Congregation for Religious.129 He needed to talk with someone who could throw light on
what it would mean to have an extraordinary chapter in two distinct
sessions a year apart. He needed some answers about the duration
and meaning of experimentation between the sessions. He needed
to be ready to answer the questions the brothers would ask him.
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Grasping the New Paradigm
Still in 1966, Reverend Brother Jules was doing his own meditating to wrap his mind and heart around the documents which the
fathers of Vatican II meant for religious: the decree Perfectae Caritatis and chapters 5 and 6 of Lumen Gentium, the dogmatic constitution on the Church. He reprinted those and distributed them as a
circular. In addition, he wanted to offer the institute a synthesis to
orient its preparations for the extraordinary chapter. He was overwhelmed—“Impossible to grasp it all, so much material to consider.”130—but he was determined to help the brothers understand
the challenge of Vatican II. What is remarkable is that he had a
better grasp than even some members of the Congregation for Religious. He perceived the pullback from perfection as well as the signals of a new model.
He expressed his understanding in the title of his third circular,
Our Consecration in Religious Life. The key word he drew from the
documents was “consecration.” He synthesized the Church’s
emerging new doctrine of religious life in three sentences:
• Our religious life is a response to a divine call.
• Our religious life is a particular kind of consecration rooted in
the consecration of baptism, which it expresses with more fullness.
• Our religious life, consecration to Christ, ties us intimately to
the service of his Church.
In order to appreciate the precociousness of his synthesis, we
have to climb into a time machine and move forward more than fifteen years, to 1983 when the new Code of Canon Law is promulgated. Its chapter on religious life is entitled “Institutes of Consecrated Life.” Two years later, the curia reorganizes itself and the
Congregation for Religious Life is renamed “Congregation for In130
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stitutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life.” Later,
in 1996, the papal exhortation summarizing the synod on religious
life was entitled Vita Consecrata. As these developments growing
out of the Vatican Council show, the Church was slowly advancing
a new paradigm, “Consecrated Life” to replace that of “State of
Perfection.”131 As early as 1966, Brother Jules perceived the transformation in its germinal phase.
What is the difference between the paradigms? The superior
general probably didn’t ask the question in that way. His inner
questioning went something more like this: Why did the Fathers of
Vatican II withdraw their support for the theology of the state of
perfection and replace it with another theology? Answers will only
come later, but hints begin to emerge thanks to a few words we can
tease from Brother Jules’ synthesis.
• Response The consecrated life is a free adult response, not a
discipline, not something we initiate, not something a superior
makes us do.
• Baptism is a gift of grace of brotherhood with Jesus which we
don’t merit by spiritual exercises or good works. It is not our
fidelity that makes us holy, but Jesus’ uniting himself to us.
• Service is centered on someone else’s need, not my own. An
attitude of making myself perfect or pleasing to God is inherently selfish. It is the opposite of apostolic and prayerful outreach to Christ, Church, and others.
The differences between the two paradigms will become
clearer through the tensions of the extraordinary general chapter,
and Reverend Brother Jules will be a central figure in articulating
those tensions. For now what is important to retain from Circular 3
is that his gifted mind comprehended and admired “the consecrated
life” as a beautiful grace worthy of our total self-surrender.
131
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EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL CHAPTER
1ST SESSION 1968
Results
Reverend Brother Jules opened the Extraordinary General
Chapter on October 27, 1968 in a way that puzzled the delegates.
He gave a report on the state of the institute as superiors general do
at the beginning of regular chapters. Although he called it a “special” chapter and used a bit of language from Vatican II documents
– liturgy, renewal, Perfectae Caritatis—his framework followed the
standard headings: Works and Missions, Cause of Brother Polycarp,
Religious Discipline, Life of Prayer, Vowed Life, Community Life,
Personnel, Formation, Statistics.
The provinces had all sent in elaborate reports of their extraordinary provincial chapters like the one from Chirac132 that begins
with a foreword entitled “For our Renewal” with references to the
review Vie Consacrée. The Reverend Brother made no references to
the work of the twelve local chapters. From the outset, then, he
heightened confusion about expectations and about language, that
is, about differing paradigms.
Words to describe his report might be “ambivalence” or “tension.” We saw that in 1966 he was applying himself in positive
ways to a deep reading the documents of Vatican II, but here where
he quotes from them, it is often from the council fathers’ cautionary
words like these from an audience Pope Paul VI had with major superiors in January 1967: “democratic dialogue … should not
wound, or even less replace, the raison d’être of authority.”133 He
also quotes the Holy Father saying about discipline, “The Church of
132
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love can’t exist without the Church of laws.”134 He is quite conscious about creating tension. He wanted to be a critical voice of
truth and sound tradition during a time when changes are “brutally
shaking up our lives and our customs.” He is set on demythologizing the “magic of the word aggiornamento” so as to slow down
the rush to make changes right here and right now. He seems to believe that the tension he is creating will be healthy because it sets a
tone of dialogue that is real, mature, and religious.
He himself was living in tension between the established paradigm of perfection, in which we are the protagonists on whom
everything depends, and the emerging paradigm of consecration, in
which God is the protagonist and we the instruments that God uses.
His opening report described the tension between following the
letter and following the spirit of the law. It gave examples of tensions between duty and liberty.135 Brother Jules admitted that while
he was preparing his report, opposing sentiments were occupying
him, now one, then another:
The difficulty of a task engenders fear; confessions to make;
confusion; scarce apparent progress, regrets. On the other hand,
communal strivings toward the good and the better, satisfaction,
unfailing divine assistance, gratitude, concern for serving you,
zeal, and very legitimate pride.136

His report included a prayer infused with tensions inspired by
his reading of Perfectae Caritatis 2:
May the Spirit of wisdom, of intelligence, and of knowledge enlighten us. May the Spirit of force, of fervor, and of fear of God
strengthen us against ourselves. May the same Spirit embolden
us to base our decisions and actions on what is good according
to the supreme purpose of religious life: closely following
Christ as the Gospels propose him. May we leave these sessions
keenly aware of the character and purpose unique to our insti134
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tute and zealous about spreading everywhere true spiritual animation that only comes from interior renewal of the heart.137

A year later, it seems Brother Jules felt that his prayer was answered. His sense of ambivalence is calmed. His tone in Circular 9
promulgating the chapter’s decisions shows a mellowing of his apprehensions. In it he admits that the chapter had run into serious
difficulties of personal relationships and of misunderstandings because of the diversity of languages, nationalities, cultures, preparation, experiences, and mentalities. He had been among the first to
suffer because the Revision of Constitutions text which he had
painstakingly prepared was simply set aside by the assembly from
the outset. He was disappointed and hurt, but in promulgating the
results of the chapter, he expressed his realization that fraternal dialogue was the response to the tensions. The facts, the problems, and
the brothers with whom the delegates were confronted during the
course of the chapter showed that the age of dialogue is terribly demanding and requires constant asceticism.138
He made other comments about the dynamics of the chapter.139
Reflecting on the delays that “traumatized” many delegates who
wanted more efficiency, he said that the amount of time “lost” to
listening and creating cooperation had a positive aspect. He appreciated the climate of “charity and mutual understanding which animated the delegates and which seemed … to go far beyond mere
politeness or simple human relations.”

Results
Because this chapter was meant to engage all the brothers, a
special “news-bulletin commission” kept the institute informed
137
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about its discussions and votes. The commission had its work cut
out, because this turned out to be the longest general chapter in history, from October 29 until it voted cloture December 18. Brother
Jules had the unenviable job of promulgating the far-ranging and
numerous results. He wanted to do so in a way that would motivate
the brothers to stay involved. His was not a simple task because the
chapter desired not one, but three separate publications.
The Address.140 The members of the chapter, emboldened
by the new age of subsidiarity, wanted to speak directly to the
brothers without having to go through the superior general. Their
very first decision had been to declare that the chapter was “sovereign” because, unlike a regular chapter, it received its mandate from
a sacred synod. They asked the central commission to prepare
a message explaining the chapter’s uniqueness and mission. They
called every brother to engage in the drafting of new rules and constitutions—not revised ones but completely new ones. This short
booklet made it clear that the general chapter’s enormous task was
by no means completed by the 1968 session. The delegates had just
gotten through the first of three phases. The second phase was
going to be a year of “inter-session” for local studies, and the third
would be a concluding session in 1970.
Texts of Animation.141 This second booklet showcased spiritual
and theological reflections produced by province, district, and general chapters. It synthesized them under eleven headings corresponding to separate chapters of a future new Rule. Each chapter, four
or five pages long, ended with a list of topics for study and dialogue
at the grass roots level.
Promulgation of the Acts of the First Session.142 In this,
his ninth and last circular, Reverend Brother Jules first described
the structure of the chapter, a complicated network of committees.
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He then promulgated the seventy-two decisions the assembly voted
on. An unusually high number of those votes had been procedural;
since this was not a regular chapter, the assembly had to re-invent,
step-by-frustrating step, the manual governing its procedures.
Of the votes which were not about procedures, one block of fifteen resolutions had to do with government. These broke new
ground in applying subsidiarity. Each level—local community, district, and province—was given stronger authority for its internal organization and decision-making. The general council was mandated
to approve wide experimentation during the inter-session both in
government structures and other prescriptions which would have
been forbidden by the old constitutions.
Another group of decisions applied the principle of subsidiarity
to the spiritual life, recognizing the responsibility of each brother to
take charge of his own prayer and devotional practices. Each
province had to determine for itself other means of spiritual animation, all the while assuring the centrality of daily Eucharist, communal prayer and meditation.
A third group of decisions laid the cornerstone for a completely
new draft of rules and constitutions. The chapter adopted carefully
worded articles to define the nature, mission, and spirit of the institute to meet pointed requirements of the decree Perfectae Caritatis.
With that done, another decision created the all-important Permanent Committee which would take charge of writing a draft of rules
and constitutions to be voted on at a future session.
The brothers chosen were Fernand Barabé, Assistant General,
President; Jean-Paul Picard, Secretary (ART); Lionel Goulet (RIM);
Jean Cérou (CHI); Jacques Rondeau (OTT); Manuel Molinos (ARG),
and Marcel Riviere (NO). After giving this permanent committee its
weighty charge, the chapter voted to adjourn for just over a year.
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President of the Chapter
Brother Jules mentions nothing in his circular about a certain
one of the chapter’s last votes, Resolution 72. Nevertheless, it
merits being quoted in full:
Considering that the Reverend Brother has shown exemplary
understanding and charity during this session of the Special
General Chapter;
Considering that he has spared neither his time nor his efforts to
bring about a very careful preparation for the work of the
Chapter;
Considering that he has put himself at the disposition of
everyone at all times;
And considering also that the success of the Chapter is due in
great part not only to his zeal to promote the welfare of the Institute, but also that of each Brother in particular; the members
of the Extraordinary General Chapter here united manifest their
profound gratitude to the Reverend Brother.

The assembly, in a gesture of admiration and respect, rose to
offer him a unanimous and enthusiastic ovation.
The ovation expressed something much deeper than admiration
for Reverend Brother Jules’ technical competence as presider.
Brother Maurice Ratté, his first assistant, tells what it was:
By temperament authoritarian, he would have undoubtedly preferred a monarchical style of authority. Regardless, with utter
integrity he conformed himself to the style of authority which
the chapter clearly desired: a distinctly democratic style. This
was an imperative; there was no getting around it. His great
virtue made him capable of revising his personal positions and
of rallying support within himself for the decisions of the majority, even though he could not adopt them one hundred percent as his own. Everyone could appreciate his interior combats
… and his greatness of soul.143
143
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THE INTER-SESSION
The final pages of Brother Jules’ Circular 9 outlined expectations for the year called the inter-session. He underlined how much
work would have to be done in a year: “Our first session was only a
solemn signal for starting a collective commitment.”144
Two protagonists gave dynamism to the inter-session. The first
was the permanent commission, confided with the enormous task of
designing and casting a completely new experimental Rule and
Constitutions to be submitted to the vote of the final session.
The second protagonist was Brother Jules with his council,
who had to approve and oversee “generous and fervent experimentation” within the provinces in an array of areas. Brother Jules used
his circular to warn against experimentation for selfish reasons. He
also said that “sincere and constructive” dialogue must precede and
accompany all experiments to insure that they serve the triple goal
of conversion, the search for truth, and openness to the orientations
of the Vatican Council.

The Permanent Commission
During the inter-session, the permanent commission was very
active drafting rules and constitutions through several phases.
Before writing anything, it gathered legislation from the times
of André Coindre, Brother Polycarp, and Brother Adrian to be sure
to integrate the tradition of the institute. It collected abundant documentation: Brother Jules’ revision of 1966; the reports of the January-June 1969 sessions of provincial and regional chapters; recent
circulars of superiors general; and canon law for religious. It ended
144
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up amassing about twenty-five pages of background references for
each future chapter of the Rule and Constitution (Spiritual Life,
Vows, Community, Apostolate …). It then distilled the documentation into twelve brief texts, making as many as ten or fifteen drafts
of some of them.
Groups of three or four members of the commission, working
separately, set out making a first draft. To keep it in the spirit of
Vatican II, the drafters consulted The Practical Guide for the Renewal of Religious Institutes by Father Elio Gambari.
Starting in May 1969, the commission met in plenary session
for six weeks to review the work done in the small groups. This plenary session completely revised the first draft, creating a second
draft and sending it to the chapter delegates in June with an analytical questionnaire to be returned to the commission. The commission considered the questionnaire responses to be “a great help.”
From the end of September to the beginning of December
1969, the commission went to work integrating the opinions expressed in the questionnaire. This step required a major overhaul,
which became a third draft. On its way to making that third draft,
the commission discovered that certain articles did not belong in it
because they dealt either with matters of minor importance or with
local issues. In a spirit of decentralization, the commission decided
to take them out and set them aside as the kernel for province directories.
Thus, the permanent commission was ready to propose a
working document of a Rule of Life comprising three parts:
• Rules: spiritual and exhortatory articles;
• Constitutions: normative and juridical articles with a spiritual
dimension;
• Directory: articles which could eventually go into province
directories.
To be sure that nothing had fallen through the cracks, it rechecked the working document against legislation from the begin-
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nings of the institute. It also consulted competent authorities such
as Claretian Father Manuel Gutierrez, who reviewed the Rule articles. The commission found his response very encouraging, especially about the Rules’ theological value. Before writing any legislation about priesthood, the commission contacted superiors and
procurators of communities of brothers which have priests.
In its final statement, the commission said:
The hardest things for us were to get all seven members of the
committee together and to be sure we had grasped both the
spirit of the Church and the evolution of society. We don’t pretend to have found magic formulas or definitive solutions. We
can’t be sure we succeeded in conveying the rightly nuanced
theological thinking and praxis. It will be up to [the chapter] to
judge. We offer … a working document which, far from being
improvised, has gone through patient gestation. Overall, while
preserving from our tradition what was essential, we tried to express the legitimate aspirations of our times.145

Experimentation
In the archives there is a thick file of reports addressed to the
Committee on Experimentation146 chaired by the superior general.
They followed guidelines for experimentation which Brother Jules
wrote for experimentation in the following areas: Government, Way
of Life, Manner of Working, Manner of Praying, and Formation.
During the inter-session, virtually every entity experimented in all
of the areas with enthusiasm and creativity.
It would be impossible to report on every entity, but a telegraphic summary of one, that of the Province of New England, will
serve to illustrate typical experimentation that went on during the
inter-session.
145
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Its Government experiments were: provincial and council
elected by the provincial chapter; the number and function of the
provincial’s assistants set by the provincial; a house council elected
by the brothers; a permanent District representative with right to attend the provincial chapter.
Its Way of Life experiments included: personal budgets; choice
of cassock or black suit; short family visits left to the discretion of
the local superior; a two week annual visit home. No experiments
were undertaken in the category Manner of Working.
In Manner of Praying: meditation of thirty minutes in a place
of the brother’s choice; type of office prayed in common decided
by local community; additional private recitation of the breviary;
two hours of spiritual reading per week with time and place left to
the local community; an annual retreat of three days with occasions
for communal exchange and a relaxed approach to silence; recollections at Christmas and Lent.
Formation experimentation: closing of the juniorate; postulants
and scholastics at Providence College; novitiate delayed until after
the fourth year of university; scholastics’ final year spent in houses
of the province.
To appreciate the scope of experimentation that Brother Jules
and council were monitoring during the inter-session, we would
need to multiply New England’s list of experiments by twelve.
Brother Jules’ correspondence shows that he encouraged the experimentation, but that the required evaluations were slow to come in
and sometimes incomplete.

EXTRAORDINARY CHAPTER
2ND SESSION 1970
The inter-session flew by. The concluding session of the Extraordinary General Chapter opened in Rome on January 9, 1970
with a welcome by Reverend Brother Jules. He outlined its three
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purposes, all set during the first session: to continue responding to
the desire of the Church that we renew our religious life; to study
the experimentation underway during the inter-session in the light
of the institute’s traditions; and to approve new rules and constitutions infused with the spirit of the Vatican Council. Unexpectedly,
he added a fourth task, “to crown our extraordinary chapter with an
ordinary chapter of elections.”147
At the first session in 1968, the assembly gave the Permanent
Committee the charge of organizing this second session. Consequently, that commission began with a report of its work during the
inter-session, as summarized a few paragraphs above. It kept a leadership role through March 11, coordinating the working committees
as they studied, amended, and put the working draft to vote, piece
by piece, giving birth eventually to a new text with a new title, Rule
of Life.148 Not only was the content of the new text a radical departure from the Rules and Constitutions of 1927, but so was its presentation. Theological reflections in articles of rule complemented
prescriptive articles of constitutions to make the connection between interior motives and exterior practices.
Brother Jules presided over the entire session through the final
voting on the new experimental text, but for the purpose of this
chronicle, it would seem advantageous to stop here, delaying until
later a detailed account of the 1970 session. Its topics and votes
were oriented to the future, so a report about them fits more logically in a treatment of the tenure of Brother Jules’ successor,
Brother Maurice Ratté. Concluding the account of Brother Jules
Ledoux’ mandate at this point will assure greater coherence to the
chronicle of the mandate of 1970-1976.
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A SURPRISE
On the morning of March 7, delegates found among the papers
on their desks in the chapter room a letter149 addressed to them by
Reverend Brother Jules announcing that he would ask to resign
seven months before the end of his mandate. His reasons took into
consideration the good of the institute. He wanted to assure a consistent and robust follow-through of the decisions of the chapter
aimed at wide and deep renewal. He wanted to clear the way for the
immediate election of a new general administration which would be
poised to follow through without distraction. And he wanted to
avoid the hardships and expense of convoking a third general
chapter in a short seven-year span. The minutes of March 11, 1970
read:
Resignation of Brother Jules Ledoux as Superior General
The Reverend Brother officially announces his resignation as
superior general of the institute with this brief sentence: “I
present to you my resignation.” At the end of the minutes of
today’s proceedings can be found the letter of resignation which
the Reverend Brother had already distributed to the delegates on
March 7. The assembly pronounces its disposition of this resignation: For 51, Abstain 1, Opposed 2. Total 54.

TOURING THE INSTITUTE
One of the shortcomings of this account of Brother Jules’ life
and service in general administration is that it nowhere describes
his presence in the wider institute. If anyone believed in the efficacy of visits to the brothers in their setting of life and work, it was
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he, who spent his apostolic life in action and in relationships.
In his otherwise stern and cautious report to the General
Chapter of 1968, he gives a “God’s eye view” of our congregation.150 Re-reading it is a way to contemplate him as he contemplates the institute at the side of our first father, founder, and superior general:
In the course of my prolonged or quick visits of the districts and
provinces, I believe I participated in the life of our brothers and
perceived in them our dominant virtues: kind openness, warm
hospitality, disarming simplicity, love of the institute, a vision
of faith, tireless service to the young. As I trace an imaginary
line across the globe from Madagascar to each of the seven districts of Africa, then from the provinces and districts of Europe
to those of America, what comes to me spontaneously is a recollection of the very real characteristics of the brothers living
their “daily grind” – Malgache, African, European, American –
with all the nuances of their people’s and their nation’s traits,
their mentality, their standard of living, the nature of their
works, the geographic conditions in which they live. Each of
these factors leaves a specific imprint on these Brothers of the
Sacred Heart. Paradoxically, they are all similar and, at the
same time they are all different. The beach at Nianing is not the
courtyard of the Chartreux, nor the patio of Antonio Nariño in
Bogotá or the pier of St. Stanislaus in Bay Saint Louis. Nevertheless, everywhere, I am in the company of the Brothers of the
Sacred Heart, and that is far different from a visit to our confreres, the Brothers of Christian Instruction, for example, or the
other congregations, no matter how welcoming they too are.
The assistants have also felt this sentiment, so intimately comforting for a visitor, on the occasion of their prolonged canonical visits. It is always and first of all with the highest praise
that they expressed how gratified they felt in the provinces with
the edifying spirit. Certainly they could not have missed seeing
what was blameworthy, but—and I would like you to be as con150
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vinced as I am— on their return, the visitors always noted with
conviction the religious spirit, the devotedness, the good will
and the love of the institute that greeted them.

MISSIONARY AGAIN
It didn’t take long to see Brother Jules once again alongside
Brother Josaphat, this time in Senegal, a growing district supported
by the province of Granby. It is a familiar picture. Once again he is
distinguishing himself as an excellent teacher. His students appreciate him as a serious, methodical professor, especially of English.
Until his last year in Senegal he taught, in Nianing, Dakar, and
Ziguinchor. Every year when his superiors visited, he asked them to
tell him honestly whether he was still effective. He told them that
the last thing he wanted to be was an old piece of furniture in the
way that no one knows where to put. The furniture of his world was
classroom desks.
Although he was in his eighties, his commitment to his students did not hinder him from also being close to the poor children
of the surrounding villages. He collaborated with the aid organization CAN-SAVE, then with the Secretariat of Canadian Sponsors to
see that local children with no resources could receive grants enabling them to attend primary school. One Moslem father could not
help but say, “For the sake of my children, Brother Jules did much
more than my Imam.”151
In April, 1988, Brother Jules returned to Canada for his regular
visit with a round-trip ticket. During the visit, Jules had to undergo
two major surgeries for tumors, such that he was unable to participate in the 1988 general chapter, of which he was a member by
right as former superior general.152 He would never use his return
ticket.
151
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HIS LAST CROSS
Brother Gérald Roy saw what Jules was going through, given
his extraordinary attachment for Africa:
The last cross of his life was undoubtedly to have to return and
finish his days in the northern hemisphere. […] Several days
before his death, an African confrere went to greet him. Jules
put his hand around the brother’s neck to draw him as close as
he could, as tears welled up into his strained eyes. This gesture
said it all even though the words caught in Jules’ throat. He had
made himself African with the Africans and loved them with his
whole heart.153

Brother Lionel Goulet gives an account of Jules’ final days
while he was receiving palliative care for cancer. “He endured three
months of crucifying pain. When his final illness was diagnosed, he
greeted death like a friend because he believed in the risen Lord. He
passed away Holy Saturday night April 4, 1990 while the Christians
of the world were singing and proclaiming the final triumph of life
over death.”154
Brother George Aimé, 155 former provincial of New England,
remembering the dynamism and tensions of Basutoland, felt consoled. “It was a great testimonial when eight Oblates of Mary Immaculate attended his funeral. All were octogenarians and former
missionaries who had also missioned in Lesotho at the time of
Brother Jules.”
Another former missionary and close friend of Brother Jules
since the two served in Senegal, His Excellency Louis-de-Gonzague Langevin, Bishop of Saint-Hyacinthe, expressed his condo153
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lences in the funeral homily. With affection and admiration, he
spoke words which might aptly conclude this account of our
eleventh superior general:
A servant of his brothers, Brother Jules accomplished with competence and finesse the aggiornamento announced by Vatican Council
II. It took a solid and inspired leader to exercise the service of authority during those troubled times in the life of the Church. He himself said, ‘To live in our times means once again to live in such a way
that Christians might recognize through us Jesus acting in their
midst.’ What a sublime and timeless truth! With confidence and
wisdom, he masterfully guided the renewal of the institute which he
loved so dearly.156
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FOREWORD
Until the death of Pope Pius XII in 1958, the Vatican congregation for religious was still tied to its 1901 “one stamp for all”
policy of standardizing religious institutes like ours into “states of
perfection.” There was absolutely no talk of different charisms.157
It was not until 1965 in Vatican II’s Perfectæ caritatis that we
hear Pope Paul VI recognizing the “wonderful variety” of religious institutes and their “various charisms” adorning the Church
like a bride bejeweled for her spouse.158 We hear affirmation of
“necessary diversity” and “distinctive paths” to be revitalized.
The pope’s encouragement to find renewal by embracing the
unique spiritual gifts of our founders was a 180-degree turn, a
needed affirmation, and a breath of fresh air for religious, who had
grown accustomed to interventions from the curia. He continued,
“It serves the best interests of the Church for institutes to have
their own special character and purpose. Therefore loyal recognition and protection should be accorded to the spirit of
founders.”159
Our founder gave the first brothers a provisional rule borrowed from the sisters he was accompanying, with the intention of
writing a more extensive rule adapted to our particular needs. But
he was impossibly busy. The first brothers were impatient for a
complete rule as well as for a habit, but Father Coindre kept putting them off. He told Brother Borgia in his first letter, “Let them
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find a provisional solution with your guidance.”160 In 1824 Brother
Augustin was applying pressure for a detailed rule. The founder
wrote, “Laws and rules only become perfect when experience has
brought to light what is to be done or avoided. Just what does he
expect me to write? I would have to be on site to give direction.”161
In what concerns the rule, the spirit of our founder was to trust
our experience. After a delay of almost 150 years, the institute
would rekindle that trust under the guidance of Reverend Brother
Maurice Ratté. As superior general, he would oversee the writing of
the rule the founder intended, one growing out of the experience of
the brothers. In fact, Brother Maurice made himself co-responsible
with them over a term of twelve years for experimenting with a new
and original rule, the end product of a labor begun in the local
communities and shared by all the brothers of the institute.162
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ROME, MARCH 11, 1970
It is only two lines long, the agenda for the 79th and second-tolast session of the 1970 General Chapter, the two-part extraordinary
chapter mandated by Vatican II for the revision of the rules and
constitutions, the longest chapter in the history of the institute:
1. Resignation of Brother Jules Ledoux as superior general
2. Election of the general administration

Resignation of the superior general
In the letter of resignation which Brother Jules distributed to
the delegates a week prior, he told them he thought it best to close
his term early so the chapter could “decide in general assembly to
anticipate by seven months the elections scheduled for next October.”163 The letter explained that the convocation of a new chapter
in just a few months did not seem justifiable considering the expense of assembling eighty persons from all points of the horizon.
The assembly accepts Reverend Brother Jules’ wishes by a vote
of 51-2 with 1 abstention.

Election of the new superior general 1970-1976
The chapter asks the outgoing superior general to preside over
the election of his successor, following the custom in the institute.
The minutes report the rapid results: “The president of elections declares Brother Maurice Ratté to have been elected superior general
and asks him if he accepts the choice which the assembly just
163
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made. Visibly moved, Brother Maurice responds affirmatively to
the president. The assembly rises to offer its homage to the newly
elected Reverend Brother.” Brother Jules is the first to congratulate
his former vicar.
A few minutes later Reverend Brother Maurice’s first act as superior general is to embrace the newly-elected first assistant, his
confrere from Arthabaska, Brother Jean-Charles Daigneault.

A FLASHBACK TO 1962
Brother Maurice was ready for general leadership well before
that second Wednesday of March in 1970. To get a glimpse of what
prepared him, let us open this chronology of his twelve-year term
with a flashback starting in December, 1962.
Bearing the religious name Frère Paul-Hervé, Brother Maurice,
at 43, is serving his second term as provincial of Arthabaska, a
province of 237 brothers, 54 of whom form the District of
Cameroon.
He is president of the assembly of the seven Canadian provincials164 as well as the founding president of the newly-approved incorporation of the “Brothers of the Sacred Heart of the civil
province of Québec.”165 That legal charter gives a civil identity to
1,417 brothers, more than half of the institute. Another 97 Canadian
brothers live in the civil province of Ontario.166 In Québec, Premier
Jean Lesage stands at the head of a surging Liberal party majority
which has made Msgr. Alphonse-Marie Parent chairman of a highprofile commission to reform the system of education.
The Arthabaska provincial headquarters and provincial residence is filled with 100 high school aged candidates in quarters
which Brother Maurice just finished renovating. Its spacious
164
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chapel, whose modernization he designed with an eye toward implementing Vatican II’s as-yet unpublished working documents on
liturgical reform,167 is in its first month of use.
As Christmas nears, Brother Florent (Mathieu), provincial secretary, brings Brother Maurice a letter from Brother Josaphat, superior general. It is a three-page questionnaire addressed to the administrations of the institute concerning nine areas of religious discipline where visitations showed regular observance and fervor to be
lacking. Brother Maurice forwards it to the members of his council.
After the Christmas holidays, before he can respond to the survey,
he receives a second one, this time from the whole general council,
asking provincials to study the constitutions and inviting them to
suggest limited revisions.
Over the course of 1963, Brother Maurice leads his council in
discussing the first questionnaire, returning a twenty-one page response to Rome describing how the brothers are overwhelmed by
community obligations, professional duties, ongoing studies, and
numerous extra-curricular activities. It concludes: “We sincerely
believe that it is urgent to lighten somewhat the demands of our legislation without taking anything away from religious life intensely
lived and faithful in all ways to the obligations essential to the religious state.”168
To respond to the second questionnaire, Brother Maurice calls
together the Canadian provincials. Vatican II is in the break between its first and its second session. Brothers are devouring journals about religious life reporting on the Council’s emerging vision;
one article entitled “We are going to change our habit!” counsels
trust in change.169 With an ear trained on the progressive tone of the
Council, Brother Maurice and the provincials set up a visionary
167
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plan that would go beyond revision. They set into motion a process
for completely re-writing new rules and constitutions which would
have three components: juridical demands, spiritual principles, and
a book of customs.170
The Reverend Brother is taken aback by the boldness of these
initiatives. He lets Brother Maurice know in blunt terms that the
provincials have gone beyond the scope of his thinking and of the
general council’s questionnaire. He also questions the legitimacy of
the interprovincial commissions, which have no precedent in the
constitutions. Brother Maurice and his fellow provincials react with
surprise to the Reverend Brother’s rebuke, but decide not to withdraw their plan. Instead, in July they write a respectful letter which
they all sign asking that he “authorize work to continue on the revision of the constitutions and rules at the interprovincial level.”171
The conflict gives an important glimpse of two elements
showing how Brother Maurice viewed and embodied religious authority.
The more obvious of the two is his unfailing belief that all authority in an institute of brothers must be collegial, even fraternal.
His lengthy response to the superior general’s questions about fervor
and observance was the product of a year’s exchange with his brothers on the provincial council. He uses the fraternal “we,” not “I” in a
response honed communally, and concludes not with his name, but
simply with, “The Provincial Council.” His predisposition for collaboration with his council and with other provincials arose from a
spontaneous trust in what he calls “a team process” developed over
time to work out problems common to the Canadian provinces.
The second element of Brother Maurice’s approach to authority that stands out from this exchange with Rome is audacity.
He is not afraid to risk confronting his superior openly, albeit with
respect and a declaration of his willingness to submit. His deep
170
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convictions, shared by his fellow provincials, are worth a fight.
Underlying the “fight” is a deep generational difference of vision between the Canadian provincials on the one hand and the superior general on the other about the direction of religious life.
Brother Maurice and his council illustrate that difference by contrasting the Church’s two patrons of the missions: Saint Thérèse and
Saint Francis Xavier. She won souls by prayer and sacrifice; he by
direct apostolic activity.172 Because we belong to an apostolic community, “our duty of state is to kindle directly in others the fire of
the love of God so that they do not die of cold.”173 This means that
the prayer schedule needs to be changed in such a way as to facilitate apostolic works and to prevent excessive fatigue.174
Our flashback ends July 15, 1963, when the conflict over the
scope and division of authority is settled in favor of Brother Maurice and the provincials. The general council ultimately grants the
authorization the Canadians are requesting to continue their collaborative re-drafting of the rules and constitutions using interprovincial commissions.175

PROVINCIAL AMONG PROVINCIALS 1958-1964
Brother Maurice was named provincial of Arthabaska in October 1958; there was no doubt that he would serve two terms. He
was welcomed with the full confidence of the province. Brother
Jean-Charles Daigneault described how the brothers saw him: “a responsible and open man attached to the institute and to the traditions of the province— and lacking nothing in audacity.”176 That he
172
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would need. The province was being destabilized by huge upheavals which would permanently affect the brothers’ lives: the
complete untying of the school system from its Catholic moorings;
the “tranquil revolution” from clerical control toward secularization
in Québec; and the promising but threatening winds that would
blow through the open window of Vatican II, convoked the same
month he took office.
In these new times, the brothers would need a new kind of formation. Of that Brother Maurice was convinced: “If we’re thinking
only of making our religious into good classroom teachers, the
present formula for our formation will respond well enough to our
expectations. If, beyond that, we intend to form religious apostles
open to the needs of the world and capable of assuming apostolic
responsibility for influencing their milieu effectively for the good,
there is an urgent need to transform our methods.”177 As provincial,
he made the renewal of formation the province’s first priority. He
oversaw the transformation of the juniorate and raised the age of
entry into the novitiate.
Brother Jean-Claude Éthier adds that Brother Maurice also
gave a new impetus to university-level formation and studies in
1961.178 “While a reduction in vocations was being felt, he applied
his leadership toward a new system of initial formation being set in
place around an audacious program, an inter-congregational
scholasticate, Notre-Dame-de-Foy.” 179
Like everything that Brother Maurice touched, it was a collaborative venture; the Canadian provincials of several congregations of
brothers officially launched and financed the project.180 Each of five
congregations of teaching brothers joined together to construct
houses of study on a single campus near the University of Québec
177
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for their student brothers. Of the five houses, the towering André
Coindre Residence served the provinces of Arthabaska, Québec,
and Rimouski to replace existing scholasticates with professional
teacher-training programs. The house opened in 1965. A similar
campus, Marie-Victorin, in the Montreal area, provided teachertraining for the provinces of Montreal, Granby, and Sherbrooke.
Due in great part to Brother Maurice’s supportive style of collaborative leadership, the brothers’ institutes in Canada joined together
to foresee and prepare themselves to move into a new era.
Before deciding, Brother Maurice listened to the scholastics
and articulated their opinions to higher authorities. The decision for
inter-congregational teacher formation came in part from a desire
among the young brothers of teaching institutes to “rehabilitate
their reputation in the eyes of public opinion”181 during the complex
and difficult years of the quiet revolution.
The teaching brothers in Québec had been satirized on television, in the newspapers and in plays as lower-class clerics. The
textbooks published by the different congregations had passed systematically under attack in newspaper reports. Instead of competing
with each other as they had in the past, serious student brothers
from the different congregations joined together in a project of
high-profile academic achievement which would highlight brothers’
competence, raise teaching standards, show leadership, and enrich
the culture and pride of Québec.
Education and social attitudes were only two of the upheavals
requiring bold decisions during Brother Maurice’s term as provincial. Those affecting religious and Church life he also approached
through communal discernment. Without fail, Brother Maurice rallied the energies and the faith of the brothers to find a response. “It
was a conviction of his,” according to Brother Jean-Charles, “[that]
when the brothers come together to explore a critical question, the
181
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Holy Spirit comes down among them.”182 Annuaire articles during
his term report the array of structures he created to put the Spirit to
work: forums for local directors and for formation personnel; commissions; ad hoc committees; celebrations such as the dedication of
the renovated chapel at the provincial house; days of study for exchange with other congregations of brothers; and team meetings of
various province working groups, to say nothing of the regular
chapters and province assemblies to prepare for them.

CHOSEN VICAR IN 1964
Delegate to the General Chapter of 1964 by right of his office
of provincial, Brother Maurice arrived in Rome with high expectations of following through with the liberating revision of the rules
and constitutions already begun in Canada. In his suitcase he
brought a resolution of the Arthabaska provincial chapter containing rule revisions that it hoped “would be implemented to animate the zeal of the brothers.”183 He also brought, on behalf of the
province’s revision committee, a copy of their 47-page report, the
fruit of twelve full days’ work between April and December of
1963.184
The general chapter began October 3. Five days later, Brother
Maurice was elected as Reverend Brother Jules’ first assistant and
vicar. It was a tense match-up. After the new vicar was congratulated by his confreres, they turned around and re-elected four members of the previous general council: Brothers Victor Mirandon of
Paradis, 2nd Assistant; Alexis Klee of New Orleans, 3rd Assistant;
Fortunato Martínez of Spain, 4th Assistant; and Bruno Bergeron of
Québec, 6th Assistant. These had come to the chapter hoping to hold
182
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the line sustaining Brother Jules’ loyalty to the existing constitutions. Brother Fernand (Georges-Albert) Barabé of Sherbrooke, 5th
Assistant, of the same mind, was the only new general councilor
other than Brother Maurice, who at 45 was the youngest. All of the
others were older by an entire generation.
Chapter delegates who knew the new vicar saw that he would
be unlikely to find in the re-elected council the spirit of governance
through consultation based on free exchange and discernment
which so deeply marked his tenure as major superior and president
of the Canadian provincials. The same council that had prepared the
chapter and was now presiding over it saw to it, in the words of its
secretary, Brother Stanislas, that “by a very strong majority, almost
every innovative proposal had been rejected” and that “only proposals of a conservative nature were passed.”185
Brother Maurice took time, with discretion and respect for the
chapter process, to sort out his feelings. Later he confided in his
confrere in Arthabaska, Brother Jean-Charles Daigneault, how he
had experienced the chapter of 1964.
The delegates were in an uncomfortable situation. Echoes of
aggiornamento were resounding from only a few miles away, yet in
the hallways of the general house they were questioning how open
to be. To what extent should we renew our religious life? Should
we touch our present rules in any significant way and risk damaging a sacred patrimony for which our beloved predecessors had
invested their lives? The exchanges in assembly were hesitant, even
chaotic at times. The delegates in favor of profound renewal confronted those who defended moderation or even the total conservation of our “Holy Rules.”
Brother Jean-Claude Éthier of Ottawa, one of the youngest
chapter delegates, recounts an anecdote which could be made into a
real-time video clip of Brother Maurice fully engaged in the struggling chapter:
185
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We chose which study commission we preferred to join. Brother
Maurice Ratté of Arthabaska and I chose the commission on the
constitutions. He was chosen president and I secretary. We had
to choose which of three files to use as the basis of our work. At
the end, after discussion, the members of our commission decide to recommend the option Constitutions amply revised. We
set out working on it. As secretary, I go to the microphone and
present the commission’s recommendations orally to the assembly. At the end of my report, the superior general publicly
and sharply reprimands me for taking too much liberty with the
constitutions and showing a lack of respect for the traditions of
the Brothers of the Sacred Heart. When he finishes, I return to
my place. To my surprise, Brother Maurice walks to the microphone and says: ‘Reverend Brother, the secretary’s account of
the conclusions of the committee on the constitutions does not
reflect his own ideas on the matter. He gave a report of the
whole commission acting as a commission.’ Then Brother Maurice’s eyes filled up with tears. ‘We love the institute; we don’t
want to put down the institute. We submitted this report because
we love the institute.’186

RECOVERING FROM THE 1964 CHAPTER
The chapter ended October 28; its results can be found in the
account of Brother Jules Ledoux’s administration. In summary, it
voted to maintain the existing constitutions while allowing the general council to make modifications for submission to the Vatican for
approval. With only that to go on, Brother Maurice left the chapter
troubled. Its prevailing attitude of mistrust, its lack of sensitivity toward the Church’s emerging call, as well as its preference to wait
and see which way the winds of Vatican II would blow did not at all
fit with his vision of the urgent need for revitalization. He believed
186
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the chapter missed an opportunity to use the same kind of open dialogue as the Council. In silence, study, and meditation over time, he
had gone through a long interior vigil, watching the developments
of the Council and making its spirit his own.187
Brother Jean-Charles remembers his confrere’s reaction when,
exactly a year after the chapter voted closure, Pope Paul VI proclaimed the decree Perfectae caritatis to assert at a totally new depth
what the Council meant by “The Adaptation and Renewal of Religious Life”: its total transfiguration. The starting point would not be
the existing rules, but the Church’s new theology of grace, the needs
of the world, and the charism of the founder. For Brother Maurice,
“The clouds in the sky suddenly parted. … The decree came as a
true liberation from all the tension he was holding inside. A light
scattered the shadows. What joy! The Brothers of the Sacred
Heart would have a rendezvous with the Spirit of revitalization.
How will it happen? He is confident. Let’s go forward!”188

To mark the path forward, the Council fathers made three nonnegotiable statements in the decree as signposts to its message:
– Religious institutes need new constitutions based on the sources of
Christian life, the changed conditions of modern times, and the original desires of their founders.
– Because the goal of religious life is to lead its members to Christ, institutes must honestly come to terms with the fact that all the external
changes in the world mean nothing unless there is likewise an interior
renewal of heart.
– True revitalization cannot happen without the teamwork of all the
members of every institute.189

After absorbing those principles and the concrete instructions
which came later in a follow-up document,190 Brother Maurice en187
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gaged himself fully to preparing the required extraordinary general
chapter and the mandated institute-wide consultation. No member
of the general council was more prepared or eager than he for those
two tasks. The question comes up instantly: What made him that
way? How did his hopes for renewal become so finely tuned while
most other chapter delegates seemed content to vote for the status
quo then go home? To answer those questions we need to take a
closer look at sensibilities sown as graces of his formation.

FORMING HIS HOPES
Maurice was born June 18, 1919 in St. Norbert, Arthabaska and
grew up in Victoriaville, where he attended St. Aloysius Gonzaga
School. He entered the Arthabaska juniorate August 27, 1933 and
made first profession August 15, 1936 followed by two years of
scholasticate. He taught three years each at Bagotville and Sherbrooke, PQ, then six years at the juniorate, becoming master of
scholastics from 1950 to 1957 with an interruption of a year of
grand novitiate.
There is nothing in the itinerary of his first thirty years which
seems to have formed him differently from others of his generation.
But if we look more closely at four stages of his life, we can discover some special experiences fanning his growing desire to become an evangelist of Perfectæ caritatis.

An exceptional family
In autobiographical remarks during the celebration of his 50th
anniversary of religious life, he described the influence of his extraordinary family life with ten siblings.191 He saw his family as an
191
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apprenticeship to community life and gave special importance to
his mother.
“Maman was deeply prayerful and wanted to teach us how to
pray. I don’t know whether the frequency and length of time
spent on her knees could have caused the girls she brought into
the world to have what we call ‘nun’s knees,’ but at any rate
five of her daughters became religious. The other two, who
never married, … decided to convert the family home into their
own little monastery, a place of prayer and recollection.”192

One with the young
Brother Maurice was director of scholastics and of teacher
training for seven years, accompanying groups of eighty or ninety
young brothers, who impressed assistant general Brother Victorius
Mirandon during his official visit in 1955. In a report of the visit, he
wrote, “Outdoors as well as indoors, they are given complete liberty and don’t abuse it. … Here you can see and feel the flowering
of an exceptionally promising spirituality.”193 He called Brother
Maurice “a courageous and supernatural man. His spiritual direction bears the stamp of prudence and competence. … He enjoys
universal trust, since seventy per cent of his disciples open their
hearts completely to him to the point of disclosing their temptations
and their faults.”194
Brother Jean-Charles considers as a defining grace of Brother
Maurice’s life the thirteen years he spent accompanying young
brothers in formation as they discovered their spiritual possibilities
and their vocation. As a formation director, Maurice came face to
face with the personal, liberating character of grace within each
one, contemplating in them the humble presence of God acting
192
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marvelously to ready them to win youth through their apostolate.195
That experience gave Brother Maurice sensitivity to the ambiguities
and the interior freedom of young brothers. It also awakened in him
keen vigilance to prevent himself from falling into the trap of
caring only about their external behaviors. At one point, he criticized one major superior for putting too strong a premium on
forming brothers to regularity and to looking good externally. That
superior “attached more importance to the brothers’ ‘bearing’ than
to their ‘being.’”196

Grand novice 1951-52
A third grace of Brother Maurice’s life was a lasting thirst for
his own spiritual formation. After his acceptance into the grand
novitiate, he made it his personal project for the year to grow in devotion to the Sacred Heart. He read the circulars of the superiors
general from Father Coindre through Brother Albertinus to discover
what they wrote about our patronal spirituality, which the ever-creative Brother Albéric gave the admittedly awkward name “cordicentrism,” “heart-centeredness.”197 What Brother Maurice drew
from his personal research as a most pressing desire was to make a
decisive act of consecration to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, “body,
soul, and life … in a solemn way.”198 He also discovered in himself
a desire to lead others to do the same. He especially stressed the
word consecration because he saw it as a ship’s keel, giving direction and depth to the devotional practices; consecration adds to the
public vows a personal embrace of Jesus’ divine and human love.
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Student in Paris 1957-58
After Brother Maurice completed his tenure as formation director, the provincial council granted him a year of study at the
Catholic University of Paris.199 It was surely a much-needed sabbatical from the intense and demanding responsibilities inherent in the
non-stop rhythm of crowded houses of formation. But it turned out
to be much more than that.
In Paris after the war, Cardinal Angelo Roncalli, the future
Pope John XXIII, was a rather unorthodox papal nuncio in that he
diplomatically asserted a certain autonomy from Pope Pius XII,
thereby succeeding in calming the harshness of the pope’s French
adversaries. The pope had targeted Marxist politicians after the war
and progressive theologians after his anti-neomodernist encyclical
Humani generis of 1950, seeing to it that several respected French
scholars were forbidden to teach and were cycled to dead-end jobs
within their religious orders.
Roncalli’s knack for non-provocative silence had a healing effect on the scholars; it was clear that although he did not much appreciate the Jesuit theologians, neither did he like to see honest debate repressed.200 The diaries kept during his time as nuncio in Paris
show that he made frequent visits to Jesuit communities and that
Father Robert Jacquin of the Catholic University, who was adept in
Italian, was a regular visitor to his office, as was the Dominican
Michel-Dominique Épagneul. All these contacts suggest that Cardinal Roncalli began during his tenure in Paris his evolution into an
ecumenical- and reform-minded prince of the Church.201
By the time Brother Maurice arrived on the Paris Catholic uni199
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versity scene, theology was alive again and the climate in academic
circles was energizing graduate students and seminarians. Church
historians believe that Paris in the 1950s was emerging into a fertile
laboratory of theological ferment facilitating Roncalli’s imagining of
an ecumenical council. After he became Pope John XXIII in October
1958, he drew some scholars who were under suspicion back into the
fold to take important leadership roles. Once pope, his naming of
French theologians as experts to the Council was a ringing endorsement of the wonderfully open theological dialogue that found a forum at the Catholic University of Paris during the ‘50s.

THEOLOGIAN OF RENEWAL
Brother Maurice let his heart be transformed by some of the
brightest protagonists rehabilitated by the new pope. Two of them
who touched him deeply in Paris and inspired him for the rest of his
life were the great Dominican ecclesiologist Yves Congar and the
Swiss theologian and mystic Maurice Zundel.

Yves Congar
Cardinal Avery Dulles wrote, “At the Council, Congar’s influence was equal to, and perhaps greater than, that of any other
Catholic theologian.”202 Congar, even before the Council, was certainly a huge influence on theology student Brother Maurice, especially through the Dominican’s powerful advocacy of the Holy
Spirit’s activity in the Church and in each of us: “The indwelling of
the Holy Spirit in the human person is a mystery of deification that
elevates humanity to a new level of participating in divine life.”203
202
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Congar can receive credit for the reappearance of the Holy Spirit in
the theology of Church as well as in Brother Maurice’s strong belief
that divine inspiration can be discovered through listening and consultation.
Nowhere in the formation of the youthful Maurice based on our
“state of perfection” Rule of 1927 did the Holy Spirit merit such
importance, but in Paris, thanks to Congar, the Spirit was everywhere! Brother Maurice would later write in a circular entitled Listening to the Spirit, “The desire to live with the Lord doesn’t arise
from our flesh and blood, but from the Holy Spirit always at work
in the People of God. … Our life as religious springs forth from the
Heart of Christ.”204
Congar also gave Brother Maurice hope by writing a daring
theology of the laity. In his innovative work Jalons (survey
markers), Congar says that the clergy cannot reflect too much on
the case of Galileo,205 who at age 70 was treated as a child needing
corporal punishment instead of as a responsible and competent
adult. Congar makes the case for the dignity of lay men and women
as the People of God consecrated through baptism to become the
one Body of Christ.
Congar’s redemption of lay consecration was not lost on
Brother Maurice; it was a foundation and a key for promoting the
lay vocation of brothers and sisters. He told the brothers, “Our consecrated life … grafted onto our baptism, develops, flowers, and
produces fruits of holiness and apostolate.”206
Even though they were ten years old, Congar’s ideas were unknown to the author of the first working paper on the Church at the
Council. As a result, brothers and sisters, not being clerics, did not
figure there as members of the Church. Neither were any institutes
of brothers or of women invited to deliberate (meaning vote) at the
204
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Council. Sister Mary Luke Tobin, superior general of the Sisters of
Loreto and president of the Conference of Major Superiors of
Women, asked for a more inclusive working paper.207 She was an
auditor at the Council because Cardinal Leo Suenens of Belgium
had asked his fellow bishops: “Why are we even discussing the reality of the Church when half of the Church is not even represented
here?” That question, midway through a council that was then totally male, was a breakthrough that prodded the Council fathers to
invite a few ‘token’ women to the ensuing sessions.
Suenens, one of the four Council moderators, saw to it that
three things happened in the second session. A new working paper
prepared by Fathers Congar and Henri De Lubac was chosen to replace the defective one; Sister Tobin and ten other women were allowed to attend writing committee meetings; and Brother NicetJoseph, superior general of the De La Salle brothers, was given a
seat as a “council father.”208
Maurice Zundel
According to those who were closest to Brother Maurice, he
was an admirer and follower of Maurice Zundel, a Swiss priest with
deep spiritual, even mystic, experiences. Because of the originality
of his theology as a young priest, his bishop asked him to take a
doctorate at the Angelicum University in Rome. Between the wars,
he served as chaplain and retreat director in religious houses in
Paris, London, Switzerland, and Cairo. When Brother Maurice was
studying in Paris as well as during the Vatican Council, Father
Zundel was being sought throughout Europe as a retreat director,
speaker, and writer; he also had critics because of his existential approach and his theological originality.
207
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While Brother Maurice was superior general, in 1972 Pope
Paul VI invited Zundel to Rome to preach the Vatican Lenten retreat. Jean Guitton, member of the French Academy and lay advisor
at Vatican II, quoted the pope as telling him that Zundel “was a genius, a genius of a poet, a genius of a mystic, writer and theologian,
and all of that fused into one, with flashes of brilliance.”209
When Brother Maurice discovered Zundel’s writings during his
Paris studies, he read them avidly and they moved him deeply. Let
us touch on two of Zundel’s major themes which seem to have influenced the fathers of Vatican II, and, through Brother Maurice,
our Rule of Life:
God saves us, not we ourselves.
We are already saved. As Christians, we have been relieved of
any worry about our salvation. It is not a question of saving ourselves. We poisoned everything when we made Christianity the
religion of saving ourselves, when we made the hideous calculation of putting our good works in a savings account so we can
be rewarded with interest. That is vile! We need to love God for
who he is, love God to give him a space within ourselves where
he can pour out his life in us, where he can show us his love. It
is impossible to make a deal or swap horses with him.210

The Trinity.
God is not a dignitary who turns around himself, who admires
himself, who contemplates himself, who incenses himself and
asks us to admire him and to incense him. God is the one who
only knows himself this way: the Father only in the Son and the
Son only in the Father, a mutual knowing which goes out toward the other, which is in the other and for the other. God is
loving trust, his whole being passing into and for the other. The
209
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Father is nothing more than an impetus toward the Son, as the
Son is nothing more than an impetus toward the Father. Divine
love is the communication and the breath of the Spirit between
the Father and the Son. And this communication is total, it is infinite, it is absolute, it is eternal.211

We have been exploring the question, “What set Brother Maurice
apart to make his expectations more finely tuned toward reform and
renewal than those of other 1964 chapter delegates?” Although the
question is still open, part of the answer can be found in the graces he
received during different stages of his rich life of faith and formation.

TWELFTH SUPERIOR GENERAL
It was providential that Brother Maurice, for whom consultation was as natural as breathing, was in the right place at the very
moment that the Church issued a clarion call requiring someone
with his gifts. The fathers of Vatican II asked superiors to take responsibility for prudent experimentation—not unilaterally or
through purely legislative means, but collaboratively, in a spirit of
active listening.212 Brother Jean-Claude Éthier, historian of the
Brothers of the Sacred Heart in Canada and a very credible witness because he attended the same general chapters as Brother
Maurice, called him “the ferry captain charged with the responsibility of getting the boat from one bank of the river to the
other.”213 The river he had in mind was the majestic St. Lawrence,
which in places is too wide to see one bank from the other. In
Brother Jean-Claude’s words, Reverend Brother Maurice Ratté
showed himself to be “the man of the hour,”214 a confident guide
211
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for the safe arrival of the institute into an unprecedented and unforeseeable era.

Team approach to authority
To be Reverend Brother Maurice’s first assistant, the 1970 general chapter chose the provincial of his own province of
Arthabaska, Brother Jean-Charles Daigneault. Brother Marcel Rivière, scholastic director in New Orleans, who had studied at Jesus
Magister in Rome, was elected 2nd assistant. The other general
councilors were Brothers Manuel Molinos, former provincial of Argentina, 3rd Assistant; Marcel Costes, provincial of Chirac, 4th Assistant; Brother Léo-Paul Trudel, provincial of Madagascar, 5th Assistant; and Brother Jacques Rondeau, former formation director in
Ottawa, 6th assistant.
It was a completely new council. The delegates looked for brothers who would be able to embody the philosophy of government
which they passed by a two-thirds majority: “Government in the institute is conceived at all levels in a spirit of collegiality.”215 The title
Vicar for the first-elected councilor was set aside. However, even the
title Assistant began to sound outmoded when seen in the light of
Brother Maurice’s emphasis on teamwork within the general administration. A reading of the circulars of his two terms of office makes
clear that he resisted identifying authority with the singular personality of the superior. Circulars did not come from him alone; they
grew from team reflection during meetings of the general council
and are signed, “The Members of the General Council” or “The General Council by Brother Maurice Ratté, Superior General.”
The very first circular, which promulgates the results of the
chapter, is more emphatic. It declares, “Our deliberate orientation
toward collegial animation underlies a very specific way of exer215
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cising authority. It supposes that each member … has enough maturity and loyalty to become an instrument of unity and mutual responsibility in accomplishing agreed-on goals.”216 The circular’s
final page, as a concrete expression of that principle, bears the signatures of all the members of the general council.217
That first circular also explicitly defines authority as a service
in which obedience of the superior is balanced with obedience by
the superior. Such give-and-take would facilitate open dialogue and
require regular community meetings for discerning the common
good with everyone’s input.218

Collective authorship
The scope of the 1970 session of the extraordinary general
chapter was crystal clear: to publish a new rule and new constitutions based on the theology of Vatican II and the spirit of our
founders. The work was well underway since the 1968 session had
deputized a permanent commission to prepare a working draft,
which it did during the inter-session. The commission arrived in
Rome January 9, 1970 with a proposal for how to organize the
process of study, which the delegates accepted 55-2 with one abstention.219 The commission also submitted a chapter outline and a
“martyr text” to be probed by the delegates. The proposed outline
and the draft text passed with ease. By landslide majorities the assembly expressed its pleasure with the work of the permanent commission, which declared itself dissolved on the first day of the
chapter after the vote of confidence. The delegates themselves were
ready to take up collective authorship where the permanent commission left off.
216
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Rules and constitutions taken together would later come to be
called the Rule of Life. In the chapter’s view, a new title was needed
to convey a new spirit: that the new rule would not so much require
fidelity to prescriptions telling us how to act as much as fidelity to
living religious life with authenticity and meaning, given the realities we face in our life as professional educators and consecrated
members of the Church.220
The assembly divided itself into nine commissions corresponding to the first nine chapters of the Rule of Life. After working separately, studying and revising the proposed texts, each took its turn
presenting to the assembly the revision of its chapter for amendments and voting. Several rule chapters enjoyed widespread acceptance, but others were subjected to numerous amendments, some of
which were picked apart on the floor. Others were offered in the
form of suggestions to the commissions, which decided how to integrate them for voting. It was painstaking, tedious, and sometimes
frustrating work, signs that the delegates took their authorship seriously.
After all was said and done, a clear consensus developed. And
a clear result: Each of the nine chapters was given a final reading,
then put to vote, first article-by-article and then globally. As commission members finished their work on the rules, they coalesced
into new study groups, this time to apply their experience and editorial skills to topics belonging in the constitutions: government,
novitiate, vows and promises, priesthood in the institute, and districts. After going through the same meticulous process used for the
rules, the constitutions won robust approval.
It was on March 13, 1970 that both the rules and constitutions
were brought to a single global vote and, with a tally of 49-1-0,
promulgated as the new Rule of Life of the institute “to take effect
immediately after the closure of the general chapter.”221 Brother
220
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Maurice pointed out, “This is the first time that a rule of our institute is the collective work of an entire general chapter… It is the
fruit of the reflections, the prayers, and the very life of the
brothers.”222

LEADER AMONG LEADERS
The minutes of the chapter do not give enough detail to make a
documentary film of Brother Maurice’s role in the writing of the
Rule of Life, but they do provide some snapshots that give evidence
of his outstanding leadership in authoring it. He served as president
of the commission studying Chapter 1, “In the Church.” Believing
strongly that the opening words of the rule should radiate our spirituality, he re-wrote the first line of the first article to begin, “God is
Love. Out of love he created the world.” Brother Jean-Claude
Éthier remembers that making God’s love the first word of the new
rule was not negotiable for Brother Maurice. Besides Saint John’s
Gospel, the addition echoes Maurice Zundel, who famously described God this way: “God is fragile; he is not the despot god, the
pharaoh-king. God is no less mother than father. He is the trinity of
love.”223
In Brother Maurice’s edits of Chapter I, we also see his attachment to the Trinity. The chapter’s first three articles line up to make
a clear trinitarian statement. The first describes the gifts we have received from the Father; the second from the Son; and the third from
the Holy Spirit. Brother Maurice saw to it that this would become a
recurring pattern in other key chapters of the Rule of Life.
When the chapter “Consecrated Life” came to the floor for
voting, he proposed for its first article the wording, “we are consecrated by God”224 to replace a phrase inferring that we consecrate
222
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ourselves. The proposal makes the point that consecration is not
something we do, but something God does for us. One of Brother
Maurice’s chief contributions to the theology of the new Rule of
Life was the conviction that religious life is not about our saving
ourselves or sanctifying ourselves through our observance. Rather it
is an unmerited, and, in a word he proposed, an “ineffable,” gift of
God.
The chapter saw the advantage of naming Brother Maurice to
lead an editorial committee with Brother Jean-Claude Éthier to
unify the language and to add coherence to the text, which, after
numerous amendments, had begun to feel disjointed. In this role, he
conceived of the structural model of a triptych,225 grouping chapters
under three subtitles, the first two of which describe the action of
God on our behalf while the third describes our response:
1. We are gathered together … Church, institute, local community
2. We are consecrated … chastity, poverty, obedience
3. For the service ... of prayer and the apostolate
Under Brother Maurice’s guiding editorial hand, the new rule
makes God the protagonist. The pattern of presenting God’s gifts
followed by our response was his way of replacing the old rule’s
pattern of our trying to please God and merit grace.
In the final message to the delegates, who were holding the
rules and constitutions in their hands as he spoke, Brother Maurice
identified a second triple dimension of the Rule of Life: “I would be
inclined to classify these texts into three types – theological ones,
which bring our whole being and its faculties into the perspective of
God; moral ones, which place our capacity to act under the guidance of the Holy Spirit; and liturgical ones, which interpret our
whole apostolic religious life as a liturgy.”226
Although the chapter voted on the rules and the constitutions
separately and put them in separate sections, Brother Maurice ex225
226
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plains that they are related in a dynamic way. “The constitutions
contain topics closely related to those of the rule, but from a different angle. The rule was written with care to promote the dynamic
spiritual motives of our mission. … The constitutions outline its
more precise structures. If we say in the rule how the institute is inspired and animated, the constitutions allow us to say how it is organized.”227 Taken together they are an invitation to discover beneath the letter of the law the spirit that leads to Christ. The 66 articles of rule describe God’s loving perspective, that is the saving and
consecrating actions of the Trinity, in ways meant to motivate a
loving active response on our part. The 181 articles of constitutions,
including 78 on government and 21 on apostolic life,228 give the essential components of that response.
With the international promulgation of the Rule of Life assured,
the extraordinary general chapter of two distinct sessions, each two
months long, separated by thirteen months of inter-session, dissolved itself March 13, 1970.

COMPLETING THE RULE OF LIFE
The chapter resolution adopting “Document 146” under the
title Rule and Constitutions was passed with the assembly’s full understanding that it was incomplete. The document would need more
editing, shaping, numbering, and titling; these tasks it confided to
an editorial commission which would remain in Rome to fine-tune
the text for printing. Brother Maurice presided over its work and
Brother Jean-Claude Éthier served as its secretary. It is to this editorial commission, which reported to the general council, that we can
attribute stylistic improvements and the following complementary
elements found in the 1970 published edition:

227
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its title: Rule of Life of the Brothers of the Sacred Heart;
its nomenclature: Rule and Constitutions;
the preamble;
the grouping of articles into chapters;
titles for each chapter and each Rule article;
citations from the founders on chapter title pages;
appendices including profession formula and indexes.

Without delay, the official French edition was translated into
Spanish, English, and Italian for immediate distribution. Thus,
thanks to the editorial committee and to prompt concerted efforts on
an international level, the textual incompleteness of the “new rule”
found quick remediation.
However, textual inadequacies were only a small part of the
new Rule of Life’s unfinished business. In a major orientation, the
session of 1968 had adopted the principle of subsidiarity, which
meant that governance decisions are made at the lowest level possible in order to guarantee that they respect local realities. The option for subsidiarity meant that the days of a unified daily schedule
for the whole institute were gone forever. It meant that the general
council would no longer appoint all the provincials. It meant that
formation stages would vary in different parts of the world. In
short, subsidiarity meant that the Rule of Life would be forever incomplete so that the provinces and districts could fill in the blanks
with legislation suited to their conditions, culture, and personnel.
The vehicle for promulgating local legislation would be a directory
written by the province or district chapter.
Directory articles, once ratified by the general council, would
have the same weight as constitution articles. The general council
circular promoting the acts of the 1970 chapter did not mention the
importance of these anticipated directories; in the hard work of
crafting new legislation, the directories were left on the back
burner. Many provincials, once they returned home, discovered that
brothers who were used to being held accountable to a detailed cen-
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tral rule did not understand the intentional void or the binding nature of decisions made by local chapters. “Obedience,” one said,
“means obeying. What’s there to obey?”
Brother Luis Muga of Spain (V1990), classroom teacher and
affable companion in community, could be a spokesman for many
brothers: “When the new rules appeared … I felt like I was seeing
visions, as they say. Of the old rules that we had to learn by heart –
what’s more in French – nothing remained, or almost nothing. My
first reaction was: This isn’t a rule or anything that resembles
one.”229 To make evident to brothers at the grass roots that the
province directories complete the constitutions, some province
chapters, among them Spain and New Orleans, printed the 1970
text with directory articles inserted alongside or within the constitutions. This was one way of filling the deliberate void and showing
that the province directory forms an integral and equal part of the
Rule of Life.
Brother Maurice understood what was at stake. In his first administrative circular to the provincials and regionals, written simultaneously with the publication of the 1970 text, he insisted that
provincials and regionals compile directory material as soon as possible. He listed eighteen constitutions articles which are empty
without adding concrete provisions from local directories.230 In effect Brother Maurice was making the point that the Rule of Life has
not two, but three parts of equal importance: Rule, constitutions,
and directory. Without the directories, the constitutions would be
inadequate. In that third way the rule is a triptych.
The general chapter of 1976 formed a study commission led by
Brother Jean-Charles Daigneault to evaluate the effectiveness of the
directories that had been pieced together over six years. The assembly issued six directives about the role of the general council in
monitoring and approving the directories.231
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REOPENING THE ERA OF EXPERIENCE
The newly published Rule of Life begins with a disclaimer:
“This Rule and these constitutions are our legislation ad experimentum, drawn up for the institute during the two sessions of the
special general chapter (1968-1970), called for by the instruction
Ecclesiæ sanctæ, 3: 6.” A chapter resolution prior to the rule’s
adoption set the stage for the vote by stipulating that the new legislation would be in force for six years, until the next ordinary general chapter. The expression ad experimentum meant “to experiment,” that is, to live fully without the need for Vatican approval.
The instruction gave extraordinary general chapters the right to
carry out “experiments … provided they are to be undertaken prudently… as the occasions call for them.” It added that between
chapters, the general council has the power to authorize experiments during the time that intervenes between chapters.232
In granting such wide latitude, the Holy See made a strong act
of trust in general chapters and councils of institutes. This trust expressed the Council fathers’ conviction that the various charisms
which the Holy Spirit gave to founders are still alive and active outside the bounds of the curia: “renewal should go forward under the
influence of the Holy Spirit.”233
Brother Maurice saw the Council’s openness as a call to
freedom: “Our new rule is permeated with the freedom of the children of God. … We find in [it] the doctrine of liberation proclaimed
by Saint Paul: ‘You have been called to liberty.’”234 In effect, the
230
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freedom to experiment with a new rule and with new ways of living
the founder’s charism was a return to the creative times of our foundation. It meant re-hearing the exhortation of André Coindre to find
“provisional solutions”; to reflect on the fact that “God took six
days to create the world and disentangle the chaos”; and to grant
that it “takes a lot of time” before a newly-founded community can
be set on a firm footing.235
One example of an experiment which evoked the first years of
foundation concerns the religious habit. Father Coindre gave no
habit to the brothers and tried to diminish the importance Brother
Borgia gave it: “When you are sure you can rely on the obedience
and sound prayer life of the other brothers, then you can get them a
habit.”236 He left it up to the brothers to experiment, which they did.
The traditional cassock evolved, without legislation, through 1865.
The general chapter of 1964 simplified it by removing the scapular
and cowl. In the new rule, the question of when and where to wear
the cassock or civil dress is left to each province and district to decide, since local customs of religious garb vary greatly in different
parts of the world.
Another area of experimentation was to allow promises instead
of vows during temporary profession as a form of sacred bond. The
general chapter studied the experiment in depth, finally voting to
allow provinces to include promises in their directory. Ten
provinces and six districts did so. While the experiment of delegating the brothers’ garb to each entity remained permanent, the
making of temporary vows was re-instated as mandatory by a later
general chapter.
Prolific experimentation took place in the area of government,
which the new constitutions re-baptized “the service of authority”
to express the theological meaning of authority: it is a sign of Jesus,
who came “not to be served, but to serve.” And its primary ministry
235
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is to “render the brothers attentive to the Spirit and co-responsible.”237 Provinces and districts were free to determine the method
by which they would choose provincials and regionals, with the
provision that the final choice be approved by the general council.
Methods chosen fell into three groupings: direct election, election
in chapter, or appointment by the superior general in council. These
evolved over time; direct election was later eliminated. On the local
level, one experiment made in some provinces, that of allowing
communities to elect their local superior, was ended after a short
time because it weakened the link between local and province authority.

WELCOMING THE 1970 RULE OF LIFE
Just as Brother Borgia, general director of the fledgling institute, and Brother Augustin, novice master, became impatient with
the founder’s open-endedness, many of the institute’s 2,488
brothers and 111 novices had a hard time welcoming the new rule
of 1970 without reservation. For one thing, the personal freedom
and responsibility which it gave the brothers led to imprudent experimentation and a high rate of departures. After five years there
was an 18% decrease in the number of professed brothers. On the
other extreme, some brothers whose attachment to the rules and
constitutions of 1927 was visceral and ideological withheld their allegiance to the new rule. They continued to live by “the black
book.”
One brother of the New Orleans province went so far as to ask
permission from the archbishop to live by the rule that was in force
at the time of his profession. The indult was granted, confounding
the province and isolating the brother. A visitation report from the
District of England in 1972 described polarization between the
237
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younger brothers on the one hand, who found the Rule of Life and
its spirit of experimentation energizing, and the older men, on the
other, who had invested so much of their lives in traditional regularity.
The vast majority of brothers, however, were somewhere between those positions. General council visitors reported to Brother
Maurice of the brothers’ lack of knowledge of the new rule; of indifference to it; and of confusion because they found the new text
dense and theoretical. The general council determined to help the
brothers welcome the Rule of Life by first getting to know it and
then to embrace it as a grace of conversion. In a 1972 circular, Listening to the Spirit, the council challenged the brothers to discover
its riches. As a follow-through, it prepared animation materials
based on the rule to use during visitations.
New initiatives took form. Brother Raoul Lafrenière (Rimouski) wrote a commentary in 1972 which was translated into
English by Brother Berchmans Downey (New York). The books
were widely distributed in the institute, particularly in houses of
formation. The three United States provinces and England collaborated in sponsoring a series of retreats and workshops based on the
Rule of Life. In 1973, the general council ended the traditional
grand novitiate and replaced it with the SSIR (International Roman
Spiritual Session), a renewal program to help brothers discover the
deep inspirations and main lines of the Rule of Life as it was meant
to be lived in local community.238 The session, animated by a team
led first by Brother Conrad Pelletier (Granby) and later by Brother
Claude Lebeau (Montréal) and by Brother Louis-Régis Ross
(Québec), continued through 1988. In its earliest years the superior
general and council played an important role in its animation.
Brother Maurice was a passionate promoter of the Rule of Life
not just as a deep well of personal and communal renewal and an
adaptation of religious consecration to our times, but also as the
238
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first comprehensive expression of the founding charism. “This is
the first time,” he wrote, “that our institute gives itself a Rule which
is authentically ours by its spirit, its elaboration, and its originality.”239 In declaring its originality, he was relying on meticulous
studies done by Brother Stanislas Roux, general secretary (195264) and archivist (1964-80), who documents that the three rules we
experimented with over our history have by no means been original
to us. The one André Coindre gave us in 1821 was the rule used in
the Jesuit novitiate. Only one-fourth of the 1843 rule of Brother
Polycarp was original; the rest came from the Jesuits (26%) and the
De La Salle Christian Brothers (46%). And, of the 2055 lines in
Brother Adrien’s rules of 1867, 73% came straight from the rules of
the Marist Brothers.240
In the perspective of Brother Maurice, the 1970 Rule of Life
was our first authentically original legislation, made to measure for
our charism and spirituality. Approved as an experiment, ironically
it put an end to 149 years of experimentation with borrowed rules
and imposed constitutions.241 If we can see André Coindre as Moses
guiding his people until they are in sight of the promised land, but
not entering it himself, we can perhaps see Brother Maurice as
Aaron, Moses’ spokesman and the completer of his mission. Aaron
gives Moses words and takes Moses’ place. Under Brother Maurice’s leadership, the general chapter gives voice to André Coindre
by writing the Rule of Life our founder intended and encouraged but
never wrote. He also speaks to us for the founder through the words
of Pope Paul VI: “It will be your responsibility, beginning tomorrow… by the strength of your faith in the mission that the
Church entrusts to you, to give life to the letter of these texts.”242
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RISKING THE INTRODUCTION OF PRIESTHOOD
Probably the extraordinary general chapter’s riskiest experiment – certainly its most hotly debated – was the decision to allow
the ordination of some brothers “to supply needed priestly ministry” for the houses of the institute.243 This prospect had been
vetted in December 1960 while Vatican II was in its preparatory
phase. The congregation for religious surveyed the institutes of
brothers about the advisability of the Church’s permitting the introduction of priesthood into their congregations. All but ours advised
against it. Reverend Brother Josaphat was intrigued by the possibility and sought an audience with Pope Paul VI to speak about it;
the pontiff let Brother Josaphat understand that he was favorable.
Upon proposals by two provincial chapters it was discussed at the
general chapter of 1964 but dismissed.
Reverend Brother Jules, in his circular of December 1967,244
asked provincial and regional chapters to prepare for the 1968 session of the extraordinary general chapter by reflecting on Perfectae
caritatis in general, and among other questions, on this one: “If the
chapter decides in favor of introduction of the priesthood, what special legislation on the subject would you insert into the constitutions?” In response to that early survey, two province chapters and
nine district chapters pronounced themselves in favor of some of
their members’ being ordained.
Before our chapter convened, Pope Paul VI, through Cardinal
Gaetano Cicognani of the Vatican tribunal, clarified for the institutes of brothers that Perfectæ caritatis was not imposing or even
recommending the ordaining of brothers, but merely holding open
the possibility for institutes who wished it.245
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Brother Maurice characterized the discussions about priesthood
on the floor of the chapter as long and laborious and the opinions as
extremely intense and diverse. Nothing in the writings of Father
Coindre or of Brother Polycarp was judged relevant to the discernment. Research did show, however, that the first article of the 1900
version of our constitutions said, “By the fact of his profession,
each brother commits himself not to aspire to the priesthood.” Besides these basic points of agreement, there was no consensus motivating a chapter decision.
The assembly, seeing that the needs for priestly ministry were
extremely varied in the different sectors of the institute, defined the
question as a pastoral and not a theological one. It chose to operate
on the same principle of subsidiarity which had served in most
other matters, resolving unofficially to make the provincial and district chapters the forum for deciding on whether pastoral needs justified the ordaining of brothers in their sector. But the delegation of
powers would have to wait until after the chapter approved the principle of ordaining some brothers. That was not done until the afternoon of the second-to-last day of the session, December 17, 1968.
Let us replay the day as the minutes record it. At the morning
session, Reverend Brother Jules works with Brother Eric Goguen
(New York), chairman of the commission on priesthood, to test
whether the chapter is ready to declare itself by vote. The assembly
agrees that it is ready and sets the afternoon session as the time for
the vote. At 4:50 p.m., Brother Léo Martel (Sherbrooke) presents
the final wording and background document for consideration; he
announces that the resolution will be put to vote in two parts.
Brother Josaphat proposes that the assembly move into deliberative
session for the chapter to express itself on the first part. Right away,
the assembly votes 53-2, with two abstentions, “to maintain firmly
the lay character of the institute.”
Next, Brother Léo formally proposes the second part, “Proposal 114b: That the chapter approve the principle of introduction
of priesthood into the institute within the limits of Perfectæ cari-
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tatis.” Heated discussion ensues; the deadline passes and Brother
Manuel Armale (Spain) proposes a vote to prolong the debate for
twenty minutes more; the extension passes. At 6:20 p.m. Brother
Mark Thornton (New Orleans) then calls for the vote on proposal
114b itself. Eleven delegates abstain; 44 vote in favor and 2 against.
A closing prayer ends the session at 6:45 p.m.246
Although Brother Jules presided over the vote, it would be
Brother Maurice and his council who would have full responsibility
to set the guidelines for how to integrate the experience of priesthood smoothly into the life of the institute. He would begin the long
process at the 1970 session, when a commission, again led by
Brother Eric Goguen, prepared a draft of legislation which included
eight articles, the most important of which gave the responsibility
for evaluating the need for holy orders to provincial and regional
chapters. Those had to agree by a two-thirds majority and submit
their decision for approval to the superior general in council.
The eight articles, which passed with wide consensus, protect the
lay character of the institute in several ways. Candidates chosen for
ordination are named by the provincial or district council only after
consultation of the brothers; after ordination they bear the title “Brother”; they receive their obedience from the superior of the entity; they
may not be formation directors or take roles of authority; they cannot
work outside the houses or works without special permissions.247
Brother Maurice’s most persistent reservation about the articles
was the definition of need. What are the needs that justify the ordination of a brother? During the chapter debates, he heard some proponents express needs which he considered too fleeting or too personal. Some, he thought, would isolate the brothers from the local
church. Immediately after the chapter, the general council’s minutes
show that it was concerned that some needs evoked by entities requesting ordination were not “decisive,” “real,” or “absolute.”
246
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GUIDING THE EXPERIENCE OF PRIESTHOOD
After the delegates went home from the chapter, Brother Maurice continued his reflection with the general council about how it
could assure a positive and unified experience of this new vocational call within our vocation. By the end of his term of office, out
of twenty-eight provinces and districts, twenty eventually accepted
to call some of their members to holy orders. Fifty-eight brothers
were ordained; in the meantime, eight brothers obtained an indult of
secularization in order to become diocesan priests.
Processing the requests, the needs, and the approvals required
by the Rule of Life became demanding. At the end of his term
Brother Maurice admitted, “The general council, for different reasons, has sometimes had difficulty keeping this experiment of the
priesthood within the lines of our legislation.”248
He and his council spent much time clarifying the needs for
orienting brothers to ordination. In 1972 they reached a consensus
which they published in a circular cautioning that requests for ordination not be motivated by “a passing or insignificant need which
could be met by calling on local or diocesan clergy; or by a manufactured need created by the false impression that our vocation or
our apostolate are incomplete; nor by a need coming from attraction
to a special function or a title of honor.”249
In as many ways as possible, Brother Maurice expressed his
and the council’s convictions about the intent of the general chapter
in voting for experimentation with ordination. The general council,
to help itself master all of the aspects of priestly theology and ministry, asked Brother Marcel Rivière to write a paper as a resource
for its own formation. As a result of exchanges based on that re248
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search, the council formulated its opinion of what constitutes a legitimate need for priesthood in the institute: to form a liturgicallycentered community and to encourage the brothers’ active participation in the common priesthood of the faithful.250 The council also
made efforts to bring the major superiors into its thinking, especially at a 1974 meeting of the major superiors of the institute.
Despite all the council’s efforts to purify motives, to define the
need, and to emphasize the communal nature of the call to ordination, it was not able to eradicate misunderstandings about the spirit
or the procedures. In some cases, without necessarily informing the
superior general, provincial councils took an approach that was
more pragmatic than principled. Some named candidates without a
meaningful consultation of the brothers. Others oriented brothers
who aspired to ordination – in some cases from their youth. A few
provincials left the ordained brother free to accept ministerial responsibilities from the bishop. In some cases the candidates, once
selected, were formed in seminaries with a clerical culture unfavorable to the concept of ordained brothers, resulting in pressure for
them to identify with the diocese or the clerical state.
To respond to these issues, which were studied at the general
chapter of 1976, Brother Maurice wrote a letter to major superiors
and their councils promulgating a universal form for the consultation process prior to calling a brother to priesthood.251 Though
helpful in standardizing the official process, it did not obviate dissent or confusion. The 1976 chapter passed ordinances to clarify
definitions of “needs” and of “house” and to determine the consultation process.252 There would be spirited evaluations of the experiment at almost every subsequent general chapter. The chapter of
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2006 would sustain the authority of provinces to call brothers to
priesthood and refine the procedures and principles in the original
appendix of 1970 with certain clarifying edits.253
During his twelve years as superior general, Brother Maurice
lived through many ambiguities while directing the experience of
ordained brothers, but what did he see as its most positive aspect?
His answer is straightforward: the men themselves who answered
the call to holy orders. At the end of his term he praised their
zealous spirit of service; their desire to orient their ministry to the
institute’s mission; their Eucharistic celebrations adapted to the
needs of brothers and young people alike; and their religious
studies, through which they enriched themselves and the institute.254

TEAM ANIMATION
A word associated with Brother Maurice Ratté that caught the
English-speaking parts of the institute by surprise came up in the
acts of the chapter when he described the service of authority as a
service of animation. The first time most English readers saw the
word other than in the credits of a cartoon movie was when they received their copy of the 1970 Rule of Life. The local superior takes
on “a ministry of animation”; he is “the primary animator of the
community.”255 That was strange language. It made the new rule
sound foreign to those brothers accustomed to referring to the local
superior as the director or, for short, as boss. There was little
chance that they would come around to calling him animator or that
the provincial would put a capital A after his name on the assignment list to designate his leadership role.
Like the word aggiornamento, animation is hard to translate.
As aggiornamento triggers an image of Pope John XXIII, so ani253
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mation conjures up the essence of Brother Maurice. Without the
word we can’t talk about his lasting contribution to the revitalization of the institute. Actually, animation is close in meaning to revitalization. To animate means to give vitality. To a community. To a
gathering. To a chapter or province. To our relationships with one
another, to God, and to young people. Animate and animation can’t
be translated out of the new rule. The best way to appreciate the
richness of the word is to watch Brother Maurice at work giving increased vitality to the institute. A good place to start is with something of his invention, the gatherings he called RSMI, literally “Reunions of the Major Superiors of the Institute,” which became the
centerpiece of the general council’s animation of the institute.

RSMI
Brother Maurice’s inter-province leadership in Canada prepared him to be a credible and effective leader at the RSMI assemblies. On a world level, he gathered all the provincials and regionals
in Rome between general chapters twice between 1970 and 1976
and twice again before 1982. The regular rhythm of the assemblies
also permitted him to become familiar with newly-named superiors.
Getting to know and listening to the leaders with boots on the
ground was an essential part of the animation of the general
council.
After using RSMI 1972 as a laboratory for promoting the new
rule and taking the pulse of the brothers as they adjusted to it, he
wanted to move on to less self-absorbed topics. For him animation,
even in community, needed an outgoing apostolic thrust. So he and
his council built the remaining RSMI programs around our mission
and charism:
1974 : Our Mission
1978 : Brother, what is your mission?
1979 : Evangelizing young people
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The council’s preparation for the RSMIs usually required a couple of years to complete, taking place in council meetings where the
whole administration could get involved. Brother Maurice empowered not only the members of his council but also the general secretary
and general procurator, Brothers René Bonnard (Ottawa) and Bruno
Bergeron (Québec), to produce and present important animation resources. This was his way of developing trust and animating his team.

Circulars
Council minutes show Brother Marcel Rivière presenting materials for adapting formation to contemporary needs; Brother JeanCharles Daigneault leading an exchange of views about community
life based on the Gospel; Brother Armand Boisvert planning a presentation for the provincials and regionals about animation during
visits; Brother Marcel Costes reporting on his work with the Vatican on Catholic education in pluralistic societies; and Brother Paul
Trudel preparing reflections about issues in the districts which
could engage provincials and regionals in a creative interaction.
Another essential part of animation for Reverend Brother Maurice was follow-through. He wanted to harness the energy of big
events like chapters and RSMI assemblies well beyond their closing
date, so he and the council used circular letters to spread their effectiveness. For example, they wrote three successive circulars after
RSMI 72, releasing them in stages over a three month period. That
way, superiors could use them as instruments of animation in a way
that kept the fruits of the assembly fresh. Similarly, in 1974 the council found a novel way to promulgate the results of the RSMI on our
mission. It published five different letters – to France; to Québec; to
Spanish and Portuguese sectors; to Africa and Madagascar; and to
the English-speaking world. Personalizing the message recognized
that there were special needs and realities in different parts of the
world which required differing approaches to the mission.
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Visits
The general council’s greatest ongoing efforts at team animation were by far its rigorous schedule of visits to the fourteen
provinces and fourteen districts that made up the institute at the
time of their election. Council minutes show by the amount of time
given to preparing and learning from these visitations that they
were privileged occasions for animation. Teams of two or three
councilors made about half of the official visits.
In April and May 1971, Brother Maurice made his first visit to
Madagascar, a province of 102 brothers and novices, over twothirds of whom were of Malagasy origin. Brother Sauveur Rakotondrahasy was the recently-named provincial. The Annuaire reflects
how the brothers perceived the new superior general:
On April 3, Brother Maurice Ratté arrived among us, his stay
placed under the banner of animation. On the 6th and 7th all the
local superiors, many accompanied by other brothers, met with
him to reflect and discuss ‘Fraternal spirit in the local community’ and ‘The local animator: who he is and what he does.’
They were two enriching days which filled us with enthusiasm.
The visit to each community followed. We met an optimistic superior general without any pretensions whatsoever, simply
ready to help us attune ourselves to the events and situations
around us, which are also the Word of God.256

HEALING MISSIONARY TENSIONS
Shortly after that visit to Madagascar there were indeed events
that required faith and attentive listening. In a riot May 13, 1972,
university students set fire to the city hall in Antananarivo, the capital, to protest the re-election of President Philibert Tsiranana. The
revolt expanded across the country as important leaders and pre256
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tenders were assassinated, leading to a destabilizing period of malgachisation whose rallying cry was ‘Madagascar for the Malagasy.’” In the province, the unrest embittered community relationships between Malagasy brothers and the Canadian missionaries.
Many of the latter considered malgachisation ill-fated, even xenophobic. In an open letter to the Canadian brothers, some Malagasy
brothers were highly critical of the attitudes of some missionaries.
A missionary wrote a history of the province in self-defense.
The minutes of a December 13, 1972 meeting of the general
council report that Brother Maurice and his council took time to reflect “on the present situation of the Canadian brothers of the
Province of Madagascar due to the recently-begun process of malgachisation.”257 Brother Maurice, after his visit of the previous year
but before the crisis erupted, had written a confidential report to the
provincial, Brother Sauveur, recommending that he entrust to
young brothers in university studies responsibilities on province
committees and in the works of the province. He didn’t stop there.
He also wrote an eloquent two-paragraph exhortation about empowering the lay teachers, who have “their own vocation in our
mission as educators.”258
Brother Maurice supported Brother Sauveur. Despite the opposition of many missionary brothers, the provincial held to his conviction of the need for Malagasy self-determination. In a circular to
the brothers he wrote, “We will willingly follow the directives of
the government not only to promote the development of our
country, but also for our personal, communal, and spiritual betterment.”259 The following school year, he assigned Malagasy brothers
to direct all but two of the province’s twelve schools.
The crisis of 1972 in Madagascar was not unique. The issues
were widespread across the globe and the number of brothers af257
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fected was significant. When Brother Maurice was elected superior
general, the total number of brothers and novices was 2,480. Of
them, 517 lived the developing world in thirteen provinces and districts,260 which means that one-fifth of the institute lived in communities made up of a mixture of locally-born brothers and expatriate
missionaries from Europe and America.
In February 1973, the council was paying close attention to
“the rise of nationalism and its consequences on community life in
Senegal.”261 In a host of other developing countries which had
gained independence from colonial powers in the hope of setting up
indigenous republics, momentum was building for putting power in
the hands of locally-born leaders. Neither the Church nor our missionary implantations were exempt from the increasingly aggressive desire of the local people for self-rule, especially in education.
Expatriate brothers in countries that had been colonies showed
widely varying degrees of attachment to the fading colonial ethos:
from critical, to sentimental, to supportive, to defensive. On one extreme, there were brothers eager to pass the torch to local brothers;
on the other there were those who were outspoken about the superiority of the colonial order. Among the latter was the veteran missionary from the United States in Lesotho who shocked the roomful
of brothers at a renewal session there by proclaiming about Nelson
Mandela that the apartheid regime of the Republic of South Africa
“should have shot him” instead of giving him a jail cell. Among the
former were two brothers who renounced their Canadian citizenship to become fully integrated citizens of Chile so they would be
treated as Chileans and qualified to be catechetical teachers in
public schools.
In the early ‘70s, Cameroon was experiencing tensions between local and missionary brothers. Brother Jacques Bouaikaho,
regional, in Rome for the RSMI 1972, asked for a meeting with the
260
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general council and the provincials of Arthabaska and Montreal to
resolve the issue of two Canadian brothers who came into
Cameroon without permission as well as of others who separated
themselves from the indigenous brothers without asking for authorization.
The general council, to decide about endorsing an experiment
which would separate Haitian brothers from expatriate missionaries, also met in 1972 in Rome with the regional and provincial.
The two Canadian superiors presented a plan developed by five
Haitian brothers to establish an autonomous house at Carrefour in
the capital, where Haitians could live a truly Haitian style of religious life separate from the Canadians. The council accepted the
proposal and decided that the experimental community would depend directly on the superior general for its finances and statutes.262
In East Africa, the Africanization of schools was completed by
1969. With that done, the Uganda regional chapter decided to stop
recruiting because forming Africans to live the missionaries’
western standard of life was creating an unthinkable gap between
them and the local people. Brother Matthias Amos (New Orleans)
wrote to the superior general, “I believe that Africans can and
should live the religious life, but in a community whose composition enables them both to retain their own culture and to live in such
a way that they are examples of giving.”263 In 1970 the brothers
turned over to the Ugandan bishops the district’s formation center to
use as a seminary for local vocations. At the request of the New Orleans province, in 1973 Brother Maurice and his council suppressed
the district while the province kept open a house for brothers
teaching in the seminary. The provincial of New York, Brother
Daniel Devitt, had made a similar option for Kenya a year earlier.
Brother Maurice and his council wanted to avoid closing more
districts in response to their countries’ legitimate struggle for self262
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determination. After serious reflections in December 1973 to understand “the difficulties our missionaries in Africa are having with the
total Africanization of our works,”264 they came to the conclusion
that both the missionaries and the local brothers accepted the principle of native-born leadership, but the ways the principle was
being put into practice were causing the local brothers to suffer unduly.
The council arrived at six imperatives to give to major superiors as guidelines for healing the polarization:
– Start no works that the Africans would not be able to continue.
– Missionaries prepare African brothers to take charge of
present works.
– Think more of the good of the general population rather than
of the elite.
– Always operate out of the mentality of the local people, not
out of our own.
– Give priority of formation to those capable of leading
without neglecting the others.
– Accept that results might not be immediate, spectacular, or
rapid.265
Despite the ambiguities stirred up by the socio-political conditions in countries where expatriates and native sons saw their
shared mission very differently, Brother Maurice and his council
held the institute firm in its missionary ideal and in its commitment
to the growth of the young churches. They gave steady support to
local brothers aspiring to roles of communal authority while calling
missionaries to express their zeal through service.
The general council synthesized all it had heard, learned, and
discussed about collaboration and tensions between missionaries
264
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and local brothers in a dossier it presented to the 1976 general
chapter. Its “Working document on the Missions and Districts”266
proposed two overreaching ideals to superiors of mission lands:
– to sustain the missions because the implantation of religious
life is a creative contribution to the Christian life of young
churches;
– to affirm the powerful witness of brotherly love given by
local communities composed of brothers of different ethnic
and national origins.
As a way of translating those ideals into action in places where
local bishops were calling us, Brother Maurice and the assistants,
by now specialists in experimentation, conceived another innovation – ad hoc missionary teams [équipes volantes]. We did not have
the personnel to establish permanent new missions, so their idea
was to create temporary teams comprising brothers from different
sectors and even from different institutes who would go where calls
to mission were urgent. Unlike traditional missionaries, they would
not make a permanent implantation or own any works but would
support local works in need of an infusion of experienced personnel. In 1973 they put together a team to work in the minor seminary of Lingondo, Zaire. Depending directly on the general council,
it included two brothers from France, Brothers Jean Déléage and
Régis Grange; Brother Paul Cauchon from Chile; Brother Armand
Boisvert of Madagascar, and Brother Jean Beloin of Sherbrooke.
Brother Maurice watched closely the dynamic tensions of intercultural life in the provinces and districts of the southern hemisphere. In the indigenous brothers he witnessed growth both in
numbers of professions as well as in self-confidence. In the missionaries he saw resolute achievement and varying degrees of cultural attachment to their countries of origin. He worked tactfully but
firmly with the provincials and regionals to resolve conflicts in
266
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healthy ways. To validate the voice of the local brothers and to
make sure it was heard by the major superiors of the institute, he invited brothers native to each of six developing countries to participate in RSMI-74: Senegal, Cameroon, Madagascar, Zambia,
Lesotho, and Haiti. At the start of the general chapter of 1976, he
was proud to point out the contributions of fifteen brothers representing fourteen districts.

GENERAL CHAPTER OF 1976
The general council acted as the preparation committee for the
1976 general chapter, and it didn’t take long to agree that, above all,
they did not want yet another chapter spending all its time
amending and approving legislative texts. The chapter of 19681970, and before it, that of 1964, had no choice but to produce document after document in writing the new rule, to the exclusion of
facing some urgent real-life needs. The council saw the danger that,
with the six-year period of experimentation reaching its deadline,
there would be a temptation to fall back into editorial mode. To
avoid the specter of a chapter up to its waist in documents, the general council argued that the chapter should focus not on how the
letter of the rule is written but on how the spirit of the rule is being
lived.
Once assembled July 15, the members of the chapter roundly
agreed and named a central committee to build an agenda to that effect. First off, there would be reports from each entity to paint a
composite picture of life in the institute. Then, the delegates would
judge to what extent the experimental rule has led to spiritual and
apostolic renewal by answering the questions, How are our consecration, our community life and our apostolate being renewed? Are
they leading us to conversion? Finally, there would be a time for
voting on recommendations and ordinances for concrete actions to
deepen the revitalization of the institute.
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Before embarking on the proposed method, which the central
committee called “see, judge, and act,” however, the committee
needed to ask the assembly to show its support for extending the ad
experimentum period for six more years. That would mean two
things. First, the delegates would need to extend the general
council’s authority to keep making innovative adaptations. Then
they would have to adopt a hands-off policy toward the 1970 rule,
agreeing to live with it as is for now. The central committee was in
effect asking the chapter to put on hold one of its legislative
powers, that of revising the rule, until the next general chapter.
Overall, the assembly saw the wisdom of the proposal since
numerous changes since Vatican II were still in their first phase and
needed time to mature. As for the 1970 text, one delegate granted
that it fit us, but like a pair of new shoes that needed to be broken
in. More time would be needed to make it our own.
In the perspective of Brother Maurice, “the decision to maintain the experimental status of our Rule of Life expresses in itself
the desire for collective conversion to the gift the Spirit made to us
at the chapter of 1968-70. By the decision, the institute wanted to
give itself more time to make it part of our life, to explore more attentively its richness, to enter fully into its inner dynamism, in a
word, to incarnate it in our daily lives.”267
Not everyone agreed with the “hands off the rule” decision.
Brother Esteban Re, provincial of Argentina, was the most vocal.
Saying that he had come to the chapter precisely to repair the flaws
in the rule, he threatened to resign his seat if the policy restricting
delegates’ powers were to be adopted. It was adopted and he did resign. After the vote, he got up from his desk on the chapter floor
and took a place among the observers. During a break after the
vote, other delegates tried in vain to explain the assembly’s rationale, but Brother Esteban remained unconvinced. He completed
the chapter as an observer.
267
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In recognition of his concerns and of the desire of other delegates to remedy the new rule’s admitted limitations, the chapter
passed a series of ordinances maintaining the ad experimentum text
for another six years, but directing the general council to establish
an international rule revision committee.268 That committee’s task
would be to collect input from throughout the institute and to
present a draft of proposed revisions to the general chapter of 1982
as a step before asking for definitive approval from the Holy See.

DYNAMICS OF THE CHAPTER
The chapter first gave careful attention to reports of the Reverend Brother and of the twenty-eight sectors of the institute. To
study the realities revealed in the reports, the delegates formed discernment commissions to analyze our strengths and weaknesses.
Each commission, in an effort to avoid multiplying ordinances, was
asked to make recommendations which would serve as resources
for ongoing formation and animation. The goal was the ongoing
conversion of our hearts in the spirit of renewal.
The tenor of the proceedings was one of overwhelming support
and appreciation for the work of renewal accomplished by Brother
Maurice and the general council during its six-year term. Many delegates had been at the 1968-70 chapter and appreciated how the
general council had worked with them since then. In particular, the
assembly endorsed the council’s open style of governance, marked
by collegiality and close work with major superiors. It also confirmed study proposals the general council had made in preparation
for the chapter, such as its study of the structure of districts and of
the experience of priesthood.
The chapter’s most powerful sign of gratitude was its spontaneous renewal of the general council’s leadership during the elec268
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tions which took place August 7-9, later in the chapter than customary. It resoundingly re-elected Brother Maurice superior general
on the first ballot and returned all but two assistants. Brother LéoPaul Trudel had passed away in 1973 without being replaced.
Elected for a second term were Brothers Jean-Charles Daigneault of
Arthabaska, 1st assistant; Marcel Rivière of New Orleans, 2nd assistant; and Jacques Rondeau of Ottawa, 4th assistant. Newly elected
assistants were Brothers Julián Gómez of Spain, 3rd; Lionel Goulet
of Australia, 5th; and Ángel (Julián) Moraza of Colombia, 6th. The
chapter also reconfirmed Brother René Bonnard as general secretary and Brother Bruno Bergeron as general treasurer. In a word,
the chapter voted for continuity.
In reporting the acts of the chapter, Reverend Brother Maurice
admitted that they contained “nothing poetic.” “The delegates did
not pronounce solemn declarations; they did not spend much time
studying the core of our consecration or the essentials of our apostolate. Rather, they prayed together. The Church and the institute
were at the center of their reflections.”269 He believed that the
chapter had been an experience of deepening conversion for the
delegates themselves and promised that he would follow up with
circulars presenting the texts they adopted as expressions of their
conversion.

APOSTOLIC ANIMATION
What Brother Maurice and his renewed council retained as the
most important recommendation of the chapter of 1976 was its call
for increased apostolic animation.270 The committee leading the discussion of apostolic needs had posed a question that bordered on
the cynical: “Do our so-called Catholic schools have goals gen269
270
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uinely deriving from the Gospel?” The assembly resonated with the
question and ended by making two strong recommendations:
– “during the next six-year period, that the apostolic animation of
the brothers be emphasized, without neglecting their spiritual animation;
– “that means be made available to guide the brothers in evaluating
the evangelical quality of their works.”271

Since the issues were urgent in light of the founder’s charism
and since they affected the whole institute, the chapter asked the
general council to take direct responsibility for both.
Brother Maurice was bothered by the language of the first of
the recommendations because it implied that apostolic revitalization
and spiritual revitalization are two competing realities. To show that
both dimensions are one, he wrote a circular which could best be
called an apostolic spirituality of the Sacred Heart. He entitled it We
are present to them in the Heart of Christ.272
The circular was a remarkable departure from the approach to
the Sacred Heart taken by previous superiors general. Brother Josaphat had entitled his, The Sacred Heart and Me; Brother Jules had
written Devotion to the Sacred Heart. In both of those titles we find
ourselves and the Lord, but neither alludes to young people or the
contemporaries we serve in the apostolate. Brother Maurice, on the
other hand, strikingly places them at the heart of his title and consequently at the center of our spirituality. On the circular’s first page
he insists on the primacy of announcing to others the love we discover
in the heart of Jesus. Thereby he makes his claim: our Ametur Cor
Jesu requires a spirituality of two lungs breathing in unison – filling
themselves with both the Spirit of Jesus and the spirit of the young.
The circular was a turning point. It re-interprets our traditional
spirituality in a way that is richer and more attainable to brothers
271
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totally involved in the active apostolate. Rather than drawing its inspiration from the apparitions to Saint Margaret Mary, which require dimming down our active intuitions to put on a contemplative
outlook, Brother Maurice bases it on scripture, where Jesus reveals
the love in his heart directly through apostolic action – to the
beloved disciple, to the Twelve, to the crowds, and on the cross.
Rather than promote traditional devotions, particularly private
ones, he cites the rule’s wisdom that the celebration of the Eucharist, communion with others and with the wider Church, is our
way of returning love for Love. Rather than limiting our spirituality
to times of personal encounter with Jesus, he would have us alternate between contemplating the Lord’s pierced heart and contemplating our brothers around us who are bearing a heavy cross as
well as our students and contemporaries victimized by violence or
injustice. Our institute’s response to the love of the heart of Jesus,
Brother Maurice believes, should be modeled on the response of
André Coindre, who burned with active compassion for young
people in need and who sprang into action to rescue those who
were poor, orphaned, ignorant, and in prison.
During his second term, Brother Maurice led his council in
taking every opportunity to promote the revitalization of our apostolic works so that they would be more evangelical. The circular
Brother, what is your Mission? 273 was their direct response to the
chapter’s request for an instrument to use at the local level to purify
apostolic intuitions and commitments.
They gave RSMI 1979 the theme, “To Evangelize the
Young,”274 taking inspiration from two successive synods, one on
evangelization and one on catechesis, both central to our apostolic
mission. This RSMI, organized with the same level of importance
as a chapter, gave a major impetus to Brother Maurice’s apostolic
animation. It created momentum for the major superiors to promote
273
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three imperatives essential for faith-based apostolic action:
– to form more brothers in the fields of catechesis and youth
ministry;
– to build apostolic communities in the houses; and
– to make explicit calls to faith, since witness by itself is not
sufficient to announce the Good News.
In a follow-up administrative circular, Brother Maurice provided the regionals and provincials with a detailed plan to put those
imperatives into operation.275
To be certain that its animation was not just words on paper,
the general council oriented its goals for the official visits of its sixyear term especially toward the apostolic life of the brothers.276 One
example will give an idea of the scope and seriousness of the
council’s commitment to apostolic animation. In Canada, it coordinated with the provincials a meeting bringing together local superiors and young brothers of the seven provinces from July 17 to August 6, 1977 to set goals and strategies for evangelization.

275
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SPOKESMAN TO THE HOLY FATHER

During his service in Rome, Brother Maurice knew four popes
and grew especially connected to Pope Paul VI, whose writings he
made his spiritual bread, above all Perfectæ caritatis and the other
Council documents of which Pope Paul was the eloquent voice.
Brother Maurice, in preparing circulars devoted to apostolic animation, made intimately his own the pontiff’s exhortation on religious
life, Evangelica testificatio (Witness to the Gospel). In a show of
affection and faith after Pope Paul died, Brother Maurice composed
a prayer service which he distributed for use in all the houses of the
institute.277
Given Brother Maurice’s respect and, in his own words, his
feelings of “filial piety” toward the Holy Father, we can imagine his
joy when he heard the news that Pope John Paul II, only three
277
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weeks into his papacy, wanted to meet in audience with the superiors general of men during their semiannual retreat November 24,
1978.
Brother Maurice’s ninety colleagues, both brother and priest
superiors general, chose him to be their spokesman to address the
Holy Father. He introduced each superior individually to the pope
according to pontifical protocol. Brother Jean-Charles Daigneault
describes what this extraordinary event meant to Brother Maurice:
It was an emotional moment with deep spiritual and ecclesial resonance. He was held in high esteem by the international circle of
Roman religious. His open, joyful personality, his tact, and his competence were widely appreciated. He was able to introduce each superior in four languages: French, English, Spanish, and Italian. He considered this papal audience to be an exceptional grace of communion
with the Church. What he experienced there fed his love for the
Church for the rest of his life.278

As momentous as the audience of 1978 was, it turned out to be
only a prelude to what was for Brother Maurice a much more important – and audacious – exchange with the same pope. Once
again he was called to challenge his superior. The institutes of
brothers asked him to present them and all the brothers in the
Church to the Holy Father in a special audience January 12, 1980.
Over 1,000 brothers from clerical and lay institutes had assembled
in the hall. On their behalf, Brother Maurice told the pope that
70,000 religious brothers made up about one-fourth of all religious
men, but that, “faced with certain difficulties in their life, at grips
also with tendencies or facts which sometimes seem to stand
against the conciliar statements, some brothers, especially our
young brothers, question the value of their vocation in the midst of
the people of God.”279
278
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The point of Brother Maurice’s address was to ask the pope for
a message tailored for brothers to show the esteem the Church has
for our vocation. Using diplomatic understatement, he was voicing
the discouragement being felt by superiors of institutes of brothers
over the fact that many in the hierarchy looked condescendingly on
brothers. He personally felt marginalized; for example, he was hurt
that no brothers had been invited to the universal synods on catechesis or evangelization. To Brother Maurice, the exclusion of brothers
from those synods was an astonishing oversight, even an insult,
given the wealth of experience that the institutes of teaching brothers
had contributed for generations in those domains of church ministry.
The pope, who as a young man had written a play entitled
God’s Brother about a Marxist revolutionary who became a Franciscan friar, confirmed to the brothers at the audience, “Your choice
of life is a profession of the evangelical counsels which is complete
in itself.” Beyond that statement from Perfectae caritatis, he offered a personal insight into the complementarity of our witness
and that of the secular laity.
“Brothers,” he said, “are at the welding point where human realities and the realities of the Church are joined, the earthly
kingdom with the kingdom of God. By your apostolic service,
which makes you present in the fields of education, labor, and
technology, you are called to be a liaison with the professional
and working worlds, playing an extremely important role in
helping to move those settings closer to the Church.”280

THE LONG ERA OF EXPERIMENTATION
Brother Maurice’s two terms of office as superior general,
taken together, were a unique phenomenon in the institute’s history.
He was given a mandate to lead an unparalleled era of experimentation, which could even be said to begin as early as six years before
280
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the 1970 chapter, during his term as first assistant. It was then that
he began his full-fledged response to the call of Vatican II for revitalization. During those eighteen years, the Council fathers and our
general chapters, having pulled up the anchor of certainty, weighted
him with unprecedented trust to steer the bark of André Coindre
and Brother Polycarp through an uncharted sea. At no time since
the decree of approbation of 1894 giving us the status of a pontifical institute did a superior general have to exercise authority in
such a destabilizing juridical vacuum.
Brother Maurice understood all along what was at risk. In
opening his very first circular, he wrote, “During this period of religious renewal and of wide-ranging experiments, some among us
may be under the impression that our boat is at the mercy of the
winds and that it will be impossible to find our way once again to
the security of a safe landing.” His unique charism was an unfailing
gift of trust: “Shouldn’t such a time be rather the occasion for
humbly facing up to the natural limitations of man and a joyous
recognition of, and gratitude for, the transcendence of God?”
Evoking the fishermen on Lake Tiberius, he committed himself to
work with all his human energy and ingenuity, inspired by the invocation Sacred Heart of Jesus, I trust in you. His anchor was his belief that the Lord spoke to him “through the happenings of every
day”281 in the voice of the brothers, of their chapters, of his councilors, and of the events around them.
We have seen over and over how open and creative Reverend
Brother Maurice and the general council were in responding with
faith to those voices. Some were asking for changes in institute structures. As early as 1970, an unprecedented merger was his response to
a special “constitutive chapter” of the three provinces of France
which voted in July of that year to draw closer together to face an
uncertain future. 282 The three former provinces presented the name
281
282
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of Brother Jacques Guillaumond for provincial; the Province of
France held its first unified chapter at Christmas of 1970. Brothers
Maurice and Jean-Charles animated two retreats to help the French
brothers take the steps of faith needed to deepen the merger.
Other sectors called upon still more ingenuity to adapt government structures to the needs of the brothers and the times. At the request of Canadian provincials, the council gave permission to divide large communities into two or more smaller “fraternities”
within the same house to enhance personal relationships and the
sharing of decisions.283 In 1972 the district of Côte d’Ivoire was
given new statutes placing it under the double sponsorship of Montréal and of France.284 Brother Jacques Dorion (Montréal) became
its regional superior, succeeding Brother Bertrand Cloutier (Montréal). At the request of the province of Granby and its district in
Brazil, the general council created still another experimental structure, that of vice-province, in May, 1980, giving the brothers autonomy in personnel, finances, and animation. Its first vice-provincial was Brother Gilles Ferland.
The long era of experimentation was due to expire with the
convocation of the general chapter of 1982. It would meet to voice
the needs of an institute vastly different from the one which had
elected the extraordinary general chapter of 1968-1970. What made
the difference? The liberating, consultative, and creative leadership
of Brother Maurice, who was on the general council for eighteen
years, twelve at its helm. We have only to flip through the centennial album of the Annuaire285 and compare the group photo of the
1968 extraordinary chapter with that of the chapter of 1982 to find
a visual metaphor for the scope of change wrought during the era of
experimentation. Brother Maurice, its agent and guiding spirit, is
the only brother in the front row of both photos.
283
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REPORT TO THE GENERAL CHAPTER OF 1982
Reverend Brother Maurice’s preparation for the general chapter
of 1982 culminated in his composition of the report on the state of
the institute required of the superior general. Because he wrote it
himself without active collaboration by the general council, it affords a more personal glimpse of Brother Maurice than the circulars, which were, as we have seen, a team effort.

Questionings
He starts his report to the chapter by giving elaborate statistical
analyses of the state of the institute’s personnel in the in thirty-one
countries where we have works. His thoroughness reveals the depth
of questionings he has been harboring over the worrisome number
of brothers who departed during his term of office. He calls the departures a “hemorrhage.”
In his report he stays on the analytical level: The number of departures exceeded the number of entrances by 73; 1977 and 1981
were peak years for the loss of brothers. When he began his first
term, there were 2,488 brothers. When he was re-elected in 1976
there were 2,042. As he writes this final report, there are 1,828.
During his second term, 136 temporary professed brothers withdrew, and he signed indults of secularization for 135 perpetual professed. Some of those who asked for papers were extremely sensitive cases of men in key leadership roles, including provincials and
directors of formation.
Brother Jean-Charles, who was as much a confidant as a first
assistant, saw beyond the figures and into Brother Maurice’s sense
of loss and struggle:
Brother Maurice never complained. He kept absolute discretion
about the painful personnel cases he had to deal with. Each
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person’s story is sacred; he respected every dimension of it. It
was the same for a group of brothers who seemed to be
straying. When he approached me seeming overwhelmed, it
was only because the trial was too heavy for him to bear
alone.286

As Brother Maurice comes to the close of the report, he too
uses the words trial and sufferings, whose depth becomes clear in
the discomforting litany of open-ended questions he raises about
what might have caused the loss of so many brothers.
“Is it due to lack of the right structures to support the demands
of religious life? To the imbalance between the vertical and the
horizontal dimensions of our lives? To a lack of depth in initial
and ongoing formation? To works which are too individualistic
and not inspired sufficiently by our original charism? Might it
be a purification willed by God to elicit a genuine commitment
to the evangelical counsels on the part of those who persevere?”287

The questioner finds no answers in which to take refuge. Nevertheless, his last official paragraphs written as superior general fall
back on mature hope: “Life has to do with ordinary everyday realities made of shadow and light, of success and failure. But all is
grace. … Let us not close our hearts, but let us listen for the Lord’s
voice.”288

Loss
One of the core traits of Brother Maurice was his attachment to
those on his team and in his community. Brother Jean-Charles described the strong fraternal bonds which he formed with those
286
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whom he came to know well in the mutual exchange of working on
common projects. Brother Maurice “knew each one and was sensitive to each one’s human and spiritual gifts”; he “got to know and
love those on his team at an ever deeper level.”289 In the chapter report, Brother Maurice alluded directly to his personal suffering and
the collective heartbreak of the whole general administration over
the loss of an unheard-of number of deaths, some quite tragic,
among beloved members of his inner circle.
In 1973 he mourned the death of Brother Paul Trudel, assistant,
former provincial of Madagascar and sub-director of the grand
novitiate. In 1977, during a visit to Colombia, Brother Julián
Gómez, assistant and former provincial of Spain, died in the arms
of Brother José Ignacio Carmona, master of novices, amid the
wreckage of a terrible tour bus accident. Brother René Bonnard,
general secretary and right arm of the general council in its role of
animation, was killed suddenly after being hit by a car in Rome.
Brother Stanislas Roux, long-time archivist, died in 1980, as did
Brother Ángel Moraza, assistant and former regional of Colombia,
of cancer, after lingering three painful months bedridden in Rome.
Brother Bruno Bergeron, general treasurer, procurator to the Holy
See and legal representative to Italy, passed away in 1981.
The resignation of Brother Jacques Rondeau, 6th assistant, in
1979 deepened the sense of loss and attrition among what had been
a cohesive and dynamic team. By the end of Brother Maurice’s
second term, there remained only three of the six assistants elected
in 1976: Brothers Jean-Charles, Marcel, and Lionel. Brother
Joaquín González had been recruited from Spain in 1977 to reinforce the team, and Brother René Boucher, former novice master in
Sénégal, was called to Rome in 1979 to fill the void in the office of
general secretary.
As the general chapter of 1982 approached, the depleted
council rallied to prepare for it, chiefly by setting into motion a spe289
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cial commission for the revision of the 1970 rule with a view to
Vatican approval and the expiration of the era of experimentation.
We will pick up the thread of the Rule of Life in the account of the
general administration of 1982-1988, whose responsibility it would
be to bring the twelve years ad experimentum to conclusion.

CONVERSION TO THE CONSECRATED LIFE
What set Brother Maurice apart from his immediate successors
and from many of his contemporaries was that during his forties he
lived through a profound theological conversion. He was among the
clairvoyant pioneers in the Church to whom a broader vision of religious life was revealed and then confirmed by the Council. With
these forerunners, he received a charism to approach religious life
from the perspective of God rather than from the perspective of
human anxiety.
In the prevailing view of religious life as a state of perfection,
religious harbored no small amount of anxiety about how to assure
their salvation. The stated end of our institute was for us to “help
each other to attain eternal happiness” 290 and to “labor for [our]
own sanctification.”291 Our rules and constitutions were lists of prescriptions about what we needed to do in order to earn God’s good
grace and to avoid dangers to our salvation.292 Brother Maurice
came to understand, along with writers who were his contemporaries, such Fathers Donald Goergen, OP, and Louis Bouyer, who
wrote widely about the psychology and theology of religious, that
such a spirituality has a “semi-Pelagian tendency.” 293
In their view and that of Brother Maurice after his conversion
290
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from a human- to a God-centered perspective, religious are earthen
vessels consecrated as a free gift of God, who always does the
calling and the consecrating. “Our consecration relies on divine
strength which begets both the willing and the doing.”294 Brother
Maurice grew to understand that what we do has no power to acquire salvation or to sanctify ourselves; rather it offers a humble
and grateful response to the free saving gifts of God.
Nowhere is the conversion which the Church lived through
during the 1960’s and 1970’s stated more clearly than in the dogmatic constitution on the Church, Lumen gentium: “The followers
of Christ are called by God, not because of their works, but according to his own purpose and grace. They are justified in the Lord
Jesus, because in the baptism of faith they truly become children of
God and sharers in the divine nature. In this way they are really
made holy.”295 That dogmatic statement about the free gift of grace
found its way into the first two articles of the 1970 rule, which were
composed by the committee of which Brother Maurice was president.
What the Council and the Rule of Life say in theological language, Brother Maurice says in simpler terms:
Religious life is not made up of a series of unchanging vocal
prayers. It is not a simple question of fidelity to exterior observances. It is not necessarily associated with austerity, mortification or renunciation. Our religious life is not primarily a question of horarium, of habit, of prayer formulas, or of pedagogical
methods. Neither is it the cultivation of religious sentiment. The
consecrated life takes place at a much deeper and more intimate
level: we live it from within ourselves.296

God does not consecrate us for ourselves, believed Brother
Maurice. Rather, the consecration which God accomplishes in us
294
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through baptism and profession is primarily to empower us for the
service of love in the world. Only secondarily is it a gift of personal
holiness.297
Brother Maurice’s chief legacy is his passion for sharing his
own liberating and revitalizing conversion with the whole institute,
where he made himself exorbitantly present to the brothers –
through RSMI meetings, visits, commissions, circulars, retreats,
Rule of Life sessions, and numerous writings. Brother Jean-Charles
said in his eulogy at the funeral of Brother Maurice, “No one was
able to count the letters that he wrote. … We know that from 1976
to 1982 there were more than a thousand writings.”298 Brother
Marcel Rivière, 2nd assistant, called Brother Maurice “the incarnation” of the spirit of conversion to a new model of religious life
which takes for granted the giftedness, freedom, and personal responsibility of each consecrated member. “He lived his faith and his
trust in the Holy Spirit who sanctified our founders and continues
that sanctifying action throughout the institute today.”299
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RESUMING PROVINCE SERVICE
After the 1982 general chapter, Brother Maurice returned to
Canada, but not to rest. Ever a believer that he was consecrated for
the apostolate, he returned to the world of university formation for
a year as director of the Pavilion André Coindre in Cap-Rouge. He
then spent two years teaching mathematics and English at
Arthabaska College. Beginning in 1988, at the age of seventy, he
answered the call to become provincial secretary; for seven years
he assured that service through the two terms of office of Brother
Jean-Charles Daigneault, who was elected provincial of Arthabaska
after eighteen years in Rome. After the province of Sherbrooke reunited in 1995 with Arthabaska, Brother Maurice served as assistant secretary in the provincial administration of Brother Claude
Dubreuil. He also served as coordinator of multiple services of hospitality, formation, and outreach to immigrants in the Arthabaska
community.
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The brothers there had the joy of celebrating his 70th anniversary of consecrated life in June of 2005. However, by September 4
he fell ill and was hospitalized for urgent care in Trois-Rivières. It
is fitting that Brother Jean-Charles, his life-long brother and close
companion through their years of collegial service of authority,
write the final words of the story of his exemplary and transformative life.
The closing days of the summer of 2005 were darkened by the
sudden death of Brother Maurice. The morning of September 5,
the rupture of an aortal aneurism sent him to his risen Lord. We
were accustomed to the light he radiated into our lives. Even
during his waning years crowning a long, generous, and fruitful
career, Brother Maurice was for us a reference point and a man
of exceptional service.300

A blessing Brother Maurice wrote in Rome in 1994, during the
last general chapter he would attend by right of office as former superior general, expresses a gift of his which this account has failed
to treat adequately: his service of fervent prayer. He blessed the incoming Reverend Brother with these words: “O Jesus, in the footsteps of Father Coindre and Brother Polycarp, Rule of Life in hand,
may we all live in unity animated by the fire of Love burning in
your heart, you who live and reign with the Father in the unity of
the Holy Spirit.”301
Prayer came to him spontaneously. He interrupted his circular
on the spirituality of the heart of Jesus with a flight of prayer302
which it would be well to re-publish and preserve for posterity so
that the originality of his apostolic spirituality might live on in the
institute. To pray his prayer as he did, we need to place ourselves in
his beloved chapel of Arthabaska before the mosaic he designed. It
represents the cosmos filled by a huge but tender crucifix stretching
300
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to take on the full dimensions of the universe, at whose center is the
wounded side of the Savior.303
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PRAYER OVER THE WORLD
You are the center of the whole universe.
In you everything in heaven and on earth was created,
in you everything continues in being.
From your heart wells up the love that unites the faithful
and draws all humanity to the Father.
When I am in your presence, Lord, how can I forget
what I have seen and heard going on around me?
I relive once more the events that I have witnessed.
I bring to you, Lord, all of humanity and its immense need.
Show us how to comfort human suffering.
Help us to chase from our world all despair and hatred.
Make us active agents of your reign of love.
Point us the way toward those who have the greatest need for you.
Amen.
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Reverend Brother Jean-Charles Daigneault SC
Superior General 1982-1988
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FOREWORD
The whole term of Reverend Brother Jean-Charles Daigneault
fell during the papacy of John Paul II, who shaped the legacy of
Vatican II and the post-conciliar church. The voting at the council
had been almost unanimous, with its four major dogmatic constitutions approved by overwhelming margins: On the Church 2,151 to
5; On Revelation 2,344 to 6; On the Liturgy 2,147 to 4; and On the
Church in the Modern World 2,309 to 75.304
John Paul’s implementation of the constitutions during the
post-conciliar period was marked by contestation and polarization.
Restorationists and reformers were painfully divided over the best
way to deal with papal and episcopal authority, participation in the
liturgy, collegiality, ecumenism, religious education, and the life of
faith.305
Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre’s letter of protest to the pope over
“false religious liberty,”306 the silencing of liberation theologians
Gustavo Gutierrez and Leonardo Boff, 307 and the revocation of
Hans Kung’s teaching license308 made world headlines. The media
also bannered the Cologne Declaration,309 in which theologians
from eight European countries aimed a battery of public criticisms
at the curia led by John Paul310 and Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger.
304
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Catholic scholars during Reverend Brother Jean-Charles’ term
saw that John Paul had chosen as his role to protect the institutional church and to instill loyalty to papal teaching authority.311
After a critical statement signed by sixty-three Italian theologians,
the pope reminded Italian bishops that, since ‘’truth has been specially entrusted to the apostles and their successors,’’ there is no
room for ‘’open or stealthy forms of a parallel and alternative magisterium.’’312
John Paul assembled a synod of bishops in 1985 to take stock
of the twenty years elapsed since Vatican II. The bishops’ input fell
into three groups. Those associated with the curia were pessimistic;
they held that the church is a supernatural mystery, “an island of
grace in a world given over to sin.” The bishops from Canada,
Britain, and the United States praised the progress toward the
Council’s aim of greater church communion, but criticized prelates
who failed to carry through the reforms. And the third group, the
bishops from Asia, Africa, and Latin America, favored a preferential option for the poor. The church must not retreat into itself, they
held, but must fearlessly defend and promote personal dignity and
freedom from oppression even if it means becoming politically involved.313
As a consequence of the wide fault lines within the Church
during the post-conciliar years, Reverend Brother Jean-Charles enjoyed neither the broad Vatican consensus which had affirmed
Brother Maurice Ratté nor the positive sense of solidarity with the
pontiff which had given Brothers Josaphat and Jules energy for
promoting, in a spirit of willing obedience, the hopeful promise of
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aggiornamento. Nevertheless, Reverend Brother Jean-Charles pursued that promise with all the gifts of his gracious personality. He,
along with his counterpart superiors general in other institutes, felt
that their exchange with the curia was more like playing tug of war
than forging bonds of communion.
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CONTINUING THE RENEWAL
The election of a new general administration by the 30th General Chapter in July 1982314 was smooth and predictable. Brother
Jean-Charles, former provincial of Arthabaska, with twelve years of
experience as first assistant, was named superior general. The
chapter also re-elected three other incumbent assistants who had
been spearheading the renewal effort in collaboration with Reverend Brother Maurice Ratté. Brother Lionel Goulet and Brother
Marcel Rivière had served twelve years alongside Brother JeanCharles. Brother Joaquín Gonzales had joined them in 1977. The
three were elected on the first ballot for first, second, and third assistant, respectively.
To this highly experienced cadre the chapter quickly added
with overwhelming votes two assistants who were filling leadership
roles in the movement of aggiornamento in different parts of the institute: Brother Jean Roure, former provincial in France, and
Brother Jesús Marín, provincial councilor in Spain. Brother Fernand Raymond, of the Province of Sherbrooke, a theology student
in Rome, completed the council.315
It was plain that the chapter was looking to name an administration in continuity with the two transformative terms of Brother
Maurice Ratté, who, with and through his team, had energetically
accompanied the institute through twelve years of experimentation
in how to live the mystery of consecrated life envisaged by Vatican
II. Had Brother Maurice been eligible for re-election to a third term,
314
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there is reason to believe that the chapter would have named him to
complete the passage from experimentation to full ratification of
the transformed Rule of Life and structures. The chapter could not
retain the superior general for a third term, so it re-confirmed his
team to keep alive the spirit of renewal.
Without doubt, the first on the team was Brother Jean-Charles.
Brother Marcel Rivière, himself one of its key players, captures the
mind of the chapter as it chose Reverend Brother Jean-Charles on
the very first ballot:
Jean-Charles was very present everywhere he lived or went.
He lived dedication and enthusiasm and it was evident to all. By
nature, Jean-Charles was a leader. … He had a vision, and with
his bosom friend, Brother Maurice Ratté, saw the future clearly
and worked tirelessly to see it arrive.316

The long-term closeness and effectiveness of the two visionary
leaders was clear to the 1982 chapter. Their collaboration, to be
continued during and after the chapter, was a precious grace of subsidiarity and collegiality that the delegates wanted to perpetuate at
the most visible level of the institute.
Brother Jean-Charles would serve only a single term as superior general. However, so important was he as first assistant to
Brother Maurice, who empowered him and all the assistants with
important responsibilities and accorded to his first assistant unprecedented trust, that we can almost say Brother Jean-Charles led
the institute for three terms. His term and the two he shared with
Brother Maurice must be considered as integral, like a relay. What
one started, the other completed.
“My first objective,” said the new Reverend Brother, “was to
carry on the superb work of Brother Ratté but with my own personal gifts. That meant completing where possible the projects already underway and making new choices according to the changing
needs of the brothers.” He did not consider his gift to be the art of
316
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communication. “Few words in my service of authority. I decided
to lead by listening. With time, I became more and more of a listener. I listened to one and all. In this intimacy, the brothers discovered a superior at ease with himself, but a bit timid.” 317 Brother
Claude Cloutier said, “When speaking with Jean-Charles, it is impossible not to sense with what attention he is listening.”318
Brother Jean-Charles’ term culminated an eighteen-year movement of discernment, experimentation, and establishment of the reforms of the Second Vatican Council, for which he was a leading
protagonist. Together the two superiors general from the province
of Arthabaska breathed new life into the institute while pioneering
an attractive approach to authority marked by a spirit of brotherly
collaboration. Theirs was truly a fraternal service of authority. The
history of the superiors general gives no precedent for the concentrated sharing of authority and mutual support between superior
general and first councilor that Brothers Maurice and Jean-Charles
achieved. It was a unique grace.
As superior general, Brother Jean-Charles continued Brother
Maurice’s team approach to the service of authority by sharing with
his assistants important roles and responsibilities. For example,
during his first two years, he confided to Brothers Jesús and Marcel
the preparation of a guide for initial formation; Brothers Joaquín
and Fernand took on the evaluation of priesthood; Brother Lionel
drafted a directory for the functioning of the general house; Brother
Jean Roure took responsibility for thoroughgoing research into the
life and times of André Coindre.319
Another area of continuity was the general council’s ongoing
reliance upon general officers for important responsibilities.
Brother Louis-Regis Ross, formerly director of the Spiritual Session of Rome (SSIR), who was named general treasurer by the
chapter, was asked to undertake a study of the financial reports of
317
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the provinces and districts. Brother René Boucher, re-named general secretary, continued his prodigious work begun in 1979 of editing the final revisions of the Rule of Life.

FIRST PRIORITY: THE RULE OF LIFE
After taking office, Brother Jean-Charles and his council considered seeking approbation of the Rule of Life the “most important
work” 320 of the general council during the first part of its six-year
term. That is enough of a reason to begin this account of his mandate by chronicling the evolution of the new Rule from its days as
an experimental text during the 1970’s through each step leading to
the signing of its decree of approbation by Cardinal Eduardo Francisco Pironio on March 19, 1984.
When Brother Maurice Ratté promulgated the experimental
Rule in 1970, he presented it as a triptych whose contents unfold in
three sequential panels: God gathers us … and consecrates us … for
a service of prayer and apostolate.321 Its component documents add
a second dimension to the triptych: rules, constitutions, and directories, hinged together in parallel, complement one another. The story
of how this triptych came together to replace the little black book
which Reverend Brother Urcize had promulgated under the seal of
the Sacred Congregation of Religious in 1927, demonstrates that
the new Rule of Life was written in three interconnected phases,
like legs of a transatlantic flight.
Brother Jean-Charles’ time on the general council spans all
three legs. He was in the cockpit from start to finish. Indeed, he
boarded the plane well ahead of time, pulled it away from the gate,
taxied it, co-piloted its take-off and its flight plan, and maneuvered
it through turbulence. After taking charge as captain, by the time he
320
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landed the flight at its destination, he had become wholly identified
with its direction as well as with the new landscape in which he had
touched down.
Not so much an author or editor of the new rule, Brother JeanCharles was more its proponent and an embodiment of its vision.
As superior, he was less attuned to perfecting its text and more focused on the Brother—the human being, the searcher, the sufferer—living out our new covenant. He called the Rule “a grace
that each brother must embrace.”322 At the general chapter of 1988,
in his report on the state of the institute, he sketched out an engaging composite portrait of the typical Brother of the Sacred Heart
living through the ambiguities of embracing the Rule of Life.
He called his sketch an identikit, which, in the jargon of the press,
is an ID picture created by an artist from witnesses’ descriptions. With
verbal artistry he drew traits of the typical brother who was striving
to live the Rule, then concludes with a moment of self-disclosure:
I have a great deal of respect and admiration for this brother because he has just passed through twenty-five years of profound
changes in his religious and professional life. In more than one
way, he has had to relearn how to pray and relearn how to serve
the Church and the world. And the only thing stable that the future holds for him is stability in the midst of change. I love this
brother. Together we have rediscovered the brotherhood of our
baptism and the richness of our consecration.323

In more than one way this quote is a self-portrait of JeanCharles—the man and the Brother—who spent a third of his active
life listening to and accompanying his brothers while living interiorly a life-changing conversion based on trust in community to a
new synthesis of consecrated life. The quote also reminds us that
the years he spanned in various roles of authority were marked by
fragility and insecurity.
322
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AUTHOR OF A HISTORIC LETTER

Reverend Brother Jean-Charles’ retelling of the story of our
post-Council rules and constitutions offers more glimpses of selfdisclosure. A careful reading of the letter of request for the approval
of the Rule which he wrote to Cardinal Pironio, prefect of the Sacred Congregation for Religious and Secular Institutes 324 reveals
much about the man who wrote it. For one thing, it shows him, with
great delicacy, disclosing to the cardinal-prefect the story of our institute’s adherence to the Church’s call to conversion. For another,
it shows through Brother Jean-Charles’ eyes how he perceived the
actions of his three predecessors.
The story he tells the cardinal covers three stages. The first two
are already detailed in prior accounts325 of Reverend Brothers Josaphat, Jules, and Maurice. Those two stages can be abridged here to
save space for the third one, when Brother Jean-Charles becomes
superior general.
Although his predecessors guided the early stages, he was far
from a bystander or a minor character during their tenure; rather,
his sense of responsibility landed him leading roles. Known as
Brother Jacques in Arthabaska during the mandates of Reverend
Brothers Josaphat and Jules, he was, successively, a member of the
Canadian rule study commission, of the provincial chapter, and of
the provincial council—bodies which were pressing for more fundamental change than our Roman superiors were prone to allow.
Later he was a calm leading voice in both sessions of the extraordinary general chapter. Beginning in 1970, he was the indispensable first assistant to Reverend Brother Maurice on the general
council. His first-hand experience of general leadership made
324
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Brother Jean-Charles an expert witness to the events he reports to
the cardinal. Beyond that, so invested was he in the movement for
renewal that the stages in the development of the new rule are simultaneously milestones in the biography of his active life.

First Stage: Ferment 1963-1968
As Brother Jean-Charles tells it, the first stage of the writing of
the new rule began before Vatican II, during Reverend Brother Josaphat’s term, in January 1963. Dialogue between the superior general and the Canadian provincials showed a growing gap between
the rigid provisions of the 1927 Rule and the demands of the
brothers’ apostolic lives. Brother Josaphat and the general council,
foreseeing only minor adjustments, eventually asked provincial
councils to note what was obsolete and what changes were needed
for the good of the institute.
The general council, wanting to shape a revision to the
emerging directives of Vatican II, proposed a conservative text, Revision of the Constitutions, in the hope of using it as a working document for study at the extraordinary general chapter of 1968. The
delegates at that chapter had other ideas.
They, in Brother Jean-Charles’ words, “did not hesitate to let it
be known” that the revision should be more extensive than the one
the general council had printed.326 To supplant it, the chapter named
an international commission of seven members with the mandate to
elaborate a completely new text. It also published two booklets to
stimulate reflection and discussion by the brothers at the grass
roots: Address, and Texts of Animation. The latter was a set of spiritual reflections meant to become sections of an eventual new rule.
Between the lines and within the circumlocutions of Brother
Jean-Charles ’ diplomatic language to the cardinal, we can feel the
326
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tension that had fermented between the general council’s desire to
conserve the old rule and the chapter delegates’ insistence on a totally new text with a new theology and legislation adapted to their
lived reality.
Ours was not the only institute experiencing tension between
the law of rule and the active religious life of its members. Far from
it. In some quarters “life” was beginning to subvert “law.” According to many canonists, that was not a bad thing. Scholars of the
canon law of 1917 had become restless well before Vatican II about
the fact that “law had an unquestioned priority over life and theology.”327 Pope John XXIII saw from the outset that the reigning
canon law code and its mentality of “law over life” were out of
sync with the spirit he wanted to instill in Vatican II. Hence the ferment for change spread not only within religious congregations but
also in the institutional church.

Second Stage: Experience 1968-1979
The first stage of renewing the rule ended when it became clear
that the Council’s constitution on the church was baptizing life experience as a vehicle of the Holy Spirit equal to the law:
In docile response to the promptings of the Holy Spirit, the hierarchy accepts rules of religious life which are presented for its
approval by outstanding men and women, improves them further and then officially authorizes them.328

This second stage began when experience—that of the
founders’ charism and of the communal apostolic life in apostolic
institutes—gained precedence over law. Pope Paul VI, in his exhortation to religious in 1971 asked, “What attitude could you have
327
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other than a total surrender to the Holy Spirit who, working in the
Church, calls you to the freedom of the [children] of God?”329
Brother Jean-Charles repeats three times in his letter to Cardinal Pironio that the institute transferred responsibility for writing
the rule away from the highest levels—those in Rome—to “all the
brothers of the institute.” The superior general and council, with
Brother Jean-Charles as first among the councilors, saw it as their
role to “stimulate reflection and discussion at the grass roots.”330
In Brother Jean-Charles’ view, the seven brothers whom the
chapter named in 1968 as a permanent rule commission represented
the brothers at large. That commission went through a dozen rough
drafts incorporating input from “individuals or from groups from
nearly all parts of the institute.” Then it drafted several texts on
themes meant to become sections of an eventual new rule, which it
distributed to chapter delegates after they left Rome to return to
their home provinces. The delegates in turn sent back voluminous
responses. When the extraordinary chapter reconvened in 1970, the
commission presented to it a thoroughly re-worked text. The delegates “studied, modified or amplified, then approved” it and gave it
the title Rule of Life, comprising two parts: spiritual elements called
“Rule” and normative juridical elements called “Constitutions.”
Now that an experimental rule was ready, there was a need for
the brothers to test it in the living crucible of their apostolic communities. For six years the general administration “made serious efforts to have the spirit of the new legislation become part of the life
of the brothers.”331 “Life” and “law” needed time to interact. Institute-wide efforts to facilitate the interaction included circulars, retreats, commentaries, guidelines for experimentation, and meetings
of the major superiors of the institute in 1972 and 1976. Without
mentioning Brother Maurice as the motor of that wide array of ef-
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forts, Brother Jean-Charles shows his admiration for the superior
general with whom he worked side-by-side throughout the stage of
experimentation.
The stage of experience lasted through the general chapter of
1976, which, despite some disagreement, decided to keep the 1970
text unchanged until 1982. It believed that the first six years of experimentation had been too brief for the “interiorization of the
values offered by this Rule.” Besides, in some parts of the institute,
the writing of directories to apply the norms of the constitutions
specifically to each province and district had “hardly been
begun.”332
In our congregation as in others, those religious who wanted to
continue giving precedence to “law” over “life” had difficulty tolerating the stage of open experimentation. Nonetheless, Pope Paul VI
believed that stage two was a necessary passage in the renewal of
religious life. In an acknowledgement that the 1917 code of canon
law, to which many religious wanted to adhere, was made obsolete
by the Vatican Council, he permitted experiments contrary to the
code.333
Brother Jean-Charles does not give particulars to the cardinal
about the extent or nature of the experimentation which the institute
undertook during stage two, but he quotes Brother Maurice Ratté’s
concerns about the slow pace of writing of the directories. The
delay was due in great part to the provinces’ and districts’ need for
time to experiment at their level before adopting binding directory
legislation. Brother Jean-Charles wanted Pironio to understand
clearly the principle that directories would in time flesh out the
rather spare constitutions, lest the cardinal and his staff find the
Rule of Life wanting in precision.
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EVOLVING WITH CANON LAW
In his letter to the cardinal-prefect, Brother Jean-Charles makes
no reference to the evolving status of the revision of canon law
which Pope John XXIII had begun. During the years when religious
were busy in one stage or another of revising their constitutions, a
pontifical commission under the direct guidance of Pope Paul VI
was busy re-writing the entire code to recast it in the tenor of the
dogmatic constitutions and the decrees of Vatican II.
In 1977, while Brother Jean-Charles was first assistant, a draft
of canons governing consecrated life was circulated among conferences of religious superiors. The Canon Law Society of America
gave positive marks to the draft. It concluded that the new canons
were “much more compatible with the charismatic nature of religious life than the style reflected in the 1917 code.” And the religious men and women who received copies for evaluation said the
new canons were “a source of inspiration in moving forward with
the revision of constitutions.”334
Pope Paul VI validated the general council’s openness and patience
during the destabilizing stage of experimentation. In 1971 he wrote.
For some years now the greater part of religious institutes have
been generously dedicating themselves to experimenting–sometimes too hardily–with new types of constitutions and rules. We
know well and we are following with attention this effort at renewal
which was desired by the Council.335
By the time Brother Jean-Charles was superior general, Pope
John Paul II, elected four years prior in October, 1978, began to put
his more cautious mark on the process of renewal.336 A second draft
334
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of the canon law revision, which the new pope directed, was released for study in 1980. Many religious congregations, especially
of women, considered Pope John Paul’s version a step backwards
from the spirit of the Council. In response, the pontiff enlarged the
study commission and appointed more women.
Both the women’s and the men’s unions of superiors general
submitted comments to Cardinal Pericle Felici, who headed the
canon law revision commission until his death in 1982.337 The Sacred Congregation for Religious and Secular Institutes (SCRIS), directed by Cardinal Pironio, would ultimately be responsible for applying the new code to institutes’ revised constitutions.

Third Stage: Vatican Approbation 1979-1984
In his historic letter to Cardinal Pironio, Brother Jean-Charles
described the general council’s remote preparations for this final
stage, submission of a definitive text of the Rule of Life to SCRIS.
As a team, the council researched and published three workbooks containing excerpts of texts by André Coindre and Brother
Polycarp, as well as from the early rules of the institute. These primary sources were meant to enrich the brothers’ understanding of
our founding charism so they could judge revisions by it. Simultaneously, the general council consulted two members of SCRIS
about the 1970 text. SCRIS experts Father Ladislao Ravasi, C.P.,
and Father Giovanni Battista Fabrini, O.F.M. Cap., read and commented on it with suggestions to improve it or clarify the demands
of the emerging canon law.
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Rule of Life Revision Committee
The most important of the remote preparations was the creation
by the general chapter of 1976 of an international committee to produce a revised edition of the 1970 text. The first three ordinances of
that chapter confirmed that that text would remain in force all the
way through 1982, despite the fact that many valuable proposals for
revising it, generated throughout the phase of experience, had
flooded the chapter’s in-box.
The 1976 chapter, not wanting to short-circuit the experimentation process, decided not to discuss revision proposals for vote.
Rather, it gathered them in a file. That file would be a starting point
for an ad hoc revision committee charged with integrating them
into a revised text for presentation to the 1982 chapter.
The general council appointed the committee and spelled out
its mandate in 1979. 338 It named an international committee directed by Brother Marcel Rivière (2nd Assistant) and Brother René
Boucher (general secretary): Brothers Vicente Albeníz (Spain), Rosaire Bergeron (Cameroon), Bernard Couvillion (New Orleans),
and Jean Roure (France). The council gave the committee a detailed
job description, whose main points were to integrate rules and constitutions into a single text and to create separate chapters on the
Sacred Heart and on formation. The general council kept for itself
the job of writing a chapter on the service of authority.339
Brother René Boucher, the committee’s executive secretary, did
the extremely painstaking work of producing a draft revision that
took into account the opinions of Fathers Ravasi and Fabrini, the
file of proposals from the1976 general chapter, the directives of the
general council, and suggestions from the provinces and districts.
338
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He presented his work to the committee for detailed review. After
their first meeting in Rome in August 1979, committee members returned home to contact provincial and regional councils and ask
them to involve all the brothers in the revision process from January 1980 through February of 1981.
The council wanted to elicit lively participation by the
brothers: “The committee and the general council think it would be
impossible to make an adequate revision of the [1970] Rule of Life
without wide prior consultation in the provinces and districts.”340 It
asked province and regional councils to meet with each local community and to organize inter-community days of study to multiply
the brothers’ involvement.
The major superiors each made a synthesis of their consultations and sent it to Brother René, who convoked the committee
again in Rome in August 1981 to transform its draft revision into a
complete text with notes explaining all changes to be proposed to
the general chapter of 1982.

Presentation to the Chapter of 1982
The revision committee was surprised that some delegates and
observers at the chapter voiced significant opposition to its revisions. Several expressed their attachment to the 1970 text and their
opposition to integrating constitutions with rules. Others were
against merging the diverse articles on the Sacred Heart into a
single chapter. Nevertheless, a proposal to use the committee’s draft
as a basis for the chapter’s study passed by a vote of 42-11 with 7
abstentions.341
Reverend Brother Jean-Charles, chapter president during the
debate by virtue of his election as 13th superior general, reports the
340
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results of the chapter to the cardinal in this way: “The members …
used the texts prepared by the committee on the Rule of Life and the
general council. They made a detailed study of them chapter by
chapter; they modified what needed to be, and approved it in a first
and a second reading.”342 Without belaboring the point, Brother
Jean-Charles is careful to demonstrate the thoroughness of the
chapter process and the fail-safes built in to ensure unanimity,
values which marked his term as superior.
The 1970 Rule of Life had stood the test of twelve years of experience. The 1982 revisions incorporated experiments and suggestions from over thirty countries and from diverse cultures. The revised text bore up under intense scrutiny and clarifying reformulations until the chapter felt that it expressed well our identity, our
mission, our consecration, our service of authority, and our theology of saving grace flowing from the heart of Christ.

The final text
In sum, the delegates felt more at home in the revised 1970
Rule of Life than they had in its initial formulation. In it they placed
their hope, echoed in the words of Brother Jean-Charles at the end
of the chapter: “If we know how to hope, the meditative study of
our Rule of Life will become a miraculous catch in which the goodness of the Lord will be revealed. Our night will then be as clear as
day, as we sing in the Christmas liturgy.”343 His metaphor of night
might reveal something of the ambiguities through which he had
passed.
After directing the general council to submit the revised text
for approval to SCRIS, the chapter named Brothers René Sanctorum (France) and Conrad Pelletier (Granby) to review the quality
342
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of the French expression since the French original would be the official text delivered to SCRIS. After the chapter ended, Brother
Jean-Charles named two other chapter members, Brothers Maurice
Ratté (Arthabaska) and Raymond Barbe (Montréal), to make a final
review of stylistic elements.
As the chapter had requested, it was the general council who
had the last word in preparing the text to be submitted. On December 8, 1982, Brother Jean-Charles delivered it to Cardinal
Pironio with his tactful letter of request for definitive approbation.
He accompanied the Rule of Life with a historical survey of its evolution and with a ten-paragraph summary of its outline and major
orientations.344

At SCRIS
These were not simple times at the Sacred Congregation of Religious and Secular Institutes. During the stage of experimentation,
Archbishop Augustin Mayer, OSB, formerly Secretary of the
preparatory commission for the Second Vatican Council was its
secretary. Cardinal Eduardo Pironio was its prefect. Whereas the
underlying message of the documents of the Vatican Council had
been clear, specific directives for the prefect and the secretary to
put them into practice were lacking. For example, there was no
clear process to ensure a uniform response by institutes to the
Council’s mandates. Consequently, initial renewal efforts by the
various institutes were all over the map.345
By the late 1970’s, institutes were beginning to seek approbation for their new constitutions, but the new code of canon law,
which would specify criteria for that approbation as well as content
for certain articles, was still in process. And a protocol for approba344
345
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tion of constitutions was lacking. The congregation had a vacuum
to fill.
Argentinian Cardinal Pironio was up to the task. After his death
in 1998, the New York Times called him “one of Latin America’s
highest ranking churchmen, twice considered to be a candidate for
the papacy.”346 As secretary and president of the conference of
bishops of Latin America he had been noted for his defense of
human rights, owing to persistent death threats which he received
from the Perón regime. A prolific author of books on spirituality,
evangelization, and religious life, he also wrote a rich corpus of
canticles, prayers, and poetry.
Paul VI had named Pironio pro-prefect of SCRIS in 1975 in the
midst of the critical stage of experimentation both in religious life
and in church law. His experience gave him considerable gifts of
influence and eloquence to empower the sacred congregation in its
search for a coherent policy for the approbation of constitutions of
institutes and for assuring their faithfulness to the spirit of the
Council.
Understanding how great an increase in authority the Council
had transferred to bishops, he sought out his counterpart at the congregation for bishops in 1978. Jointly the two prefects promulgated
the document Mutuae Relationes (Mutual Relations) to resolve postconciliar tensions being felt in various parts of the world between religious superiors and bishops. For example, in one well-published
case, a bishop told a congregation of sisters that they could not teach
in his archdiocese unless they wore habits and adhered to the times
prescribed in their previous rule for prayers and bedtime.
Mutuae Relationes was a groundbreaking but controversial
document. Two of its orientations are worth fixing in mind:
• Religious life is a charism, a gift of the Spirit, and fidelity to
the charism of foundation is the first responsibility of superiors and bishops alike.
346
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• The Holy Spirit is the source of diversity, innovation, and
originality within religious life. Because this may be problematic, mutual discernment between religious superiors and
bishops is required.347
In 1978, Pironio amplified SCRIS’ vision for religious life in a
second important statement, Religious and Human Promotion.348
This testimonial, the outcome of a plenary session of the congregation, bases itself on Paul VI in giving a privileged place to the
prophetic nature of religious life and its call to live the Beatitudes
in a radical way.349

Pope John Paul II
In 1983, the second year of Brother Jean-Charles’ tenure, Pope John
Paul II entered the stage to make his presence felt at SCRIS. He issued
his own vision of religious life in the exhortation Gift of Redemption,350
which painted a portrait of religious life vastly divergent from the orientations coming out of SCRIS. Through the exhortation, he promotes the
paradigm of “state of perfection” that had been supplanted by the
Council. He also interprets consecration as a spousal relationship to
Christ.
While not neglecting to speak of the apostolate, John Paul makes the
primary keys to religious life personal virtue and separateness from the
world, not charismatic or prophetic presence within it. What’s more, he
deftly closed the window of Vatican II: “The Code of Canon Law, which
recently came into force and which in a way can be considered the final
conciliar document, will be for all of you a valuable aid and a sure guide
347
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in concretely stating the means for faithfully and generously living your
magnificent vocation in the Church.”351 A new climate of codification
and control was palpable at SCRIS.
The new pope’s revisions of canon law had altered some orientations
contained in early drafts of Paul VI. John Paul’s promulgation of the final
text of the new code in January of 1983352 signaled two realities. First,
the transitional stage of experimental constitutions needed to come to a
close. Second, in reaction to the way the renewal of religious life had
been proceeding, he built into the canons his preference for pre-Vatican II
models. One scholar explains:
Although [John Paul’s] code clearly reflected the teachings of
Lumen Gentium and Perfectae Caritatis on religious life, nonetheless it
did not incorporate some of the more promising developments in the
prophetic theology of religious life, … because all references to charisms
were struck from the 1982 text. With this decision, a key category for understanding both church and religious life disappeared.353

Papal interventions
Other initiatives of John Paul II affected the climate at SCRIS
by the time Brother Jean-Charles’ letter of request for the approbation of our Rule of Life was received in December 1982 and studied
through March 1984.
In May of 1983, SCRIS, working from the Code of Canon
Law, made a controversial move.354 It drew up a document outlining “essential elements” as norms against which constitutions
would be measured before approval. These elements did not have
the force of law, but they communicated clearly that SCRIS had received a directive to be more authoritarian. They also meant that
351
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nearly twenty years after Perfectae Caritatis, the influence of the
Council was being intentionally mitigated.
The official perception of the pope and bishops was that a
course correction was needed. SCRIS speaks for them: “At this
point of new beginning, [religious and bishops] hear the repeated
pastoral call of Pope John Paul II to evaluate objectively and
humbly the years of experimentation so as to recognize their positive elements and their deviations.”355
The Holy Father desired to re-affirm “the rich patrimony of
pre-conciliar teaching” about religious life. Thus, SCRIS developed
nine “essential elements,” whose presentation was colored by a desire to recuperate traditional values mitigated by experimentation.
The essential elements were arranged as an evaluation grid: consecration by public vows; community; evangelical mission, prayer;
asceticism; public witness; relationship to the church; formation;
and obedience to authority.356
The shift from the Council’s and SCRIS’ criteria to traditional
“essential elements” derived directly from Pope John Paul. In a letter
to the bishops of the United States in 1983, he announced his creation of a pontifical commission to study all apostolic institutes in
the United States. The letter asked the bishops to conduct a thorough
study based on the “essential elements” grid, which he sent with his
letter before it was published by SCRIS. He told the bishops,
In those cases where individuals or groups, for whatever
reason, have departed from the indispensable norms of religious
life, or have even, to the scandal of the faithful, adopted positions at
variance with the church’s teaching, I ask you my brother Bishops,
… to proclaim once again the church’s universal call to conversion,
spiritual renewal and holiness.” 357
He appointed a pontifical delegate to head a commission of three
355
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bishops whose task would be to assist all the bishops in the United
States in making a pastoral consultation of all apostolic institutes and
in calling them “to live their ecclesial vocation to the full.” This
highly visible initiative generated anxiety on the part of religious,
whose point of reference until now had been conciliar teaching as articulated by Paul VI and Cardinal Pironio. It also confused many
bishops who didn’t understand specifically what they had to do.
During the time the 1982 chapter’s rule text was in the hands of
SCRIS, its congresso, the body responsible for evaluating constitutions, was also considering a request from the high-profile Legionaries of Christ for approbation of their constitutions. On June
25, 1983 Cardinal Pironio studied the congresso’s report, which
concluded that the Legionaries’ constitutions were not consistent
with the spirit of the Council; that they were pessimistic; and that
they were developed solely by the founder. Pironio refused to approve them, but upon the insistence of Father Marcial Maciel,
founder, he forwarded them to Pope John Paul. Three days later the
papal secretary informed Pironio that the Holy Father had approved
Father Maciel’s constitutions as submitted.358
A similar scenario in which papal authority circumvented
SCRIS had taken place earlier with Msgr. Josemaría Escrivá, the
founder of Opus Dei. Originally given approbation as a secular institute in 1947-1948, Escrivá, citing the universality of his work
and its multi-tiered membership, wanted his movement to be altogether exempted from SCRIS, at the time under Pironio’s direction.
Three popes—Pius XII, John XXIII, and Paul VI—either archived
or denied his appeals. However, citing a new canon in the as-yet
unpublished code of canon law, John Paul, by decree in November
1982, set up Opus Dei as a personal prelature under his direct authority.359
358
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The pope’s favored treatment of institutes marked by strong authoritarian control and aggressive adherence to pre-Vatican II
models of religious authority and obedience confounded many superiors general who had conscientiously revised their statutes to
conform to the decrees and constitutions of the Council.
Brother Lionel Goulet’s description of Brother Jean-Charles’
approach to decision-making in the general council shows that he
lived and promoted a consultative model of religious obedience opposite to the one preferred by the Holy Father:
Brother Jean-Charles was not one to hand down unilateral decisions. He sought first to build relationships in the interest of
fostering mutual understanding, then to gather everyone to
listen to the differing points of view as a way of building consensus. He liked decisions to mature in harmony, without
forcing them. Sensitive and serene, he suffered when he had to
make a decision in the absence of unanimity. Yet he was not reactionary toward those who opposed him; with no animosity, he
respected their freedom of thought and action.360

Dialogue with SCRIS
Now that we have taken an aerial view of how the approbation
process evolved at the upper echelons, we can put our feet on the
ground in the corridors of SCRIS. Staffers who were the interlocutors with Brother Jean-Charles and Brother René Boucher, general
secretary, were noted religious: Archbishop Augustin Mayer, OSB
and Father Basil Heiser, OFMC. Father Ladislao Ravasi, CP, in
charge of the Office for the Approbation of Constitutions, was the
person who received the text of our rule in the name of Cardinal
Pironio.
While tensions may have bristled among the hierarchy, Brother
360
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Jean-Charles experienced the SCRIS staff as welcoming and positive. Confirming his experience, a survey made by the conference
of women religious in the United States shows that by early 1983
nineteen pontifical institutes from the conference had submitted
constitutions for study. All reported that dialogue with SCRIS was
helpful. They also reported that SCRIS’ most frequently asked
questions had to do with issues of authority/ obedience, about religious dress, and about daily Eucharist.361
In an Annuaire article,362 Brother Marcel Rivière, 2nd Assistant,
recapped the dialogue between Brother Jean-Charles and the staff
of SCRIS in four steps that played out between April 16, 1983 and
March 19, 1984.
First, two consulters, unknown to each other, read and commented on the French text, not in the name of SCRIS, but as private
experts. Their suggestions touched on the demands of canon law or
on general improvements to the text. SCRIS delivered the two
readers’ comments to us but left us free to follow them or not. After
face-to-face dialogue between Brother Jean-Charles and Father
Ravasi, the general council accepted the suggestions that it considered necessary and important, then sent a re-worked text back to
SCRIS.
Second, SCRIS passed the text to its congresso, which, on October 4, 1983, gave its seal of approval with the proviso that we
make four changes:
– a more specific article on the habit;
– a clarification that authority is vested in the person of the superior;
– indications that our religious superiors should be lay;
– clarifications about the nomination and election of superiors.

361
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Official Approbation
In the third step, after SCRIS’ response, only two points of contention remained: the habit and the composition of the general
chapter. Brother Jean-Charles explained the wishes of the general
council on both questions, and in response, SCRIS approved the article on the general chapter. However, it composed for us an article
on the habit: “The brothers wear the habit of the institute, that is,
the cassock. Exception can be granted by major superiors with the
consent of their councils for the whole time that particular circumstances warrant.”363
Finally, the general secretary brought two corrected copies of
our Rule of Life to SCRIS February 20, 1984. Father Ravasi authenticated them with his signature on the title page below the following
inscription: Approved by the Sacred Congregation for Religious
and Secular Institutes with the modifications requested by the congresso. Rome, February 29, 1984. The seal of SCRIS was affixed.
At the general council’s request, Archbishop Mayer dated the approbation March 19, 1984, the Feast of St. Joseph, and signed
below the signature of Cardinal Eduardo Pironio, prefect.
Ours was one of the last decrees of approbation that Cardinal
Pironio signed. On April 8, 1984 Pope John Paul II moved him to
preside over the Pontifical Council for the Laity, then chose as his
replacement Cardinal Jerome Hamer, a Belgian Dominican who
had been secretary, under cardinal-prefect Josef Ratzinger of the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. There he showed that
he shared the pope’s and Cardinal Ratzinger’s contention that the
reforms religious congregations were making went far beyond
what the Council had envisioned. Hamer also shared their determi363
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nation to turn the renewal of religious life to a more moderate
course.

DURING A PAINFUL TRANSITION
During the 1980s, with the Church’s hierarchical leadership
consolidated to temper congregations’ Vatican II reforms as well as
to validate pre-conciliar models of religious life, superiors general
from a great number of institutes found themselves in a period of
official transition away from the fervor of the Council. They
watched as the pope directed his favor toward fundamentalist
groups such as the Legionaries of Christ, Confrontatis (Netherlands), Schoenstadt (Germany), Comunione e Liberazione (Italy),
and Opus Dei (Spain), all of whom stressed infallibility to the extent that no dissent should be permitted.364
A wide consensus about the working of the Holy Spirit “from
the bottom up,” in Brother Jean-Charles’ words, was beginning to
erode. Superiors general had to negotiate a delicate position between two poles: submission to papal primacy on the one hand and,
on the other, loyalty to their reclaimed charism and identity as discerned in general chapter under the influence of Vatican II. Upon
SCRIS’ demand, Brother Jean-Charles could not refuse the following addition to the constitutions article on the vow of obedience: “As an institute and individually, the brothers obey the Holy
Father as their highest superior by virtue of their vow of obedience.”365
Despite the ambiguities of the post-conciliar transition, at the
end of his term, Brother Jean-Charles, in his opening message to
the general chapter of 1988, reaffirmed his faith that the Holy Spirit
had been guiding the institute over the twenty years it had spent
taking its renewal into its own hands. Beyond that, he reaffirmed
364
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Vatican II as a “great gift” and voiced his belief that the challenges
and risks the institute had taken were done so with full understanding and with courage. For him, the approbation of the Rule of
Life was a welcome blessing by the church of our “return to the authenticity of the Gospel’s message and to the original purity of the
charism of our foundation.”366
In his homily at the end of the 1982 general chapter he made a
heartfelt expression of his faith to the delegates.
You are holding the Rule of Life in your hands. Let us not forget
that it holds the grace of our foundation. Every day it calls us to
re-found the institute in our personal lives and in our communities. This Rule of Life is a gift of God. Lived in its radicalism, it
will become a stimulant for the church and a challenge, if not a
provocation, for society.

THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS
During the tenure of Reverend Brother Jean-Charles, the map
of the institute showed that about 60% of the brothers lived in
America. Of the remainder, 22% were in Europe, 15% in Africa,
3% in Oceania, and 1% in Asia. He presented to the chapter of 1988
the following table of the evolution of total membership during his
terms as first assistant and superior general.367
1970

1976

1982

1988

2,488

2,042

1,828

1,663

-446

-214

-165

-17.9%

-10.5%

-9%

365
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Although there was slight positive growth in Brazil, Chile,
Madagascar, Oceania, Senegal, and Zambia, he also reports that by
far, more brothers (261) withdrew than made first profession
(172).368
In the wider church, the receding tide of religious vocations
lowered all boats to the point that it alarmed the captain of the bark
of Peter. In 1983 Pope John Paul showed his anxiety by writing the
bishops of the United States, where the largest percentage of religious resided. He asked Bishop John R. Quinn to head a study commission to find out why unprecedented numbers of U.S. nuns,
priests and brothers of apostolic institutes had left their congregations and why religious were attracting so few new members. According to the U.S. Official Catholic Directory, between 1966 and
1986 the number of nuns declined from 181,421 to 113,658. The
number of religious brothers fell from 12,255 to 7,429, and priests
attached to religious orders from 22,774 to 22,028.
Since similar dramatic losses marked congregations in Canada
and Europe, the Quinn study can be considered relevant for the entire northern hemisphere. Its final report, 152-pages long and three
years in the making, based its conclusions on interviews with individual bishops and nuns, brothers, and order priests. Its concluding
analysis described the reasons for the crisis of numbers under four
headings: cultural factors, personal and life-style choices, changes
in the church in America, and the impact of the Second Vatican
Council.
Cultural factors included new attitudes toward freedom, obedience to authority; new views about intimacy, sexuality and women;
rapid technological change; and the “difficulties of permanent commitment.”
The church changed demographically as Catholics moved out
of their church-dominated cultural enclaves into pluralistic demo368
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cratic society where their Catholic traditions became diluted. Religious were becoming better educated, even earning doctorates and
joining university faculties. Faced with a rising civil rights movement, these “new professionals” no longer saw their vocation only
as the maintenance of church institutions, but as a wider service to
the world through the promotion of justice and human rights.
On the personal level, a large number of religious re-evaluated
their choice of life. Those recruited young without interiorizing
their vows, “tended to drift into mediocrity or to leave,” the study
said. It noted that many emotionally or psychologically immature
persons, finding it hard to cope without imposed structures, withdrew when rules were relaxed. Meanwhile, in recruiting, better selection methods screened out a percentage of applicants.
Vatican II, the report said, opened previously stable traditions
to the influence of the modern world. The Council also promulgated liberating theological themes; one of those was its “universal
call to holiness.” The church had previously linked holiness primarily to religious and priestly vocations. After Vatican II, “It became
increasingly clear that one did not have to enter religious life in
order to pursue holiness.” On another front, the Council also deemphasized private morality to stress the social dimensions of the
Gospel and the crucial role of lay ministry.369
Brother Lionel saw that the weight under which the Reverend
Brother labored during the post-conciliar period took its toll.
“Brother Jean-Charles exercised authority during a time of transition which affected the traditions as well as the structures of
formation and apostolate. It overwhelmed the less hardy
brothers. It was truly a difficult time when familiar guideposts
fell one after another. It was always painful to see brothers
leave the institute after many years of profession, to see the dis369
John R. Quinn, Thomas C. Kelley, OP, and Raymond W. Lessard, “A Report to
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appearance of a way of life and of works which had served society and the Church so well. The passage from uncertainty to
light was painfully slow.”

RESPONDING TO THE CRISIS
Aware of the complexity of the sea change during his watch,
Brother Jean-Charles came to accept the reality of diminishment,
albeit with doses of anxiety. Brother Lionel knew from up close
how heavily the crisis weighed on Brother Jean-Charles’ heart.
Not one to go looking to find fault, he sought to comfort and
encourage his confreres while managing to avoid deluding himself about the quality of their life. As superior general, he didn’t
harden himself in the face of so many dispensation requests.
Rather he endeavored to understand, to propose a second reflection when possible, then to grant the indult of secularization as
amicably as possible. But there were occasions when his letter
or personal conversation would change a brother’s mind and
spark a new beginning. What joy that brought him!

Besides personal accompaniment and listening, Brother JeanCharles responded to the statistical bad news with positive initiatives in three crucial areas: mission, unity, and formation.

Missionary Risk
“My guiding principle during the period of aging, departures,
and sparse vocations was to entreat the brothers not to live in despondency but to adopt positive attitudes,” said Brother JeanCharles. “I suggested to the provincials to continue sending one or
two brothers into their mission territories.” His conviction launched
a succession of new missionary commitments between 1982 and
1986.
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1982 French Polynesia
Under the patronage of Bishop Michel Coppenrath of the diocese
of Papeete, the Province of Québec sent Brothers Gilles Fontaine,
Russell Gagnon and André Lord to the Gambier Islands to begin a
center for apprenticeship in mechanics, carpentry and electricity. The
province later opened a community in Rikitea and, in 1988, one in
Tahiti made up of brothers from three different provinces.
1982 Chad
After passing the direction of the schools in Cameroon to local
brothers, missionaries from Arthabaska moved north to Mokolo and
from there responded to a call from Canadian-born Bishop JeanClaude Bouchard, OMI of Pala in Chad to direct a minor seminary
headed by Brother Jean-Nils Mathieu. Brother Gaston Cantin
joined him later. Despite political violence in the North, the missionaries eventually became settled, in addition to Pala, in N’Djaména and in Bébédjia, where they opened schools and a successful house of formation.
1982 Peru
At the call of Passionist Miguel Irízar, the province of Spain sent
three brothers to the Vicariate of Yurimaguas to form teachers and
minister to youth in the poor but developing Amazon basin. Brother
Bernardo Velasco, director, was joined by Brothers Francisco Javier
Fernandez and José Antonio López. The province’s educative presence to the needy children of Peru has consistently grown – in Lima,
the Puericultorio (children’s refuge) Pérez Aranibar, Colegio Fe y
Alegría 32, and Colegio San Judas Tadeo; and in Barranca, Colegio
Sagrado Corazón Michel. Lima would eventually become the site of
the interprovince novitiate of Latin America.
1985 Togo
In Rome, Brother Jean-Charles heard the appeal of Bishop
Philippe Fanoko Kpodzro for brothers to assume the administration
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of Saint Albert the Great secondary school in Atakpamé. He asked
the Province of Sherbrooke to respond. Brothers Michel Perron,
Laurent Normandin et Lorenzo Benoît set about building a residence capable of receiving recruits. At the time of this writing, the
school is staffed uniquely by Togolais brothers. In 2003, André
Coindre Residence, a house of welcome and formation, opened in
Lomé, the capital.
1986 Guinea-Conakry
A desolate Robert Sarah, Archbishop of Conakry, arrived in
Brother Jean-Charles’ office after the Spiritan Fathers phased out
their presence in the diocesan lycée in the capital. Brother JeanCharles appealed to the Province of France to assume direction. A
team of three, led by Brother Jean Déléage, opened the doors for
three classes to form a base for reopening Sainte-Marie de Dixinn,
the majority of whose students are Moslem. The new foundation
would eventually lead to a return inland to Kankan. Guinea became, in Brother Jean-Charles’ expression, a “shared mission” with
the Province of Senegal, whose brothers came to assure the direction of three schools with the 2014 foundation in Nzérékoré in the
southeast.
Brother Jean-Charles’ encouragement of new missionary foundations during a time of diminution was a grace-filled risk. With the
exception of French Polynesia, it created new sprouts of life and a
generation of young indigenous leaders in areas where youth are responding to a vocational call.
To support these new missions, particularly those with promising candidates and formation programs, he saw the need, early in
his administration, to restructure finances. Two funds already existed, an operational fund holding per capita contributions from the
provinces, and an assistance fund made up of donations destined
mainly for formation programs in the missions. The two funds operated with zero-net budgets—the general council dispensed both
each fiscal year. Seeing the need for more permanent resources,
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Brother Jean-Charles instituted a third general fund, the reserve
fund, which would grow through investments in the hope of generating capital for future needs.370 Income from the sale of Italian
properties would become the seed of this reserve fund.

Building Networks
During his visits, Brother Jean-Charles came to realize how
dispersed many local communities as well as entire provinces or
districts were. Some were completely isolated. With the decrease in
numbers, the distance was growing. The institute felt to him like a
scattered flock. The general council shepherded the brothers closer
by creating supportive regional networks.371
Brother Marcel Rivière brought together the regional superiors
of Lesotho, Zambia, and England with the provincial council of
New England to propose a vision of collaboration in animation and
ongoing formation. They organized sessions based on the Rule of
Life called Africa ’82, Africa ’85, and Africa ’87 for the whole
membership of the entities involved, including the remote sectors
of Kenya and Uganda. In alternate years the leaders met to improve
communications, administrative skills, and cooperation.
In Latin America, Brother Jesús Marín led a two-week gathering of superiors from Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and Colombia
called “Venado Tuerto-84” to start collaborative projects in animation, mission, and formation. A follow-up meeting, “Marilia-86” in
Brazil included three members of the general council, among them
Brother Jean-Charles himself, to propose a model session on the
Rule of Life to be repeated in the various regions as a way to promote a unified image of the identity of the Brother of the Sacred
Heart.
370
371
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During the same period, in the United States, a team of
brothers from all three provinces offered a retreat experience based
on the Rule of Life which it duplicated at all the provinces’ annual
retreats. Brothers from each province took part in month-long
summer renewal sessions in Belvidere, New Jersey.
In 1986 Brother Lionel Goulet animated a five-week summer
spirituality seminar at the formation center in Davao City, Philippines based on the Rule of Life. It gathered the fifteen brothers and
novices of the district and ended with the renewal of profession of
three Filipino brothers.372

Unifying Formation
A third positive response to the crisis of numbers on the part of
Brother Jean-Charles and his council was their commitment to reinforcing disparate formation programs, especially in areas where
small stand-alone entities lacked resources or personnel to provide
an adequate foundation to better assure perseverance. The Reverend
Brother commissioned Brother Lionel Goulet to prepare a study
“Promoting Fidelity”373 as a resource for formation and goal-setting
within the council and among major superiors.
Thus prepared, the council developed animation materials to be
used during visitations under the heading, “Elements of our Identity
drawn from the Rule of Life.374 Visitors gave priority to visiting
houses of formation with the aim of strengthening their effectiveness. For example, Brother Marcel Rivière coordinated planning
between the District of Zambia and the Province of New England
leading to the establishment of a formation center in Lusaka and
one in Lesotho.375
372
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In 1984, after gaining a clear picture of disparities in formation,
the council took up ordinance number 9 of the 1982 general chapter
mandating the writing of a “guide to initiation to the religious life
for the whole institute.”376 It named Brothers Jesús Marín and
Marcel as editor and coordinator, respectively, to work with an international commission of formation directors: Brothers Ramón
Luis García (Spain), Bernard Couvillion (New Orleans), Domingos
Goulart (Brazil), Andreas Zvaiwa (Zambia-Zimbabwe), José
Ignacio Carmona (Colombia), André Cloutier (Sherbrooke), and
Théodore Diouf (Sénégal).
Brother Jesús wrote a working draft which he presented at the
commission’s first meeting in July 1987. The commission consulted, elaborated, and studied the basic document over three years.
It catalogued the best formation practices and programs being used
in the institute. It read together the published formation guide of the
Marist brothers as well as the guidelines in the 1983 Code of Canon
Law. After welcoming the commission twice in Rome so it could
revise the working draft and integrate input from the provinces and
districts, the general council submitted its final text for a thorough
reading by a committee of the general chapter of 1988.
The Institute Formation Guide that would eventually be promulgated in 1991 was landmark achievement. For the first time in the
institute, a consensus reigned across provinces on principles and
programs of formation. Until the establishment of the commission,
it was common wisdom that cultures were too different, education
systems too diverse, and provinces too autonomous to imagine an
overall vision for formation. The guide’s first chapter took on the
challenge of naming the particular traits of a Brother of the Sacred
Heart formation according to the Rule of Life. The concluding
chapter of the guide also broke new ground by outlining principles
for the preparation of formation personnel.
Brother Jean-Charles told the chapter of 1988: “The stages of
376
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formation that are best developed are the postulate and novitiate.
[However,] in many districts and provinces, the scholasticate or
post-novitiate formation might exist, but it lacks effectiveness. This
is a serious weakness.”377 The formation guide took special aim at
that weakness by sketching out a vision for that crucial period in
the formation of newly-professed brothers. It articulated a common
understanding of the scholasticate as a specialized community of
professed brothers living together to learn how to integrate professional and religious studies with the formation they gained at the
novitiate.
Consensus around the guide crystalized the establishment of a
unified scholasticate program for temporary professed brothers
from Madagascar, Sénégal, Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon, Mali, Chad,
and Togo. In 1988, the general council saw to the purchase of property in Côte d’Ivoire near the Catholic University of West Africa.378
There it commissioned plans for building an international formation
center in Abidjan. In 1989 the Philippines consolidated and moved
its scholasticate program and in the following year separated its aspirancy program from that of the diocesan seminary. In the meantime, the districts of Lesotho and Zambia-Zimbabwe, in collaboration with the Province of New England, decided to open a merged
two-year scholasticate program based on the principles of the formation guide to begin in 1989 in Roma, Lesotho.379
In his personal credo at the end of his term, Brother JeanCharles shared his faith in the formative process:
I firmly believe that the Heart of Jesus holds for us a great
number of solid vocations who are only waiting for a sign from
us.
I firmly believe in our formation directors, who know how to
listen to what is in the heart of the young men they accompany:
the powerful word of the Spirit of Jesus.
377
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I believe in the fervor of our young men in formation, who are
preparing in the silence of their hearts to meet challenges which
we have not yet even imagined.380

INTERNATIONAL SPIRITUAL SESSION
One regrettable effect of the crisis of diminution and aging was
the suspension in December, 1987 of the International Spiritual
Session of Rome (SSIR).381 Two years earlier, Brother Claude
Lebeau (Montréal) had ended three years as its director. At that
time, the council called back veteran director Brother Louis-Régis
Ross (Québec), to maintain the session for what would be its final
two years.
Before suspending the program, Brother Jean-Charles and his
council had numerous exchanges about its future viability, finding
that it was only serving French-speaking brothers, whose numbers
were decreasing. Designed for men between the ages of 30 and 55,
none of the 156 English-speaking or of the 170 Spanish-speaking
brothers in that age bracket had availed themselves of the session.
For mid-life renewal in the U.S. and in France, there were intercongregational sabbatical programs which brothers in those countries appreciated. The council decided that the future of the session
would be determined by the general chapter of 1988 on the basis of
an inter-province survey of needs.
Brother Louis-Régis Ross, with eighteen years of leadership in
both the grand novitiate and the SSIR, called the suspension “the
end of an epoch.”382 He considered the SSIR to be a continuation of
the grand novitiate, which was founded in 1924 in Saint-Georgessur-Meuse in Belgium. Brother Arthème (Labes), while assistant
general, was its master and founding spirit. His term was notably
marked by his motivation of grand novices to pursue missionary
380
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service as a journey of self-emptying. After three years in Belgium,
the grand novitiate took up residence at the general house in
Renteria, Spain for thirteen years, then in Paradis for one.
The Spanish civil war and World War II forced a suspension
until 1951, after which Brother Alvarez (Huard) organized a Roman
grand novitiate in the new general house. It continued its classical
program through 1963, when it moved to Albano in the Castelli Romani. It was there that Brother Ross began his long term as master.
He perceived the grand novice’s endeavor as a personal and interior
one: “It was always of matter of strengthening his relationship with
God to become more capable of serving his institute.”383
After the extraordinary general chapter of 1968-70, the general
council gave a new emphasis and a new name to the venerable program. It would be a communal experience of life according to the
vision of the revised Rule of Life. Brother Conrad Pelletier
(Granby) brought the post-conciliar grand novitiate, known as
SSIR, back from Albano to Rome at Christmas of 1973. He served
as its animator with a team that included ordained Brother Laurent
Normandin (Sherbrooke) as chaplain, a ministry he assured for
eleven years.
Over its history, the grand novitiate-SSIR varied in duration between nine and five months, the shorter length permitting two sessions in the same year. Between 1924 and 1987, seven “masters” –
later “animators” – took turns at the helm of the sabbatical program, transporting a total of 1,108 brothers to the “other side of the
lake” (Matt 14:22) for rest and spiritual re-sourcing with the Lord:
Brother
Arthème (Labes)
Alvarez (Huard)

381

3 years 17 groups
12 years 18 groups

149 brothers
433 brothers
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Gonzague (Bourke)
Louis-Régis Ross
Paul Trudel
Conrad Pelletier
Claude Lebeau

6 months 1 group
18 years 18 groups
1 year
1 group
3 years 3 groups
3 years 3 groups

23 brothers
386 brothers
16 brothers
55 brothers
46 brothers

Formation of Lay Partners
As reflection about diminution and about the renewal of formation programs spread in the institute, it became clear to Brother
Jean-Charles and his council that the future of our educational mission could be assured only by extending formation to reach lay
partners in the schools. In its animation of the institute, the council
encouraged creative efforts in the accompaniment of our closest
collaborators so that they could become capable of taking the place
of the brothers in the schools. Brother Jean-Charles saw this new
venue of formation as a two-way street: “How do we enable [lay
partners] to share our unique charism and how do we join in their
particular charism in the church?”384
The answers to that open-ended question took different forms.
In France the provincial council took direct responsibility for
forming lay school leaders by mentoring them through regular seminars called la tutelle. In the United States, the brothers leading the
schools produced a kind of formation manual on how to live our
educational mission and ministry; they then presented the manual to
the faculties in each of the schools. In the Philippines, the brothers
began offering retreats to their lay counterparts. In Spain and Latin
America, brothers were named to animate associations of lay
teachers who identify themselves as Corazonistas living and promoting the brothers’ particular charism alongside the brothers.
In many quarters, the call to embrace lay collaborators as
384
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equals created conflicts. Some brothers were resistant because they
felt diminished or left out. In Canada, because of state hiring policies and the strength of labor unions, answering the question of lay
formation was much less evident. In Africa and Madagascar where
resources were scarce and many faculty members are Moslem, it
was difficult to find common ground and a common language.

“REGROUPING OUR FORCES”
The same general chapter that elected Brother Jean-Charles and
his council in 1982 also passed an ordinance with a reach wider
than most had suspected. It didn’t originate from the council or
even from within the chapter. It was buried among the dozens of
proposals sent to the chapter secretary from the grass roots of the
institute. Coming from the regional chapter of Zambia, it didn’t
make much noise as the delegates took it up early in the proceedings and passed it by a large margin:
That the general chapter mandate the general administration to
study the present geographic and demographic arrangement of
the institute in its provinces and districts and to redraw the map
of the institute wherever it could lead to greater apostolic fruitfulness, stronger and more viable community living characterized by real brotherly support, genuine renewal projects, attracting and forming vocations to the community, and ensuring
the survival of worthwhile educational institutions and
projects.385

The minutes of the general council show that it dedicated to
this ordinance dozens of its meetings, numerous visitations, and a
full calendar of inter-regional assemblies in the interest of consolidating the institute’s dynamic forces. The council approached its
work in two movements paralleling the two parts of the ordinance:
385
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to study and, in Brother Jean-Charles’ words, to “regroup our
forces.”

Study
During the six years after the passage of Ordinance 10, the
council drew a number of conclusions from its study. Here is a
quick look at its principal findings:
• The northern hemisphere consists mainly of provinces with
well-prepared men and with means to support their works.
• Of the ten districts in the southern hemisphere, 70% have
fewer than twenty brothers. Some have only one apostolic
work, some no houses of formation, and most cannot support
themselves financially.
• To re-group and redraw the map would be an enormous undertaking and would take years to effect.
• The provinces are capable of re-grouping themselves, but the
districts need resources from outside.
To focus their study, Brother Jean-Charles and his council decided to invest the greatest part of their time in service to the districts. It would take a while to gain a complete understanding of
their fragile status. To facilitate dialogue with the provincials and
help the districts face their future, the council conducted fifteen regional meetings on the different continents between 1983 and 1986.
These prolonged encounters brought superiors of the districts together with those of the provinces. The concrete results were
varied: the creation of inter-regional commissions, the consolidation of formation programs, financial re-structuring, and regular
meetings of provincials with regionals.
Finally, in the conclusion of its study, the council questioned
the usefulness of the structure of district. It raised the possibility of
a more basic and far-sighted approach. Brother Jean-Charles put it
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this way: “A study of regional directories has shown that districts
are little Davids wearing Goliath’s suit of armor. The general
council favors a more flexible structure like ‘territories outside the
province.’ … We need to be inventive.”386

Re-grouping
The map-drawing intent of the ordinance was more easily said
than done; however some initial steps were possible. A survey of
the map of the institute at the end of Brother Jean-Charles’ term reveals some modifications in structures of government inspired by
Ordinance 10:
Latin America / Caribbean
• the autonomous community of Carrefour in Haiti re-integrated
with the district in 1984
• the district of Colombia hosting a single novitiate for all of the
Spanish-speaking entities
• Brazil transformed from vice-province into province in 1986 and
no longer attached to the province of Granby
Europe
• the District of Italy, since 1977 a district of the Province of Spain
under the leadership of Brother Saverio Garrido and Brother José
Luis Gómez, evaluated and reconfirmed in its status
United States
• an inter-province novitiate led by a team from all three provinces
• an annual tri-province formation committee meeting to assure the
evolution of initial formation according to the new guide

386
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Africa
• the District of Zambia renamed District of Zambia-Zimbabwe in
1988 after a number of Zimbabwean candidates made profession
• a structure of collaboration, PARC, meeting annually to bring the
provincial of New England together with the regionals of Lesotho
and Zambia-Zimbabwe for collaborative decision-making
• the international team of brothers in Zaire re-assigned after the
bishop transforms the school into a minor seminary in 1987
Canada
• an initiative of the general council in 1986 to merge the seven
provinces into two, which meets with resistance due to lack of
sufficient prior communication among the brothers
• the provinces of Ottawa, Granby and Montréal merged under the
name “Province of Montréal” in 1988
Aware that a definitive re-alignment of the map had barely
begun, Brother Jean-Charles shows that he understood the limitations of a top-down approach to re-structuring. Convinced that the
real work of re-mapping the institute needed to begin within each
entity, he told the 1988 chapter delegates that the spirit of Ordinance 10 had entered the spirit at least of those who govern, if not
of the average brother:
The provincials and regionals with their councils are already
learning the skills of cooperation needed to weave a living network among the brothers, thread by thread. Each one is learning
how to reach out to his counterparts in other entities; … each
one is gradually discovering his responsibilities in the worldwide institute. Let us entrust these efforts at fraternal communion to the one who unifies us, the Spirit of Jesus.387

Brother Jean-Charles served at the helm of the institute during a
crisis of ebb tide. Relentless decreases in vocations and in persever387
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ance, discouraging signals from the curia, and the graying of the institute were robbing the sea he was called to navigate of life-giving
currents and winds. Yet he trusted through the period of stillness
while the Spirit of Jesus was more dormant than apparent, more hope
than certainty. Just as he could have spent energy regretting the kidney which had long before failed him, he could have become discouraged by slow progress or lack of results. Yet he never gave up
on the goodness of the brothers or on the promise of grace. Just as
he relied on his one good kidney, he trusted in the good he saw and
set sails to capture it. His team-based responses of risking missionary
initiatives, of unifying formation, of breathing in life from the Rule,
and of regrouping vital forces were the sails he deployed.
Another, perhaps more important one, was his personal option
to steer the ship into the deeper waters of our founder’s charism.

CHERISHING THE CHARISM
As first assistant and later as superior general, Brother JeanCharles formed members of the general administration into editorial
teams to publish what might be called a “paperback pentateuch” of
our founding charism. The council issued a series of five workbooks
containing original writings by our founders along with original research about them: André Coindre (1981), Brother Polycarp (1981),
Our Rules (1981), Presenting Our Rule of Life (1984), and Monsieur
Coindre (1986). All five, translated into three languages, reached the
local communities as texts of animation to enrich the brothers’ appreciation how the charism is embodied in the Rule of Life.
Through this five-year, five-man endeavor to draw water from
the sources of our origins, the team was “thinking of all those who,
in the depth of their hearts, foster a personal attachment to [our
founders].” 388 Brother Jean-Charles gives first place among those
388
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with such personal investment in our charism to Brother Lionel
Goulet, a major contributor to the production of the workbooks. In
the introduction to Workbook 4 he thanks Brother Lionel for sharing
“the fruits of his love and experience.”
By dedicating the first and the last workbooks exclusively to
André Coindre, Brother Jean-Charles shows his preferential love
for our first superior general. The workbooks enabled him and
others to discover “the grandeur and nobility of this man who
marked his times [by] his preferential option for the small and the
humble.” 389

Venerable Brother Polycarp
While the distribution and study of the workbook “pentateuch”
was in process, another happy event in charism studies created excitement at the general house. 390 “After more than sixty years of
prayers and novenas, the institute finally saw conferred on Brother
Polycarp the title Venerable.” In its issue of February 18, 1984, Osservatore Romano published the decree recognizing the heroic
virtue of his life. The theologian consulters for causes had reached
unanimity July 4, 1983. On January 24, 1984, the cardinals of the
congregation had also proclaimed unanimously their opinion that
Brother Polycarp had practiced to a heroic degree the theological
virtues of faith, hope, and love and the cardinal virtues, along with
other virtues related to them.
Monsignor Giovanni Papa, relater-general at the Congregation
for Causes of Saints and principal artisan of the positio of Brother
Polycarp, joined the community of the general house to celebrate
the decree at a special Eucharist. The Reverend Brother, in his comments, explained the importance of the decree:
389
390
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Today the church recognizes that God’s grace has worked marvels in Brother Polycarp and that our brother welcomed without
reservation the movements of grace. The church has just assured us
that Brother Polycarp lived as a saint. Beatification and canonization will add nothing additional to that assurance.
What had put the cause on the fast track after the snail’s pace
of nearly sixty years? Brother Jean-Charles had the answer: Brother
José Luis Gómez of Spain, postulator from 1982 to 1986. The new
postulator understood and plied the inner workings of the Vatican
congregation for saints. He gave the cause all his energy through
personal meetings with the cardinal prefect; official and less official
contacts; countless small services; and listening to those most interested in promoting the cause. After the decree was published, he recruited Brothers Louis-Régis Ross and Lionel Goulet to multiply
his efforts at spreading the good news of Venerable Brother Polycarp within the institute. Together these three, the present, the past,
and the future postulator commissioned a variety of materials for
diffusion in the provinces and gave witness to their personal faith in
his heroic sanctity.
The general council, wishing to avoid a triumphalistic motive
for the cause, kept the brothers’ eyes fixed on the charism in the belief that Brother Polycarp incarnated the “grace or charism” of the
institute and is a “model we want to know and love more.” 391
Brother Jean-Charles regarded the church’s recognition of Brother
Polycarp’s holiness not as a feather in our ecclesial cap, but as a potent affirmation of holiness of the vocation of brother. The decree of
venerability was a summons to celebrate our beautiful calling. It
was a reminder to live what is essential to that calling: brotherhood
in the heart of Jesus.392

391
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André Coindre Bicentennial
The cause of Brother Polycarp had opened diocesan and civil
records to historians of the institute, making the Positio a definitive
compendium of research about the life and era of our second
founder. By contrast, there was no equivalent compilation to help
us know our original founder except documents conserved in our
own archives and those of the Religious of Jesus and Mary. As a result, our response to the call of Vatican II to embrace the charism of
the founder was as yet unfinished. We lacked historical and biographical documentation. To fill the vacuum, the general council
seized upon the French brothers’ celebration of the bicentennial of
the baptism of André Coindre.
The bicentennial events lasted two days, April 25 to 26, 1987.
On the first, guests, brothers, clergy, and the Religious of Jesus and
Mary made pilgrimage to St. Nizier parish in Lyon, where André
had been baptized. At the parish school, Brother René Sanctorum
delivered a remarkable synthesis of the life and work of the
founder. 393 During the Eucharistic celebration afterwards, Cardinal
Albert Decourtray, Archbishop of Lyon, gave a homily recognizing
André Coindre as a prophet among his contemporaries and as a servant of God siezed and possessed by the Spirit of Jesus.394 The
second day, the celebration moved to Le Puy at Paradis, the heartland of Brother Polycarp, more recently converted into a residence
for the elders of the French brothers. The ceremony there was a memorial prayer for our predecessors who had founded the earliest
houses and were buried in the communal cemetery.
From the beginning of its mandate, motivated by the upcoming bicentennial, the general council was determined to dis393
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cover everything there was to know about André Coindre. “We
turned our gaze toward the founder. We drew close to him as a
person and we glimpsed his richness of heart.”395 They called on
Brother René Sanctorum, for whom knowing André Coindre was a
passion, to help them better understand his personal and founding
charism.396
If there was a single decision that most helped the council to
reach its goal of immersing itself in the founder’s charism, it would
be the naming of Brother Jean Roure, 4th assistant, to do full-time
historical research with the aim of publishing a definitive chronicle
of the life and work of André Coindre.
His research was painstaking. His sources were departmental
archives such as those of Grenoble and Rhône; manuscripts of pastors; parish registers; diocesan and seminary archives; contemporary biographies; and municipal libraries. An example of the thoroughness of his research into each of those sources can be found
among the details of Coindre family history which he reports in an
Annuaire article. 397 He learned, after deciphering the proper transcription of names on André’s baptismal record, that the parish
vicar who signed it, Anthony Joseph Lernoix, was among the martyrs of the revolution, dying at the point of an assassin’s sword five
years after he signed and dated the register.
Beyond the facts and dates of his 170-page chronicle, Brother
Jean also documents with photos, maps, and handwritten manuscripts the iconography of the times, persons, and church which
shaped André’s story from his baptism to his untimely death. For
example, Brother Jean made it his own mission to photograph and
document all of the crosses that Father Coindre had planted in town
squares at the close of the parish missions he preached.
The general council published the impressively documented
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and illustrated Père André Coindre, missionnaire et fondateur,
1787-1826, Chronologie et iconographie in 1987 in the format of
an album to commemorate the bicentennial and to make it echo
through the institute. The council wanted the album to bring under
one cover every known date and place of every zealous initiative of
Father Coindre. It situates the chronology of his activities as
founder and superior alongside parallel lists of concurrent events of
his priestly ministry, of his chaplaincy of the Sisters of Jesus-Mary,
and of contemporary history.
Brother Jean-Charles expressed to the general chapter the
graces that marked him during the year of the bicentennial. “This
year, as I walked side by side with the founder André Coindre, as I
contemplated how he served the church, and as I meditated on what
he wrote about zeal in his rule, a conviction arose in me that we,
Brothers of the Sacred Heart, are somewhat fearful of living all the
way to the limit the life-giving forces infused in the grace of our
foundation.” 398
His love for and hope in the charism of the founder, as well as
this challenge to live it with audacity stand out as a legacy of the
leadership of Brother Jean-Charles as superior general.

PROVINCIAL OF ARTHABASKA
At the end of his mandate, after eighteen years headquartered
at the generalate and living out of his suitcase as a frequent visitor
to the fifteen provinces, thirteen districts, and nine extra-territorial
houses of the time, Brother Jean-Charles was welcomed back to his
province with open arms. Almost immediately, the superior general
in council returned him to the post he vacated when he left for
Rome in 1970, that of provincial, which he assumed for two addi-
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tional terms, from 1988 to 1995. His return home gives us an opportunity to page through the album of his life to watch him being
formed to the faith, values and leadership skills which prompted the
general chapter to choose him for the service of authority at the international level.
The eldest of six children of Lucien Daigneault and MarieAnge Latulippe, he was born in Windsor, Québec May 9, 1928. He
got his love for teaching from his mother’s home tutoring and from
Brother Constantin [Bellut], whose engaging way with his pupils
the young Brother Jacques sought to imitate. His love for community life and his affable way of winning hearts were affirmed by the
joyful comraderie that reigned during his formation days in
Arthabaska. During teacher training, Brother Leo Martel motivated
him by speaking often of the joy and the art of instruction and by
his enthusiasm for working with the young. The older brothers who
established the University of Sherbrooke taught him the effectiveness of audacity. The brothers at Nicolet helped him to gain competence and confidence in who he was.
It was as dean of studies in Victoriaville that he first took on
the service of authority, learning quickly the value of close accompaniment of teachers and of listening to the students. But it was in
Beauce that he believes he came into his own. The newly constituted school commission of the civil province of Québec named
him associate director of pedagogy for the region of La Chaudière.
He served there from 1963 to 1967. Named to implement revolutionary educational reforms that put an end to clerical influence
within the school system, he was tested as a leader by the need to
have opposing sides speak to each other. He led the brothers in
working out a new way to live their educational vision based on
fresh approaches to community life and prayer.
In his service of authority he broke new ground, giving witness
to respect for the work of the Spirit in every person. The result of
his early days of leadership in Canada in both professional and
communal spheres was a singular contribution to the institute’s un-
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derstanding of governance: his embodiment of the principles of
subsidiarity and collegiality through respectful listening.399

GOLDEN JUBILARIAN
Brother Jean-Charles celebrated his golden jubilee of profession June 17, 1995 after he completed his third and last term as
provincial. A few excerpts from the generous homage given him by
brothers from his province of Arthabaska who knew best his career,
his personality, his unique gifts, and his religious dedication paint a
portrait of a confrere centered on relationships of communion.
Brother Claude Cloutier called him an “apostle of the missions”: “He developed special ties of brotherhood with missionaries
and developed in the mission countries a sense of belonging to an
international religious community.”
Brother Yvan Turgeon, provincial councillor, expressed to him
words of thanks for his being a man of peace. “When you were
faced with a shocking or painful event, you didn’t protect yourself
from being moved and hurt, but the presence of a deep and solid
peace radiated from you.” He also told Brother Jean-Charles what
kind of provincial he was: “You were in our midst as one who
serves: eager service always at the ready.”
Jean-Charles expressed gratitude for the gift of brotherhood he
received during his fifty years.
My personal growth thrived in a climate of warm fraternal affection and mutual support. At every stage of my life within or outside the institute, my brothers have shared with me their prayer,
their friendship, and their apostolic enthusiasm. They offered me
their understanding and collaboration. They encouraged me and
supported me as I accomplished my mission. In my moments of dif399

cf. Jean-Claude Éthier, Les Frères du Sacré-Cœur : Leur apostolat au Canada
1900-2004, 2e édition 2009, 46
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ficulty and failure, my brothers were present to me with abundant
empathy. They also knew how to respect the places where I was
hurting.

AT HOME IN MAISON COINDRE
In 1995 Brother Jean-Charles’ service as provincial came to an
end with the merger of the provinces of Arthabaska and Sherbrooke, and he took a year for personal formation at the Pastoral Institute of Montréal.
The general council of the time noted Brother Jean-Charles’
commitment to the return to our sources and to making the life of
the founder known and loved. As superior general he had shown his
interest in promoting further research by making preliminary contacts with Brother Jean-Pierre Ribaut (France), scholar on the faculty of the University of Lille, to ask him to publish a professional
critical edition of all the writings of Father Coindre. The council
hoped that he could make himself available to join the community
of the International André Coindre Center (CIAC), opened in 1993
in Lyon by Reverend Brother Jesús Marín. Brother Jean-Charles
was quick to say yes.
In 1996 he joined Brothers Marcel Rivière (New Orleans), director of the center; Jesús Ortigosa (Spain); and René Sanctorum
(France-Allex) as members of the CIAC animation team. Brother
Jean-Charles took on the task of creating a file system for documentation and for receiving research contributions from Brother Marius
Drevet (France). He also served as secretary for the weekly CIAC
team meetings of reflection and for coordination of groups coming
to the center to make a pilgrimage in the footsteps of André Coindre.
But his chief contributions were his welcoming presence, his vast experience of the charism in all parts of the institute, and his embodiment of an active desire for continuity with the graces of our origins.
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The CIAC team presided over in-depth research into the
founder’s life and times that led to several landmark discoveries.
Following in the footsteps of French brothers Pierre Fontanier and
Jean Roure, Brother Marius Drevet of Lyon scoured the archives of
the department of Rhône and found the notarized act of sale of the
original Pieux-Secours recorded in May of 1818. The building described in the detailed document was nothing like the one traditionally imagined. In point of fact, the building that Father Coindre
bought with his own money was operating as a well-equipped silk
factory. It was not “a farmer’s cottage,” as Brother Stanislas had
proposed in his History of the Institute of 1956. 400 It was a professional establishment noteworthy for its originality.
Other precious discoveries that enabled the team to understand
the founding charism were an inventory of the building at the time
of purchase, and tax records listing the evolving number of boys
and adults living there. The most important document which
Brother Marius brought to light was the original Pieux-Secours
prospectus of 1818 written by the founder himself. Found in a police file related to a suspected kidnapping, the leaflet not only describes the original grace of the founder’s first work – his attitude
of transformational trust and hope in the young – but also its effective structures of governance and financing.401
For ten years, until his health no longer allowed it, Brother
Jean-Charles was at the heart of the CIAC experience, which offered hospitality to numerous individuals, including Brother Guy
Brunelle (Mali), who joined the community and pursued his own
research over a period of two years. Depending on their language,
Brother Jean-Charles animated prayer and conference sessions for
pilgrim groups: formation directors from Africa; brothers and lay
partners from the United States and England; and Corazonistas
from Spain.
400
cf. Jean-Pierre Ribaut and Guy Dussault, editors, André Coindre: Writings and
Documents, Volume 3 Pieux-Secours (Rome, 2002), 6;34
401
ibid., 27-32
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At the invitation of the
leaders of the spiritual renewal
session at the general house, the
team prepared a travelling session that, for several years running, brought Lyon to Rome for
a month. Brother Jean-Charles
was the unifying voice of reflection guiding participants
through an experience designed
to replicate the CIAC pilgrimage and to promulgate understanding of the founder
based on research findings. A
memorable part of his animation was his exposition of the
“Teaching Jesus,” a bronze
statue in the foyer of CIAC
which was commissioned by
the 1898 alumni class of Saint Louis College. The statue stands as
an icon of Father Coindre’s personal charism, in imitation of Jesus,
transformed into the charism of the Brothers of the Sacred Heart.
“Christ is walking: look at the flow of his garments and notice
the position of the feet. … He is walking energetically. He leans
forward in a dynamic way. There is an imperative force that is
calling him forth. There is little time to fulfill his mission. There
is an urgency to evangelize the people. He has only three years
to do this.
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He strides forward
with lively step, there is little time
without sandals
unconcerned about the condition of the road ahead
the hot sand
the hard rocks
the damp earth
in order to better experience the human condition.
His garments flow as he moves forward
moving forward with vigor
slowing down only to address the needs of others
…
His arms are open wide and extended
greeting without discrimination
…
those who do not know where to go.
His open mouth utters simple words
a warm greeting
easy to understand
words mysterious at times
for they speak of the mystery of his grace
(one day to be ours)
but he does not speak as priests would
he speaks with the authority
of the Father whose message he communicates
he elicits confidence
he pardons faults
he encourages
he invites to conversion
he shares in our life.
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His eyes look
with tenderness on those who wish to know him
with sadness on those who are without a shepherd
with compassion on those who have nothing,
who have been hurt by life
with mercy on those who sinned.
His eyes scan the road before him
sees the traps that are ahead
the cross that is the will of his Father
my cross and the crosses of all men and women.
His heart beats
generously for one and for all – none are forgotten
at times too fast, rapidly at times
beats always for others
in harmony with the heart of his Father.
Christ the Teacher
walks along the road
under the hot sun and the driving rain
against the high winds of a storm
and the gentle breezes, the whisper of the Spirit.
His mission knows no bounds
he is a man dedicated to others
addressing urgent needs.”
Though intended by the alumni of St. Louis as a simultaneous
tribute to Jesus the teacher and to the brothers who taught them, the
statue can also be seen as an image of Brother Jean-Charles himself,
who, as thirteenth superior general, bequeathed his dynamic, heartfelt love of the founder’s charism to an institute which had lived for
generations with an orphan boy’s longing to know his real father.
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